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4 Student Textbook Agents urs, Luncheons Sports
Are Dealt Pencil Probation,

The Technology Textbook Agents-Durk Pearson '64, Gene Sala-
min '63, Wililamrn Sclnnid '63 and Erwin Strauss '65-have been placed 

, 'pencil probation' by the Institute Committee Judicial Committee. Wen
The quartet pleaded guilty to three charges and was found guilty

of a fourth charge stemming from its advertised. plans to sell- 'pirated
editions' of American textbooks at MrrIT.

The Judicial Committee, which acted on -the case at the recom-
mendation of Inscomm's Executive Conunittee, reached its decision
early last week. The import of 'pencil probation' is explained in the
official Judcomm statement appearing below.

The controversy surrounding TITA's operations started soon after
thle group's April 7 advertising flyers announced TTA's intentions of
selling texts at less than one-half the American retail price. The
volumes, known as "pirated editions", were to be photo-offset copies
of existing American books, printed in countries (Formosa, the main
one) which do not subscribe to the International Copyright Agreement.
They can be priced much below American retail prices because of
the typesetting and royalty savings.

The legality of importing such books with the intent of sale in
the United States is questionable. Apparently it is at least legal to
bring the books intc the U. S. for personal use, a fact which has for
a long time irritated American publishers.

The question of legality was not a factor in the Judcomm deci-
sion, based solely on violations of MIT-based instructions. Also not
considered by Judcomm was the ethicality of TA's operations. TTA
had indicated it would pay royalties to the authors whose works it
C.AR

Visiting MIT Saturday and Sun-
day will be more than 800 parents
of undergraduate students. Com-
ing from as far as California, they
have been invited to Cambridge
for the Institute's fourth biannual
"Parents' Weekend." Planned by
the students of all four undergrad-
uate classes, Parents' Weekend
alternates each year with an
Open House for the general pub-
lic.

Pre-registration data indicates
that electrical engineering is the
most popular course with parents.
Over 200 families have ex-
pressed an interest in this depart-
ment. Physics and mathematics
are the next most popular de-
partments with pre-registration
figures set at 180 and 125 families,
respectively. As of Wednesday,
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lectures, luncheons, departmental
April 18, 1273 people were plan-
ning to attend Parents' Weekend.
This figure represents 406 fam-
ilies.

Variety of Events
Over the weekend, parents will

be treated to a varied schedule of
theater, musical entertainment,

filu.
TrA withdrew its advertising

posters from the Institute bulletin
boards soon after the controversy
bloomed. At the Executive Com-
mittee meeting, the group an-
nounced it was completely aban-
doning plans for importation of
the books. However, the group
has since affirmed that it is still
considering selling MIT humani-
ties course texts, in legitimate
United States editions, next year.

a0 * * O * 0o

Statement Of
The Institute Committee

Judicial 'Committee
As a result of the, hearing of the

Judicial Committee on April 16
Messrs. D. Pearson,; W. Schmid,
E. Salamin and E. Strauss are
placed on Dean's Office probation
for the duration of their under-
graduate stay at MIT. As a-con-
dition of this probation, the Judi-
cial Committee has recommended
to the Dean's office that if any of
these students .be foundguilty of
an offence by any Judicial Com-
mittee or the Dean's Office, that
he be expelled from the Institute.
All record of this probation shall
be removed from the permanent
transcript of these individuals
upon their graduation from the In-
stitute (pencil probation).

The four persons named, opera-
tors of the Technology Textbook
Agents were found guilty of:

1) asserting that they had the
approval or sanction of the Insti-
tute in their enterprise, which in
fact they did not.
2) attempting to ue the Insti-

tute mails without permission and
for a commercial purpose.

3) using the Undergraduate As-
sociation bulletin boards without
permission.
4) failing to follow the advice of

(Please ttir to'page 9)
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At Next Meeting

Frosh Prex/Seat
Is Inscomm Topic

The next Institute Committee meeting will dis-
cuss the question -of seating the Freshman Class
President on Inscomm, reported IJAP Woody Bow-
man at the April 19 meeting.

Also to be considered is an intercollegiate con-
ference next spring. Steve Kaufman will present
the specific proposals and will act as chairman of
the committee to ran the project if it is approved.

Reports from FCC on Orientation Week plans
for next fall, from the Activities Valuation. Com-
mittee, and from the Executive Committee regard-
ing the future status of Preview will be given be-
fore Inscomm. . -

The Student Union Committee, composed of
Woody Bowman, Allen Womak, and Steve WFan-
ner, will represent the undergraduates to the MIT
Building Committee at the review of the drawings
of the Student Union. The meeting will take place
shortly and the drawings should be released im-
mediately afterwards for comment by the student

Senior Seriously Injured
In Thesis Lab Explosion
George Chris Pedersen '62, Chemical Engineer-

ing, was seriously injured Saturday from a
methane-oxygen explosion in Building 12.

In addition to burns, Pedersen suffered severe
cuts on the face and neck caused by flying glass.
Pedersen had been working on his thesis project,
converting methane to acetylene at high tempera-
tures, when the apparatus exploded. Two other
people in the lab were uninjured.

Dave Koch '62, who was in the lab during the
explosion, said the accident was avoidable. Peder-
sen was admitted to Baker Memorial Hospital Ap-
ril 21, and is expected to be released in a week.

Pile Driver Begis Double Shift
The pile driver at the Earth Science Building

construction site goes on a double shift this week,
due to unforeseen problems. Work must remain on
schedule for the concrete pouring to be finished by
winter.

120-foot piles are being driven into holes. pre-
drilled 85 feet deep. The piles, hollow tubes sealed
at the bottom, are lowered into pre-dug holes.

A steel driving core is put in the pile. The core
hammers on the bottom of the pile so that it is
pulled rather than pushed into the ground. When
in place, the pile is filled with concrete.

tours and demonstrations, and in-
tercollegiate and intramural ath-
letics.

After registering on arrival
Saturday morning, parents will
have the opportunity to attend
classes, meet freshman advisors,
tour the Nuclear Reaotor and
Computation Center, and hear
demonstration lectures by Dr.
Harold C. Edgerton, professor of
electrical engineering, and Dr.
John Wulff, professor of. metal-
lurgy.

Dr. Julius A. Stratton, Presi-
dent of the Institute, will address
students and their families at
8:30 Saturday evening in Kresge
Auditorium immediately follow-
ing banquets in Walker Memorial
and Burton House. The evening
will conclude in Kresge Auditori-
um with a performance by stu-
dent finalists of this spring's All-
Tech Sing. The Dramashop will
run a program at the same time
in the Little Theatre.

Saturday Activities
Designed to give parents first-

hand contact with students, fac-
ulty, and administration as well
as a cross-sectional view of un-
dergraduate life at MIT, Parents'
Weekend will present opportuni.
ties for parents to talk with pro-
fessors and administrators at the
noon luncheons Saturday. and at
informal departmental seminars
and teas.

Departments, in addition, have
planned student demonstrations
of laboratory experiments and
class work. Several students in
the electrical engineering depart-
ment will demonstrate the music-
making and game-playing capa-
bilities of the experimental TX-O
and PDP-1 computers.

Sunday Schedule
The Weekend will close Sunday

afternoon with open houses in the
various living groups and in the
home of Dean Frederick G. Fas-
sett, Jr., Dean of Residence. Ear-
lier in the day religious services
will be held in the MIT Chapel.

Throughout the Weekend the
Massachusetts Science Fair, being
held in Rockwell Athletic Cage,
wiil be open to visiting'parents
who wish to see advanced work
in science produced by high
school students.
Co-Chairmen of Parents' Week-

nd are Michael L. Jablow '62
rnd Bardwell C. Salmon '62. Oth-
r student members of the com-
nittee include Robert Blumberg
64, William Carither '64, C. Bert
night '64, Henry McCarl '62,

)ale Miller '63, Thomas Perardi
64, and Douglas Veenstra '64.
?hey have been assisted by a fac-
l1ty advisory committee.

Eyesore Barge Appears On River As Realtor Flouts The MDCF•I..

Sul![van's barge, fied utp ie front of the !nsfiufe last week.

-Photo Courtesy The Harvard C

ss*>t*r oBy Carl Wunschi
The local real estate dealer who threatened to

-: . sink a barge in front of .te Charles River Yacht
Club on Memorial Drive has removed it for "fur-

. ther renovations.
John Briston Sullivan, who a year ago announc-

ed plans to build an apartment house on stilts on
the same site, claims that he owns the land on
which the yacht club is situated. He has used the
barge to dramatize his fight with the Metropolitan
District Commission over title to the land.

Two weeks ago, Sullivan had a barge, 131 feet
.:i in perimeter, towed through the Charles River
' locks and anchored in proximity to the yacht club.

Claiming that he had received a building permit
from the City of Cambridge for 45 Memorial Drive,
exactly 131 feet in perimeter, Sullivan threatened

s....'.. to sink the barge in the river, and thus impede
access to the yacht club.
. A few days ago, the barge disappeared as mys-

teriously as it had come, "fading off into the fog,"
as Sullivan put it. Monday night, the realtor said
that the barge will "not be sunk this week."
Whether the barge will appear and disappear per-
iodically like the fabled Marie Celeste remains to
be seen.

Cr>mson Sullivan said that the Metropolitan District Corn-

mission flooded the land with the building of the
Charles River Dam many years ago, according to
statutory right. His complaint stems from his
claim that the Commission had no right to permit
the Charles River Yacht Club to build on his land.
Sullivan said that he is paying taxes on the sub-
merged land, and that while the MDC had the
power to flood the land, they had no other rights
pertaining to it.

According to the real estate dealer, he pur-
chased the rights to the land in 1957 from the es-
tate of Joseph White, who had obtained them from
the MDC. The MDC had originally taken the land
by right of eminent domain for the building of Me-
morial Drive and then sold it to White.

Sullivan had threatened to carry his suits
against the MDC and the yacht club to the US
Supreme Court. Suit is currently pending in the
state Supreme Court.

The Harvard Crimson recently reported that
Sullivan had threatened to anchor his barge in
front of the home of MIT President Stratton. When
asked about this, Sullivan denied he bore any
grudge against Stratton, and denied having any
intention of defiling the President's view of the
river. '
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Prof. Hagen Dispule

Economic TI
By Jason Fane

Prof. Everett E. Hagen said the
theory that social overhead capi-
tal is the prerequisite to economic
growth in underdeveloped areas is
mostly a myth.

In a lecture April 17, he said
human initiative and small crea-
tive entrepreneurs are more im-
portant factors in fostering growth,
than social overhead capital.

heory Is Labell
Social overhead capital refers to

"basic" facilities: railroads, power
plants, steel, etc. The term was
coined in the 1940's by Dr. Paul
Rosenstein-Rodan of the MIT eco-
nomics department

According to the social overhead
theory, railroads and power plants
be built on a large scale in order
to be efficient. If a'nation cannot
get enough capital to build a large

the taste to start with...th taste to stay with

What makes Lucky Strike the favorite regular cigarette of college smokers? Fine-tobacco taste.
The taste of a Lucky is great to start with, and it spoils you for other cigarettes. That's why
Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. So, get the taste you'll want to stay with. set Lucky today.

0A.r, h rodd Rf744,i50d r vaetiSsour mW cnaaw

Theory of Colleague 

led A'Myth'
plant it faces a roadblock.
. Actually, Prof. Hagen says, a

small power plant may funish
power just as well. Although the
cost per kilowatt hour may be
slightly higher than with large
stations, it will still be low enough
for the plants to help the economy.
The sme is true for roads, rail.
roads, and other basic facilities.

To prove his points, ProL Hagen
cited 1:th Century England as a
nation that had large scale eco
nomic growth without any rail.
toads, power plants, stel, etc.
Without the benefit of any tech.
nology. developed in other lands,
England had the first Industrial
Revolution.
. To illustrate his contention that

small facilities are adequate to do
the job of initiating growth he
showed slides of a small railway
locomotive used on Colombia's
first railroad. The locomotive is
smaller than a modemrh automobile,
and was carried over the mou.
tains by teams of men serving as
beasts of burden.

Dr. Hagen is a professor in the
MIT economics department, and
has studied intensively the factors
that promote economic growth in
underdeveloped areas and tradi
tional societies. From 1951 to 1953
he was a consultant on economic
growfth to the government of Bur.
ma.

The lecture was sponsored by
the Inter-American Program of the
Civil Enginering Department. It
was part of a series of weekly
lectures given in 3-133 Tuesdays
,t 4:00.
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Typed, prepaid classified ads may
be submitted to The Tech, Walter
Memorial. Rate: 20 cents per 30
character line.

SUBLET FOR SUMIMER-FurnisheJ
apar+ment, Br., Dr., Lr., K, & B;

parking for -1 car, walking dis4ance
Tach, close M.T.A., $130 pef
month, call CO 2-1036.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Camping
bi;p leader at smaN boy's camp

in Maine. Must be 21 or older.
Phone David Websier, WA 6-0600
days or CL 9-8929 evenkigs.

1.964 ALFA RO M EO SPORTS
COUPE. Cus4om built aluminum

body by GHIA. First reasonable
offer. AT 9-0107 or AT 4-5073.

I t . . Iime

It's fime

. you tried a

KAYWOODIE
PIPE
S .

Standard..
Whfte Biar
White Corat

ReIef Grab
Carburator.
Mhoutte .
Flame Grin
Como fseur.

. $5.95
.* $6.95
* $6.95
* $6.95
. $7.J5
. $8.95

,. $8.95
$10.00
$12.50
$17.50

TECH
COOP

SPRING WEEKEND
Reserve Now - Don't Waif

All Brand New Dinner Jackets For Rental
White and Powder Blue

SPECIAL DISCOUNT RATES FOR STUDENTS

CAPITffOL FORMAL SHOP
1357 Commonwealth Avenue, AHston, Mass.

I minute from Harvard Ave.
AL 4-2770 - FREE PARKING
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F our Students Altend
Yale Colloquium, Hear
ioulding, Fulton Lewis

- UAP Bowman Dunked At APO Spring Carnival

By Don Goldstein
Four politically conscious Tech- .

men attended an intercollegiate
lloquium entitled "The Chal-

lenge of the Crisis State," held
at Yale University April 13
through 15. Gerald Gottlieb, '62,
frason Fane, '63, Ronald Baecker,

, and Don Goldstein, '65, repre-n
sented IT at the colloquium,. .......
sponsored by a Yale group called
I'Challange," dealt mainly with
the internal economic, social,
olitical, and moral effects of
e cold war upon the United 

tates.
Although they termed the con-

erence a broadening experience,
afour students were somewhat

critical of the quality of some
i the speakers, most of the other

otudent participants. S e n a t o r 
arett, the opening speaker,

,,made me question the validity
f the democratic system," corn-
ented one of them. Another 
characterized his talk and his -t1
a.swers to questions as "bonm- "

~bastic nothingness."
The next event was a debate

~b~he nex event wa a debateWoody Bowman '63, UAP, drops ;nto a tank of w'ater at the Zetaetveen Norman Thomas and Dean Fasse-f crowns Nancy Quinn Queen of t h e APO Carnival, as
ton Lewis -:[, on the topic, Beta Tau booh. Ron Gilman, presidenl of the class of '64, was. given her date, Gary Heimig '62, watches. Nancy attends Me Prince School of

'Resolved: That America's re- ge honor of dunking him. Retailing of Simmons College.
sponse to the Cold War has ir- -Photo by Conrad Grundlehner -Photo by Curtiss Wiler

rienled her democracy." Thomas By P. Berube stuffed animals for prizes.
~pited to the economic -and psy-

Nineteen hundred people took Hamster races were held at~ho~ogical committment of the if' part in the APO Spring Carnival the Sigma Phi Epsilon booth.
~United States to the arms race, Saturday, April 21, at Rockwell Parimutuel bets were talken on
~Centioning that already one-half Cage. Profits are estimated at the animals.~0[ the research money and one- $300. Queen of the Carnival was
6.ird of the scientists and engin-$3.

The Carnival, sponsored by Nancy Quinn, a retailing studenteers in the nation are being di-
Alpha Phi Omega, featured 27 of Simmons, the date of Garryverted to the defense effort. -booths, each managed by a dif- Helmig '62.Lewis' reply said, essentially, frn

That America had not yet made campus activity. These Profits this year declined slight-1a response to the cold war. Lik- booths collected 10,000 tickets, at ly from last year. The money
ening America to a football team 10 cents each. will be donated to the Boy Scout

with a losing streak, he call"d for The "Ducking Pool," by Zeta movement.
Beta Tau, won the most originala"new coach," and a "new booth award.TWswsacnsgoal," specifically the liberation boot ward Tis was a canvas 'Fanny Full Of Fender

of the world from totalitarianism,rather than peace. Customers could shoot two balls
Pr ofhessr Kenneth aBoudng ofae at a target thirty feet away; aeSoughtty Tech Hwtcher~Professor Kenneth Boulding o

the University of Michigan a good hit tumbled into the water George Frazier, in his column
nhe Un- aiversityobe Michigan aswhoever was sitting on a plat- ". . Another Man's Poison" ingenerally acclaimed to be themost stimulating and challenging *.~*.*Ak'**..*.**- form above the pool. Woody Bow- the Boston Herald Monday, April

man, President of the Under- 23 wrote:Df the speakers. Terming the
nation-state as. "militarily obso- graduate Student Association, "Not a lift, but a fanny full

t A Techman works out his frusfratfons on an old car. Wreckers were served as one of the victims. of fender should be the answerete," Boulding showed why this ofedrsulbeteawrwas true by means of a theoret- given the opportunity of trying for pieces as souvenirs or aiming for Phi Delta Theta won the to those MIT students who
"The Coop", "5.02", "Stratton , and various other symbols of the s'u- award *for doing the most busi- thumb rides across the Mass.[cal system analysis. He com-plained that not nearly enough bles. ess with a numbers game, using Avenue Bridge."

bntellectual effort, particularly
bf an international character, is inscomm LedS
being devoted to study of the real Institute Committee met Thurs-
problems of living in the 20th day April 19 for five hours and
:entury, and that the U.S. today elected twelve committee chair-

eems to be afraid to face dis- men and board members.
urmament, mainly because "we The results of the election are:

st don't know the 'rules' of how Judicial Committee Chairman: , : I *

[olive in a disarmed world." 'Bob Morse elected over Ken
Max Lerner also favorably im- Weyler and Bill Jessiman.
ressed the four MIT represen- Judicial Committee Secretary:
atives. His talk centered about Ken Wyler elected over Bill ,'
}re factors that he felt were $essiman.

ential to America's continued Executive Committee Member-at-
vival and progress: and "elon" large: Jim Champy over Jim

r life force, and "elite" or Holcroft (declined nomination)
Badership superior in both char- and Ron Gilman.

and ability, and an "ethos" SCEP Chairman: Al Kessler elect-
r system of values central to our ed on a white ballot.

usyture. FCC Chtairman: Bill Pinkerson
The most prominent criticisms elected over Lanny Gardner.
If the colloquium were directed IPC Chairman: Juan Calvo elected
t the student seminars and the on a white ballot. $IGTSEEM? RENT A VESPR!
ilatforre coordinator, Professor PRC Chairman: Bob Johnson LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS Low Daily and Weekly Rates[funltington of Columbia. "Dis- elected over Art Connolly and ALtar Ick;sox
usmion~ were conducted on the ~~lh Gao si ntdArtists Produlction,,kmonswemconuctd o th Rlph Grabowski. AS LITTLE AS $1 0 DOWN I! EKN PCA -$ 2f trigl'ost superficial level, and I Finance Board-Junior Members: on to Mon. a.m.
iis0 disappointed by the lack of Steve Miller, Jerry Luebbers, $11.40 per montht*

and Bob Scott elected over Don After normal down paymen SALES SERVICE RENTALS ALgonquin 4 1150Ynamriic or intelligent leadership Ahi,o;,, rV,.,.. Abt- rimea downpayre®DrALgonquin_4-1150
it ray seminars,'" said Ron

ecker. Tason Fan e found the
ducational value of one seminar

the fact that, "It was inter-
Stin g to see how crudely stu-

ents with a non-scientific edu-
tio n handle problems in their

w m area. "

Professor Huntington, who ca ll-
id himself "an ardent advocate of
ie e status quo," antagonized
Ouch of his audience by describ-
ig the Radical Right and the
!eace Movement as being equally
lngerous to America and as
Iite similar in aims, methods,
i psychology.

&uLL-SL LUCK Izenter, AoD
Clark, and Bert Knight.

Finance Board-Senior Members:
Frank Verlot and Mike Lifschitz
elected over Bob Morse.
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The BIG Sound of JAZZ from MIT and HARVARD
Friday, April 27 at 8:30 in Kresge Auditorium

THE TECHTONIANS vs. THE BIG BAND FROM HARVARD
. playing modern'sounds of Big Band Jazz

and featuring an exclusive performance of the

'"Suite for Two Bands"
composed and arranged by noted West Coast iazz arranger Vic Schoen

Take the parents - Advance tickets free-- $1.00 at the door.
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To Parents
We of The Tech would like to extend

a cordial greeting to the 400 families
who will be on campus this week to par-
tVcipate in MIT's fourth bi-annual Par-
ents weekend. You will be given a brief
glimpse into the ways we live and work,
shorter than we might have wished, but
long enough, we hope, to be enjoyable
and informative.

-Parents' Weekend, like so many MIT
activities, is conducted by the Undergrad-
uate Association, which is a long way of
saying that it is not only the admid-nistra-
tion and faculty of MIT, but also we as
members of the student body who have
planned and are interested in your visit.

Time is short; see as much as you
tink you can enjoy, but try not to miss
our outstanding crew's bouts with Yale,
Eiarvaxd and Dartmouth Saturday.

Our only request of you is that you
return home with a little better idea of
JglT and how it works. And know that
though we may complain a lot, it is still
a pretty good place.

Student Union
vIT's proposed student union reflects

* new ,trend in long-range campus plan-
ning. Its location is p~ant of a plan to
move the focus of community activities
and especially of undergraduate activities
$0 the west side of the campus. It will
tie together geographically the Ins~tate's
athletic program with other extra-cur-
ricular activities, and will be close to the
areas of proposed dornmito'y expansion.
It points to the eventual elimination of
the East Campus area as a center for un-
dergraduate housing.

This shift of geographical emphasis
will not be upon us quickly, but wiprob-
ably accelerate rapidly after completin
of the center.

Another interesting facet of center
philosophy is implied by the laxge
amount of space which wMll be devoted to
activities for individuals and unorganized
student groups, an area in which tlis
campus has long been deficlent. The un-
ion plans presently contain a number of
open lounges, a bowling alley, am open

darkroom, music pracice -'oExxS and a
room for arts and craft work.

These "open" rooms, when coquidered
with the union's four dining failities and
commercial space, should ensure that the
center will be used by almost everyone
on campus.

Walker Memorial, which has sinre the
construction of the du Pont Athletic Cen-
ter been the focus of non-athletic extra-
curricular activities, has been devoted a]-
most entirely to space for organized
groups.

The disposition of Walker Memorial
after the center is frished-is still unde-
termined. Present plans do not call for
moving WTBS, and unless the center is
expanded immediately, it is very pro/b-
bie that other new activities will find
space in Walker.

Student union planhing has hit a snag
in mncreased foundation costs, leaving the
future of the center in doubt. We do not
feel that the amout of money alofted
for the construction of this single non-
academic student fadMty is com mensu-
rate with its announced go&. If how-
ever, the Institute should be unwimling to
allot more funds and must liit' its pres-
ent plans, we suggest that other alterna-
fives be considered. Why not extend and
remodel Walker? It seems we might be
able to get more for the two and one
half milion dollars the Inst/tute has ear-
marked for- the construction of the stu-
bulldlhg commercial facilities om the
dent facility by doing this and merely
West Campus site. It would be desirable
to have all facilities together in one cen-
tral location, but if we earmot raise
enough money then let's not compromise
OUT nee¥s.

The Casino
An era is co-ning to an end in Boston.

Burlesque is going to die. Te' Gaiety,
the Park, and the Globe are long dead.
The corpse of the Od Howard has been
cremated. And now the Casino is being
crucified. On Good Friday, April 20, May-
or Collins of Boston prwnunced the
death sentence, the new government cen-
ter in Scollay Square will be buMlt n the
Casino's remains.

Bumps and grinds and the old comic
wiL be gone from Bston. The p.eeJrd-
american, in an intens campaign" of
an editorial and some candid photo-
graphs, convinced Mayor Codhin to order
the city cenOr to revoke the Casino's li-
cense. ("Take off!"' rather than '"Take
it off!") And yet th 1ecord-Ameriean
still carries the Casino's daily advertise-
ments. (This week Kismet; next week
Chili Pepper.)

Opposition to the Casin Theater is
morally based. The tradition of burlesque
in Bos-tn, the unique nature of the bur-
lesque comic, the high regard whieb
mrlany of the performers have for their
art, and the esteem in which these per-
formers are held by heir fans, aHl of this
has been set beactge vo the size and
thickness of G-strings.

Well then, let them make the G-
.stings a bit bigger and thicker, and then
the opposiion wi have barely a leg to
stand on. The proposed new theater on
Washington St. has been -guanteed
clean by the management. City censor
Richard J. Sinott claims that the new
Casino would be like a "breath of spring"
compared to other Washington st. estab-
lishments.

So why oppose it? A breath of spring
is most certainly welcome im the days of
the bomb. A few letters to the maIyor
might well help him to change his mmnd

Letters to The Tech1
Pe~nfriens Wanted and prejudice, and the feas thal

To the Editor: they breed. Intellectual -mntact
I have started an inteafiond between People of all races, -creeds

penfrieds' club in Sydeey, and and color can help to break down -

have numay Australians on my these barriers, and even a small
books, unversity stadents and uipple on the dark pool of mutuQal
oths who would like to corres- sui derstandung should not be
pond with studens of your Unsti- underrated.
ttite. Those interested can write o rne

There are wonderfu opportumi- direct, telling me their age group,
ties in the world today for the en- interests, etc. I shall do my best
ribmernt of individual experience to put them in touch with those of
by contact with other kains of similar tastes here.
people, new ways of life, and un-, Mrs. D. Clyne,
familiar examples of the beauti- 7 Catalpa Crescent,
ful and interesting on art and a- Turrwnurra,
ture. Sydney, N.S.W.

To offset this, we have ignorance Australia

I.,

Kibitzer
By Steve Levy '63

NOR=TH sOUT
3J5432 4AQIO7

WAJ52 f* Q1087
AAK93 3J542

Contract: 6 Spades
Opening lead: King of Clubs

The hand for. this week comes
from a unique book on the play
of the hand, Spotlight on Card
Play by Darvas & Lucas. By a
series of questions they lead the
reader through the critical junc-
tures of several hands,

The distributional. nature of
the North-South hands warns,de-
clarer to take every precaution
against unbalanced distribution in
the opponents cards. What is
the best play in trumps? The
play of the jack is clearly su-
perior because it allows declarer
to pick up the whole suit even
if East has all outstanding
trumps and the jack keeps the
lead on the board in case an-
other finesse is required.

What suit do you attack first?
Since the play of hearts can only
go one way and the play of dia-
monds depends on how nmny
tricks can be lost there, hearts
are tried first. The lead of the
ten of hearts is preferred to that
of the queen. If West covers the
ten it is unlikely that he held
four or five hearts to begin
with because the cover in that
situation is extremely difficult to
guess; the queen would be cov-
ered automatically providing no
clue as to a 4-1 split. If West
covers the ten, then the play of
the jack retains a finesse on the
nine four times with East. If
West ducks the first heart and
shows up with four hearts, de-
clarer retains, a finesse on his
nine, but he must postpone that
until diamonds are tried; he
must use the slade entry to his
hand to try the second heart fin-

Book Review

My Life In Court

ly Mlry Ganl Menze
Perhaps the most .surprising

.thing about "My Life In Court"
is the revelation to the reader
that real-life court trials are as
dramatic as they appear to be
in fiction. Mr. Nizer reoounts
no sudden exposure of the cul-
prt in thecourtroom a la Per-
ry Mason, but he manages to
convey some of the intensity
attendant to a legal proceeding
wriwh may determine the fu-
ture life and reputation of the
princip'ls,

Two of the more interesting
accounts involve not murder &
mayhem, but such relatively
common (yet inflinitely more
difficult to prove), transgres-
sions -as libel and plagerism.
under the right of reply. .(Rey-

My Life In 0ourt
Louis Nizer

Doubleday & Co: New York

I524 page", $.95

esse and thus, if he does, -has
no protection against club leads
it the queen of diamonds is lost.

7he play in diamonds depends
on whether one trick can be lost.
If so the standard safety play-
is the Ace followed by low to
the jack which -guarantees three
tricks. What happens if no dia-
niond tricks can be lost. The Ace
should be led first. If the queen
doesn't drop, the best play is
the ICing of diamonds, not the
finesse for the drop of the ten.
If the queen drops from West
on the first round, the hand is
cold; if it comes from Fast de-
clarer must decide whether East
started with queen-ten of queen
alone. The same decision is faced
if the 10 drops on the first round.

Since Saturday is the major
part of Parent's Weekend, the
MIT Bridge Club tentatively
plans not to hold a tournament
then. The next meeting is the
May 5 masterpoint game, fol-
lowed May 12 by the Men's
Pairs. The season concludes May
19 with a special Masterpoint
game.

PUZZLER
NORTH

* 25.4-
YAJ6

Q 1096 5 2
4.5

WEST
4 J 10 7'6
9Q953
*AK

49Q92
Contract: 3 NT by North-South
Opening lead: 6 of Spades

Partner's nine of Spades cov-
ers your lead and is in turn cap-
tured by South's queen. South
leads the jack of diamonds. What
should West play? Answer next
week.

The first eornerns the suit of
Quentin Reynolds against
Westbrook Pegler, and the sec-
ond the action brought by the
writer (as later proved) of The
musie for "Rum and Coca-Cola"
against Miomey Amsterdam and
o0theis.

Pegler had alleged in his
cohlamn, ameng the milder
charges, that Reynolds was a
`vol.uptuay,*" "fellow-travel-
e,." had a `dmangy 'hIe" and a
'r"uerant belly filled with
something other than guts,"
and coined other *pithes too
obscene to recount He cast
doubt -oan Reynolds' record as a
reporter at the frot during the
war by calbm him "*an absen-
tee corresiondent" and a "war-
profiteer."

The problem for Mr. Nizer
as Reynolds' ittontey was to
establish the libel to Wks client
and to convince the eou-t that
Pegler was exceeding the lat/-

(Please turn to page 5)
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k Review.,
eti#ued from Page 4)

alowed hi as a writer
had previously written a

of a book in which Peg-
as treated with mild dis-
io) The lawyer made
st effective points cross-

Pegler when he
arious passages to him

:ked his judgment. When
condemned what Nizer
"pro-CoDmMUTi`t propa-
"utter nonsense" and
t" e lawyer then tri-

ntly announced that he
n reading excerpts from

own writings! Rey-
final vindication was an
of $200,000, not taxable,
itive damages.
suit for plagerism was

sting mainly because it
the slow and tortuous

ation of evidence that
ypso music written in
Trinidad was the basis
popular hit "Rum and

ola" some forty years
Lacking concrete proof
theft itself, Mr. Nizer

ed to an attempt to show
;iking and uncoincidertal
rity in tfie nature of the

and rhythn of the two

Bve p

tnes. He was -be to prove
that the sad and haunting
dEId -progression whieh ac-
companied the original tragic
lyrics had nonetheless been
mated with the seenringly un-
suitable comic words of "Rum
and Coca-Cola."

Mr. Nizer writes with under-
standing and sympathy, as
when he describes a rnalprac-
,tce suit against a physician

and a negligence suit against a
railroad, and demonstrates his
wily legal acumen in recalling
his adventures in the Loews'
proxy battle. In speaking of
the di-vorces he has handled, he
offers some cogent advice
which would behoove many a
married couple to read. One or
two of the more bizarre di-
vorce cases, however, might
better have been mnitted from
the book, having been given ex-
tensive and sensational newspa-
per coverage at the time: they
are scarcely more appetizing
in the retelling.

"My Life In Court" has been
first on best-seller lists for
some months, and if it is popu-
larized oourtroom non-fiction,
that may not be such a bad
thing after all. The reader will
surely emerge with a deeper
.respect for the law, the oourts
and the officers of the courts.
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It was only a week ago yester-

day that the revolutionary news
stunned the Ivy League. A 261-
year-old college was on the thresh-
old of taking the fatal step. A spe-
cial faculty committee at Yale
recommended the eventual admis-
sion of women undergratuates as
a "substantial proportion of each
class."

The committee report went
further in stating that- "Yale has
a national duty, as well as a duty
to itself, to provide the rigorous
training for women that we supply
for men." The report is now under
consideration by the Yale Corpora-
tion, the university's governing
board of trustees. Presently only
the professional and graduate
schools of Yale are open to women.

Even More Revolutionary
Because the University of Cali-

fornia is already coeducational, it
must look ahead to new horizons
for the expansion of its admissions
policies. UCal (at least according
to the Daily California) is conse-
qluently now admitting a new type

' -_ ----_:-.--- By Toby Zidle '63 _ =i -

Revolutions In Admission Circles:
'Yale Coed' - 'California Venusian 

of female student-coeds from
Venus.

Theora Thuvis, the Venusian
coed, in an interview with a re-
porter of the Daily Californian,
stated that there are now 500
Venusians in the United States.
"Most of them are women," she
said. "We have a shortage of men
on Venus. I'm thinking of taking a
few back when I leave."

Theora first got the idea of going
to college on this planet from
watching a Venusian television
program about life on Earth. When
asked her opinion about life on
Earth, she replied, "You earth
people are very interesting. We're
six centures ahead of you, but for
a backward race you do rather
well."

The interview was part of a pub-
licity promotion for a major social
event on campus.

New Policy In Ohio
Admission policy changes are

being made in Ohio, too - espe-
cially with regard to entrance re-
quirements. Now, it seems, a per-
son can get into Ohio State Uni-

/A W 4'Lg7
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The reason: to find the shape of the
future-future cars, that is. By creat-
ing man-made monsoons in labora-
tory wind tunnels, Ford Motor
Company scientists and engineers
are able to test the effects of aero-
dynamic design on the fuel economy,
passing ability and stability of pas-
senger cars.
They use M-scale model cars and
blow gales past them up to 267 mph
-to simulate 100-mph car speeds.
In addition to analyzing shapes with
an eye to reducing air drag, our
scientists and engineers are study-
ing means of irmproving vehicle con-
trol through proper aerodynamic
design.
Experimental.projects like this are
helping pave the way for major
advances in tomorrow's cars . .
advances which could bring even
better fuel economy, better perform-
ance with less engine effort and
safer driving at.higher cruising
speeds. This is just one more
example of how Ford is gaining.
leadership through scientific re-
search and engineering.

MOTOR COMPANY
Thie American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

PRODUCTS FOR THE AMERICAN ROAD -THE FARM
INDUSTRY' AND THE AGE OF SPACE
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versity by obtaining the proper
police recommendation. One
Cleveland resident, for example, 'a
was recommended on grounds of Z
housebreaking. (,

His application had apparently c
been accepted, for the judge in- <
formed him, "You are hereby 
sentenced to one to five years in >
Ohio State University." The "stu- ;
dent" would have had enough r
time to get his bachelor's degree M,
and to do a year's work on his -'
master's had a court clerk not -
caught the error. He would have '.
had a state scholarship, too.

Detectives Apologize
Seemingly satisfied to leave "stu-

dents" to the police, a Houston .
detective agency decided to con-
centrate on professors. In fact, it o
sent out letters to six college pres- cn
idents in Texas, offering to spy on
"controversial professors."

The letters explained "that a
number of other schools are al-
ready using the system and find,
it very beneficial and informa-
tive." They continued: "The agen-
cy does not specify who the con-
troversial professors are, but as-
sures the president that almost
every department of a college has
a teacher that meets the contro-
versial description and could stand
watching." Most colleges using
this service were interested in
learning of anti-segregation and
pro-Socialist activities among their
faculty, according to the letters.

In addition, the agency offered
to keep an eye on kitchen help and
janitors by planting their men in
these departments and reporting
any signs of trouble to the school
presidents.

Professors would be watched by
having detectives enrolled. in and
attending classes like average stu-
dents and then turning in reports
to the agency office.

This entire plan of action was
very strenuously objected to by
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, who wrote to
the agency and demanded an apol-
ogy. The AAUP termed the offer
"entirely inconsistent with every
concept of academic freedom and
academic due process."

At first, the detective agency re-
fused to either confirm or deny
that campus investigations were
being conducted. Later, the head
of the agency apologized to the
AAUP and explained the original
letter as "a case of misguided
sales enthusiasm to get new busi-
ness."

Yawn, . Sleep
Detective agencies never sleep,

but students (contrary to the hopes
of professors) sometimes do. The
Bonaventure (St. Bonaventure
University) recently took a poll to
determine just how contagious the
dreaded disease, drowsiness, is.

When questioned about the
amount of time spent sleeping,
Bonamen admitted dozing off from
five to fourteen hours daily, aver-
aging 7 hours. 22 minutes per day
(or about five hours longer titan
MIT men).

Among other questions was "Do
you sleep with a teddy bear?" This
received three unqualified affirma-
tive answers and several com-
ments. among which was: "No.
The last teddy bear I slept with bit
me." Still other questions inquired
about length of afternoon naps
(average: I hr. 28 min.), sleeping
position (favorite: on stomach),
retiring time (average: 12:04-
a.m.), and preferred type of pillow
(best-liked: foam rubber).

Were You Sleeping?
How many of you were awake

when you read last week's The
Tech? Did you notice that one of
the classified ads wanted a buyer
for a 1964 car?

.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -

Samuel Bluestein Co.
School-Engineering Supplies
Ask Abouf Sfudent Discount

1080 Boylston St.. Boston
CO 7-1102 -

345 Main St., Maiden
DA 2-2315
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REALLY SINGS THE BLUES

Thurs., May 3, 8:30 P.M. at Eliot House, Harvard College
I Sat., May 5, 8:30 P.M. at YMCA, 316 Huntington Ave.,
IX Boston - Admission $1.75

L° CRAM COURSE NO. 4: BATHYMETRY
I-

tu Continuing our series of pre-final exam cram courses, today we
I take up bathymetry-the study of ocean depths.

Admittedly, this is not a terribly popular course on most
campuses. And small wonder. In the whole world there is only
one bathyscape, and only two people can get into it.

Nevertheless, the study of ocean depths is of great impor-
tance. Why, do you realize that the ocean is by far the world's
largest biological environment? The ocean has more than three
hundred times as much living room as all the continents and
islands combined! Unfortunately, only fishes live in it.

And small wonder. Who'd want to live some place where he
couldn't smoke? Surely not I! I wouldn't give up my good
Marlboro Cigarettes for the Atlantic and the Pacific put to-
gether. Nothing could induce me to forego Marlboro's fine
mellow flavor, Marlboro's clean white filter, Marlboro's fliptop

box that really flips, Marlboro's soft pack that's really soft.
Letining otherrepair to the spacirm cous d eeps. Me , today with

Admittedy Marlboros andis not a trribiny populare with a tympanist.
But es. Back to t he oceans. The larges ase know,

is the Pacific, which was depths iscovered by Balboa, a Spaniard of
great vision. To givedo you rean idea of Balboas vision, he first
larg the Pacific while standing on a pea in Darien, which is
in Connecticut.

huen mored es astoundch living, when Balboa rhed San Francisco,
he clearly saw the Hawaiian Islands! Being, as we know, a
friend combined Unfortunately, only cuss, Balboa waved merriy to the Hawaiians and

And small wouted, "Great to little ocean you got here, kids!" The Hawaiians,
also, as we know, friendly cusses, waved back, declared a half
holiday, organized a luau. built a cheery I wouldn'tre over which they
preparedbo severalo Cigarettllons of po, a suckli and the PCapta tn
Cook. This, of course, wasme tohe origin of Coolboo's ing.Cook. This, of course, was the origin of' Cooking.

But I digress. The Pacific, I say, is the largest ocean and also
the deepest. The Mindanao Trench, off the Philippines, measures
more than 5,000 fathoms in depth. (It should be pointed out
here that ocean depths are measured in fathoms-lengths of
six feet-after Sir Walter Fathom, a noted British sea measurer
of the seventeenth century who, upon his twenty-first birthday,
was given a string six feet long with which he used to go
scampering all over England measuring sea water until he was
arrested for loitering. A passion for measuring seems to have
run in the family; Fathom's cousin, Sir Sol Furlong, spent all
his waking hours measuring race tracks until Charles II had
him beheaded in honor of the opening of the London School of
Economics.)

But I digress. Let us, as the poet Masefield said, go down to
the seas again. (The seas, incidentally, have ever been a favorite
subject for poets and composers.) Who does not remember
Tennyson's "Break, break, break"? Or Byron's "Roll on, thou
dark and deep blue ocean, roll"? Or the many hearty sea chanties
that have enriched our folk music-songs like "Sailing Through
Kansas" and "I'll Swab Your Deck If You'll Swab Mine" and
"The Artificial Respiration rolka." My own favorite sea chanty
goes like this:

A girl loved a sailor and he did jilt her,
And she did weep and roar-ho!
Until she found a perfect filter,
And a perfect smoke-Marlboro!

Sing hey, sing ho, sing ring-a-ding-ding,
Sing tars and spars and patches,
BSing pack and box and lots to like,
And don't forget the matclhes! © 1962 Max Sbulman

The landlocked makers of Marlboro wish you smooth sail-
ing through your final exams and smooth smoking-with
Marlboro, of course. Have YOUsettled back with a Marlboro
lately?

Movie Schedule
ASTOR - '"E Cid." Eves. at 8:15,
except Sun. at 7:30. :Mat. Wed., Sat.
& Sun. at 2.

BEACON MlILL - "Les iason Da
gereuses," 1:20, 3:25, 5:34, 9:35.

BOSTON - "ineramna - South Seas
Adventure." Eves. at 8:30 except
Sun. at 7:30. Mat. Wed., Sat. anod
Sutn at 2:30.

BRATTLE - "The Hidden Fortress,"
5:30, 7:30, 9:30. Mat. Sat. at 3:30.

CAPRI - "'Black Tights" (in four
parts): "Ddamend Crunchers," 1:00,
3:06, 5:14, 7:22, 9:30. "Cyrano de
Bergerac," 1:28, 3:34, 5:42, 7:50,
9:58. "'A Mery Mourning," 1:57,
4:03, 6:11, 8:19, 10:27. "Carmen,"
2:21, 4:27, 6:35, 8:43, 10:51.

EXCETER - '" Last Year at Marien-
bad," 2:10, 4:00, 5:45, 7:35, 9:25.

FENWAY - "Through a Glass DIark-
ly," 2:15, 4:01, 5:47, 7:33, 9:19.

FINE ARTS - "I Belle Americaine,"
2:30, 5:30. 8:30. "Battle of the Sex-

es," 4:00, 7:10, 10:00.
GARY - "West Side Story." Eves. at

8:30. Mat. Sum. at 2:30.
HARVARD SQUARE - " Stalag 17"

and "The World of Suzie Wong" to-
day. Revival of "N'inotchka" and
"A Night at the Opera" Thurs.,
Fri. and Sat. "Leoss of Innocence"
and "Sail a Orooked Sltop" begin
Sun.

iKEITH MFZlORIAL - "The Day the
Earth C-a.ught Fire," 1:00, 3:55, 6:45,
9:.5. "Six Black Horses," 2:30,
5:25, 8:30.

KENMORIE - "Carry On Nurse," 2:35,
5:40, 8:45. "Doctor In Love," 1:00,
4:06, 7:10, 10:10.

L-C - "Mexican Bus Rdde," Fri. 6:30
and 9:00. "The Cranes Are Flying,"
Sat. 5:15, 7:30, 9:46.

METROFOLITAN - "State Fair,"
1:25, 3:55, 6:15, 8:30.

PILGRIM - "Experiment In Terror,"
10:50, 2:20, 5:50, 9:30. "Siege of
Syracuse," 9:15, 12:45, 4:20, 7:50.

SAXON - "Judgment at Nuremberg."
Eves. at 8:15. except Sun. at 8:00.

STATE - "The Lonely Sex," 1:00,
3:29, 5:58. 8:27. "Diary of a Na-
tiu'ist," 2:14, 4:43, 7:12, 9:41.

TELEPIX - "The Lower Depths,"
1:00, 3:03, 5:06, 7:11, 9:16. ·

I

Collins Bars Casino Move
By Tom Maugh

Boston's "hotbed of sin" has
finally been quenched. Mayor
John F. Collins exercised the per-
ogative usually reserved for wo-
men, and changed his fiind Satur-
day.

The mayor ordered City Censor
Richard J. Sinnot to revoke a
license that would have permitted
the Old Howard-Casino to move
from Hanover street to the Stuart
Theatre at,700 Washington Street.

The burlesque house will be torn
down at the end of the month to
make way for the Scollay Square
redevelopment project.

In revoking the license, the
mayor reversed his previous stand
that "live entertainment in prop-
erly-policed premises has some
place in a metropolitan city."
Evidently he has decided to kow-
tow to the whims of the City
Council, which recently passed
"strongly-worded" resolutions re-
questing the mayor to prohibit
"indecent and obscene" theatrical
shows in the city.

The mayor made his decision on
the basis of photographs taken by

a newspaper photographer _
6, the day after Sinnot appl
the license.

Anyone who has visited
Casino recently will, we are t
take issue i.vth the mayor's O
vations. The management
pledged to keep the shows e

the bounds of "decency andg
taste" in the future, and this-
been done. The co-owners of
Casino had planned to invest 
$100,000 into a major facelift
the Stuart Theatre, where i
planned to present "top i
ville acts, a follies-type sho,, -
ilar to many of Broadway,,
legitimate theatre musicals.'

A few days before the rear
of his decision, the mayors
publicly stated that he did-
think "any one, two, three, or 
people are going to dictate toI
ton the kind of entertainne/
will have."

Theafre SchedulI
CHARLE - "'Mle Autunm Ge*

Tues. to Fri. 8:30, Sat. 5:30, i
Sun. 3:00, 7:00.

DRAMASHOP - "Amnedee, or 1o
Get Rid of It." Tonight thrOm-
8:30 p. m.

SHIUBERT - "Borseht Cabp-
through Sum. Nights at 8:30, 
Sat. and Sun. at 3:00.

MY WIFE WON'T DRIVE fP
So, Ihe best offer takes my

1961 TR-3
13,000 miles, mint condifr
Tonneau cover, Michelin tir
r&h.

Call OL 3-6944

3:00 P.M.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE IN THE

LOBBY OF BUILDING IO
or

WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS TO

1"POPS"

M.I.T. BATON SOCIETY
c/o M.I.T., RM. 50-301

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
OR CALL

UN 4-6900, Ext. 2910

$3.50 $3.00 $2.50 $2.00 $1.50 $1.00

. _*S

,, Sunday Evening APRIL 29 at 8 o'clock

Ambassador PHILIP M. KLUTZNICK
(U.S. delegate to U.N. General Assembly)

"The United Nations - Its Prospects"

,FORD HALL FORUM
JORDAN HALL - GainsberQ St. cor. Huntington Ave.- BOSTON
DOORS OPEN 7:45 P.M. EVERYBODY WELCOMEl! _T , 

M.I.T. BATON SOCIETY
PRESENTS

TECH AFTERNOON
AT THE

ARTHUR FIEDLER, conductor
SUNDAY, MAY 6, 1962
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Affiaking 7
MUsIo

ObUaber Mosve, with ]Dniel Pink-
ham COnducog a chamOer easembleprogr am includting the Brandenburg
P, oarn' ! o. 4 br Baaoh. New England

:ratory J4'cava Hal. April 25,
.8:30-. o ada-isaon.
.ise Nadesau, ninetenit-yeat-o14 harp-

ist will present a progwam of _mmsic of
the xvIt. XVIn, XIX, and xX cen-
turies. Isabella Stewart Galoewo Mu-

e. No admisson.
Bary MOarles, mn a singuiar eoneert

perfenatlce prior to Carnegie Hall.
ponnelrl Memorala Theatre. April 2a.
8:00_P. "

LC TCeehtOlbSI of MNT and the
Bi6 Band from Ere-rd -p.rent "The

__ STUDENTS 
Top "EXAM NATIIon

S P I r PANIC"

Master the Secret of Study
. .Get Better Grades

Revo!utionarY study method taught
by prominent professor and consult-
ing psychologist. Irs as easy as it is
rewarding. The professor tutors you
from a 12"-33%, LP.record. You play
it at your convenience. This wonder-
ful way of studying can be yours
today. Record album complete with
Instructions, $7.95 prepaid. Send
check or money order to

CTG RECORDING STUMIOS, INC.
3930 LINDELL, ST. LOUIS 8, MO.

"he Scenes 
BLg Sound of Jazz." featuriag "The
Slte foe Two aIads" by Vic Sehosa.
April 27. Kresge Auditorium. g:30 p.m.
Adndssion free if tickets are obtained
in advance at the booth in buildlng
ten.

LB0
Clsie Fhm Series - "The Mexiean

Bus Ride." A delightful fantasy about
a bas ride by the avant gard Lao
"Le Chien Andalon" Buneul. April 27.
10-250. 6:30 and 9 p. m.

Ratertnment Filn Series - "The
Cranes Are Flring," the classic Rus-
sian Fitm. Room 10-250. April 23,
5:15, 7:30 and 9:45. Admission 30c.

LFACTURFISi
Ford all Forum - Phillip :M. Xlut-

znick, one of the United States dele-
gates to the U.N., will speak on "The
United Nations - Its Prospects." Ap-
ril 29. Jordan HaN. 8 p.m. No ad-
nrission.

R. Backminster Falter - The In-
ventor of the geodesic dome - which
sheltered the American exhibit in Mos-
cow last summner - represents a revo-
lutionary apprach to architecture.
Slosberg Recital Hall, Brandeis Uni-
versity. May 1, 8:15 p. m. Admission
Ft.Td.

Brattle Theatre
Harvard Square

"The Hidden
Fortress"

5:30 7:30 9:30

Imovies...
'Last Yeai

As a break in a seemingly- en,
less chain of British comedies ar
Bergman flitns, the Exeter The
ter now offers us "'Last Year;
Marienbad", directed by Ala
Resnais, the fellow w h o di
"Hiroshima, mon Amour".

This latest picture can best I
described as an anti-film. All tl
usual artistic processes that go i
to making a film are reverse
Images are repeated over am
over until they become mere pa
terns of black and white; phrasE
are repeated until they lose the
meaning and become m e r
sounds; cinematic tricks of eve]
description are used sometimr
for obvious effect and sometim,
just for the hell of it. The drear
like, romantic quality of the fil
is purposely exaggerated so as
become a parody of itself. Ti
central "story"-suggesting nic

MIT DRAMASHOP
"AMEDEE OR, HOW TO GET RID OF IT' -

A Bizarre Comedy by Eugene lonesco -

Directed by Joseph D. Everingham
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25 - SATURDAY, APRIL 28

LITTLE THEATRE, KRESGE AUDITORIUM
Admission $1.50 Ticket Reservafions--Ex. 2910

BULLETIN No. 14 SPRING

FACULTY, PERSONNEL AND STUDENTS OF MIT

.MAY PURCHASE

TIRES
(at the same prices we sell to our dealers)

1962

NEW'*
First Quality

GOODYEAR and FIRESTONE
520x 1 3

560x1 3

&60x 13

550x 13

TUBELESS
.......... $13.33
.......... $15.75

... . ..... $13.48

.......... $14.38
560x14 .......... $1
700,14 .......... $I 
650x15 ......... $1
520x 15 .......... $1
560x I5 .......... $1

*plus fax and old fire off car

6.58
5.95
5.95
5.45
4.19

670 i 5

710x15

760x 15

750x 14

300x 14

350x 14

600x 15

650x 15

TUBE TYPE
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At Marienbad' Is Anti-film
By Richard Homby

juicy French topics like illicit love,
adultery, and rape-degenerates
into sheer nonsense. Just as the
character "X" in the film tries un-
successfully to find a key to the
"Marienbad game", we the audi-
ence try unsuccessfully to find the
key to understanding the film it-
self.

d Living people are compared to
n statues, statues are compared to

at- people, landscapes are compared
.4r to painted perspectives, painted
r perspectives to landscapes-until
e the distinction between life and art

ry is triumphantly destroyed. Time
es and space are treated with viol-

es ence. The film rapidly cuts back
and forth from "last year" to thism

to year (not a single dissolve is used
to show passage of time); the
ecamera pans away during a dia-

'' logue, then returns to find the
characters in completely different
positions, or even cuts to find them
in a'completely different scene, as
the dialogue continues. Actors pose
in stylized positions, and some-
limes are even shown in a still.
The- same shot is repeated over
and over. The heroine falls on her
bed four times in a row, each from
a different side; at another time
the camera zooms in again and
again on her leering face, only to
cut back and start all over. The
very foundations of cinema are
destroyed. There is almost no
movement within the fiame (Kra-

- cauer said: "There is no film that
would not represent or rather fea-
ture things moving. Movement is
the alpha and omega of the medi-
um."), nor is montage at all mean-
ingful. Each shot and each scene
has almost no connection with the
one before or after it. (The pro-
jector operator could have mixed
up the order of showing the reels,
and no one would have noticed.)

As in other "New Wave" films,
in LYAM neither the camera nor
the narrator is omnipotent. The
narrator often insists that events-
like the rape scene-did not hap-
pen as shown. Furthermore, we
are constantly shown things which
we are sure must have meaning-
the heroine's costume of white
feathers, for instance, and her
later costume of black ones; or the

I -
Academy Award Winner! I

.e e e · $' 8.95
..... † $12.41

....... $ 1 3. 58
TUBELESS
....... $10.95

........ $1 5 .4 0
...* *- * v$20.38
.......... $14.98

-...-. - $15.95

FREE TIRE MOUNTING

I exclusive distributor in New England for 

I II PR M NDELTA I
I 'IEMUM NYLON TIRES I
I Made by one of the Big 5 Tire Manufacturers 

EVERY TIRE AND TUBE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED REGARDLESS OF
TIME OR MILEAGE. Adjuhnmewf prorated on fread clept used based on current prices.

GENUINE GOODYEAR RETREADS

CAMBRIDGE TIRE COMPANY
Member

Bosfon Beser
Business
Bureau

7 Wholesale Distributors
290 Albany St. Ceambridge 39, Mass.
Off Mass. Ave. near MIT UNiversity 4-7575

Nearly Half a Cerfury of Service Since 1915
HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Saturday: 7:30 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Fenway KE 6-0610 

XETER
KEnmore 6-7067
Alain Resnais'
'Last Year At

Marien-
bad"'

"A New Epoch In
Film Making!"

-N.Y. Post
with

Delphine Seyrig
Giorgio Albertazzi

Sacha Pitoea

I

switching from underexposure to
overexposure; or the play entitled
Rosmer-but their meaning is not
made clear to us, and we can
only invent far-fetched hypotheses.
(The program handed out says,
"You will want to give meaning to
what you see, and most certainly
you will find one; but your neigh-
bor will perhaps find an entirely
different one." Big deal.)

All this is not art in any sense
that we now understand it. Art
unifies; this film demolishes,
shatters, tears apart. Art normal-
ly gives life to lifeless objects by
using them symbolically; this film
takes living objects and "thingi-
fies" them. We are made especial-
ly aware that a movie is light
flashing on a screen and noise
coming over an amplifier.

My question is: Why bother? Or
more interestingly: Why go? Why
do people queue up to pay $1.49 to
see this film? Why did my editor
have me hotfooting it over to re-
view it? Why did it receive so
much publicity, including cover-
age in Time and Life? The film
doesn't have the sensational quali-
ties of "Hiroshima, mon Amour"
-sex, atom bombs, and white-
washing of Japanese and Nazis,
Certainly a sophisticated art house
audience shouldn't be taken in by
the Ladies Home Journal type
blurbs outside the theatre. ("Lis.
ten to the voice that . . . relates
this unusual love story that is, per.
hays, a dream of love. .. .") And
even if this type of film has value
to which I am blind, such value
must necessarily be of such an
esoteric nature as to require a
gradual building up of interest
against great. resistance. One
would hardly expect such sudden
enthusiastic response to a film
whose approach is carefully calcu-
lated to be dull.

The answer, I think, is snob ap-
peal. Not the snobbery of the
cinema devotee (Sight and Sound
in a recent issue gave "Hiroshima,
mon Amour" a well-deserved pan),
but the liberal-intellectual snob-
bery of Time magazine, of people
who, afraid of being identified with
the philistines who abound in the
history of art, are always ready to
support the latest well-adsvertised
artistic fad. Nowadays, of course,
to admit that a work of art has
content as well as form is a faux
pas; this had led to a demand for
new art forms that is itself an art
form, and a tendency not to see
the woods for the many trees in a
silly film like "Last Year at
Marienbad".

HOUSE OF ROY
Real Chinese Foods

Open daily from 4 pm to 2 am
Food Put Up To Take Out
1 2A Tyler St., Boston 11

DE 8-8882

NEW DEPT.
Due to many requests, we are now offering. Wash & Wear

IVY SLACKS FOR SALE
Very Fine - 100% Polished Cotaons

ONE $5 I 0 Reg. Price TWO $ A0

PAIR %oa*v $6.95 each PAIRS 7.7e
Tan - Black - All Sizes

CAPITOL FORMAL SHOP
1357 Commonwealth Ave., Allston, Mass.

AL 4-2770 I minute from Harvard Ave. Free Parking

LAST YEAR AT MARIEN-
BAD, directed by Alain Res-
nais. Original script and dia-
logue by Alain Robbe-Grillet.

Cast

A ........................ Delphine Seyrig
X .................. Giorgio Albertazzi
M ............................ Sacha Pitoeff

and others.

At the Exeter Theatre. Run-

ning time: 99 minutes.
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B UY

AUTHORIZED COOP GAS

and AVE

STATION

NELSON'S MOBIL GAS STATION

218 Main Street
Near Kendall Square Rotary

Patronage Refund
also paid on greasing charges and on

purchase of tires and bafferies

Tech Coop

'Top Secret' Envelope

Ever want to be a CIA agent?
David Trevvett '65 was recently
given the opportunity-well, sort
of. When he returned to his room
Monday night, there was a letter
sitting on his desk, rather con-
spicuously stamped "TOP SE-
CRET" (in blue ink, of course).

Cautiously opening the envelope,
he discovered (supposedly) an
Eastern Air Lines "air shuttle"
ticket to New York and the fol-
lowing letter:
Central Intelligence Agency
Letter No. 112-Copy No. 1
Dear Mr. Trewvvett,

The contents of this letter must
be kept strictly confidential. -

In the course of our activities we
frequently encounter problems and
situations requiring agents of va-
rying backgrounds, who also pos-
sess great natural talent. At the
moment we are faced with a cer-
tain situation in which we feel

that your-aid would be of the
greatest assistance. Of course de-
tails of this mission cannot be re-
vealed until you decide to cooper-
ate fully. If you would be willing
to help your country, instructions
for your future actions follow.

Please come to New York City
immediately. That means tomor-
row, April 24. You will be fully re-
imbursed for all expenses encoun-
tered upon this mission. Upon ar-
rival in New York report immedi-
ately to the lobby of the Plaza Ho-
tel. At 1:00 P.M. a man wearing a
turquoise suit will enter through
the West 64th Street entrance. You
will make contact when this man
says, "Say, bud, do you think the
Yankees will finish seventh this
year?" After this, do whatever the
man says.

If you decide to refuse to aid
your country burn this letter and
forget that you ever saw it.

IT WOULD BE NICE TO LEAVE
and let Jack and Nikifa play Handbomb alone if if were
not for CESIUM 137, STRONTIUM 90, and CARBON 14
who insist on tagging along!!

DON'T LET THE NUCLEAR CLUB knock you out!
Unbridled National Sovereignty offers Death!

Comnstitutional International Law offers Life!

Write World Constitution
23 1 0 No. 1 5th Ave., Phoenix 7, Arizona

I II I I
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"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Sextus (Crazy Legs)Cato, Bacchus Cup winner.
"There are lots of filter cigarettes around," says Crazy Legs,
"but e pluribus unum stands out-Dual Filter Tareyton. For
the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton-one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus!"

>-!? .A... ......."':':""C::":":::...>.
Acth"AThtO-CR'ARt0A

iNNER fLE

sPURE WITE
O U TE k FI~ Rtw-I '

DUAL FILTER

Tareltoirboat~. Xfl anA a -A /sormI, o@^

Shuffle Ticket Included

If you decide to come along with
us, remember that we will be un.
able to officially acknowledge your
valiant efforts in the cold war.
However, we are prepared to
make it well worth your while.
Also remember that we have quite
a bit of pull with the Institute if
you ever need help.

Sincerely yours,
John A. -

(The last name of the signature
was rather illegible, but fitted in
with "friends'" suggestions that it
might be that of John A. McCone,
head of the CIA.)

Two of the conspirators were
waiting in the victim's room, pos-
ing as innocent bystanders. They
gave appropriate responses as
Dave read them the "obvious
fake," naturally verifying fromr
personal experience such. "facts"
as the location of the Plaza Hotel,
which isn't really on 64th Street.

The "fun - loving Technmen"
played on the facts that their vic.
tim wasn't overly familiar with
New York and that, never having
flown, he wouldn't know a plane
ticket if he saw one. The letter's
chief author, Madis Sulg '65, was
very helpful in finding people to
verify the authenticity of the "tick-
et," which was actually only a
ticket receipt.

"The thing that really surprised
us,:' commented Madis, ."was that
the 'ticket' went as far as it did.
Trevett wasn't the only one who
was fooled; one person who wasn't
even in on the plot positively iden-
tified it as genuine:"

Dave called Eastern Airlines,
but this action also failed to ex-
pose the hoax, as' the ticket agent
was only confused by the descrip-
tion of the "ticket."

"At this point," explained Dave,
"I really believed the ticket to be
real, and was almost ready to
take .off for New York. -I figured
that if anyone was willing to buy
a thirteen-dollar ticket just for a
hack, then there just might be a -

man in a turquoise suit in the i
Plaza lobby."

Through a (real) friend, Dave
was able to identify the possessor
of the "TOP SECRET" stamp; be-
fore long the envelope had been
traced to Madis. By this time the -
so-called "ticket' was also known
for what it was. The affair ended
in general laughter, with threats
of lawsuits being thrown back and
forth.

The culprits divulged the follow- 
ing: through a friend they had o b-
tained possession of the "TOP SE- 
CRET" envelope, and they just
had to do something with it. After
Dave's roommate discovered that
he was the intended recipient of a
letter informing him that his se-
curity clearance for physics labs
had failed, he suggested the final
victim.

"Incidentally,' said Madis, "we
originally had written 'dark blue
suit,' but that seemed too corny; 
we needed some color which was
spelled with nine letters, so we
finally hit on turquoise."

WTBS Program Schedule
FRIDAY, APRIL 27 - 6:00 p m.:

Jazz Special. Part 3 of the "HistorY of
Colassic Jazz" series. Recordings (ever_
ing Chicago Style, HIarlen and New
York Style.

FRIDAY, APRIL 27 - 8:30 p. m.: 
"Te Big Sound of Jazz." Live b;oad- 
cast from MIT's Kxesge Auditorium of
the Teohtonians of MIT and The Big
Band from Harvard playing the modern -
sounds of big band jazz. Fetatunng 
"The Suite for Two Bamkis" by VWc
Schoen.

SATURDAY, APRIT, 2--:00 p. m: -
Folk Music from, Club Mount A btlrM 
47. Broadcast live fxoam this well laiOWn 
folk -music center in Cambridge.

SUNDAY, APRIL 29 - 8:00 p. m.:
Drew Pearson speaking am "Has te 
U. S. Beocne a Second Class powve -
Recorded at MIT.

MiONDAY, APRIL 30- 7:05 p.m.:
MIT Department of Humanities poetr 
Evening: An informal reading and dis -
eussdon with David Ferry. contempor iary poet. Recorded April 3rd at MIT'S 
Hayden Library Louge. This ikq the
final progran of this Poetry sede. _

Techman Chosen For Priority Mission
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Cleaning - Pressing
Repairing. Laundry

Quick Service

Charlie The Tech Tailor
71 Amherst St.. Cambridge

EL 4-2088
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Library Book Sale Next Friday
A second-hand book sale will be held Friday, May 4, in 140413

from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Room 14-0413 is located directly below tile
Hayden Exhibition Gallery. The only entrance to this area will be
from the north wing. Reference books, textbooks, journals, novels,
plays, and biographies will be on sale at 10 cents a copy.

T-ub To Sponsor Spring Weekend Lunch
T-Club .will be sponsoring a

luncheon at Briggs Athletic Field,
between the float parade and the
athletic contests Saturday after-

I

noon of Spring Weekend. The
lunch will consist of hot dogs,
cold drinks and potato salad for
$.75 per person.

J

Frank talk about -your hair: Vitalis with V-7
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally.V-7 isthe greaseess grooming discovery.Vitalis®
with V-7i fights .embarrassing dandruff, prevents dry-
j1ess, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!

-::iV :
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Dramashop I
S

"Amedee, or How to Get Rid
of It," Eugene Ionesco's bizarre
comedy about a couple who have
a corpse that will not stop grow-
ing, in their bedroom, will be
presented by the MIT Dramashop
as its major spring production.
This is one of the first produc-
tions of this play in America.

The cast of the play will in-
clude: Michael Meeker, Joan To-
lentino, Caroline Crawford, Ralph
Wiggens, Stan Michalik, Roger
Gans, Selma Alperen, Ron Jan-
sen, Joseph Morlan, Leonard
Rubenstein, Norman Anderson,
Gary Feldman, Catherine Maher,
and James Laurino.

The play, which is directed by
Joseph Everingham, Director of
Drama at MIT, opens tonight at
8:30. It will play nightly through
Saturday, April 28.

All seats for the play are $1.50,
and reservations may be made
by phoning the Kresge box-office,
ext. 2910. Tickets will also be
available at the door.

'Amedee' To Open Tonight

Amedee (Mike Meeker, G) attempts fo explain his involvement
wi;t a 30 foot corpse to an American soldier (Lenn.y Rubenstein '63)
during rehearsal for Dramashop's production of Amedee which opens
fonight in Kresge's Little Theater.

-Photo' by Conrad Grundlehner

3

4 Textbook Agents Receive 'Pencil Pro'
(Continued from page 1)

the Dean's Office in this matter.
It was the opinion of the Judi-

cial Committee that the four stu-
dents had undertaken this venture
in full partnership and were there-
fore equally responsible for any
improper action by any member
of the group.

Some General Comments
On Student Enterprise

It is the opinion of the Judicial
Committee that the following are
some important considerations in
the start of any student enter-
prise.

1) No undergraduate or under-
graduate group may use the name
or seal of MIT in any connection

with its activities without the ex-
press permission of the Under-
graduate Association through
whom this priviledge is delegated.

2) At no time may any person
or persons use the name of MIT
in such a manner as to imply
that the Institute approves any
specific project unless express
permission has been granted. This
permission is never granted to
any commercial activity.

3) No group may use the In-
stitute mail system without ex-
press permission from the Under-
graduate Association and the
Dean's Office.

4) No person or group may use
the Undergraduate Associate bul-
letin boards located in (buildings
1, 2, 3, and 4) without the permis-
sion of the Undergraduate Asso-
ciation and no one may use them
for a commercial purpose as de-
fined by the Secretariat.

5) All groups entering into an
enterprise must register with the
Executive Committee of the Unit-
ed Association stating the names
of the persons involved, the nature

of the business and the Institute
facilities which it desires to use.

6) All groups are advised to be
scrupulously careful of any adver-
tising, being sure that it does not
contain any misrepresentation,
particularly with regard to item
2 above.

7) Until an adequate method is
set up within the Undergraduate
Association for the control of stu-
dent enterprise, all entrepreneur-
ship activities will be handled
jointly. by the Dean's Office and
the Undergraduate Association.
Anyone contemplating a business
venture within the MIT commun-
ity is advised that he must con-
tact both groups and obtain their
permission before entering into
any business. When a suitable
mechanism is set up, all control
activities will be delegated to the
Undergraduate Association by the
Office of the Dean of Student
Affairs.

Anthony J. J. Rourke, Jr.
Chairman
April 23, 1962

Inside Inscon 
Texf Agents Prompt Changes
In Inscomm Regulafion Book

By Woody Bowman-
The recent

d i f f iculties
which the In-
stitute Com-
mittee en- .
countered with
the Technology 
Textbooks Ag-
ents drama- 
tized the deficiencies in our pres-
ent system of dealing with entre-
preneurs. A committee, under
Walter Winchell, has been ap-
pointed to make recommendations
for changes, and, I hope, a gen-
eral tightening-up of policies.

In the opinion of the Executive
Committee, the actions of TTA
were unethical and we will refuse
to condone any efforts of any
other organization along the same
lines.

Representatives from Preview
will be interviewed by the Execu-
tive Committee today to deter-
mine the nature of its operation
for the coming year.',

At the next meeting of the In-
stitute Committee, several items
are pending: the question of
granting a vote on the Committee
to the Freshman Class President,
the' format of orientation week-
end, -and the possibility of the In-
stitute Committee sponsoring a
national intercollegiate conference
next year. The topic proposed for
discussion at the conference will
be announced to the members of
the Institute Committee Monday
because there are several alter-
natives which are being consid-
ered.

The current investigations on
the library facilities and activities
development are completed and
the information is being compiled.
The results will be announced
shortly, and will be sent to the
appropriate members of the fac-
ulty and administration.

Two problems are on the agen-
da for future meetings. 'A review
of the Institute Judicial System
will be made over the course of
the coming term. Anyone with
opinions about the present system
which he thinks will be useful in
this study should itemize them
and mail them to Litchfield
Lounge.

With the obvious lack of campus
support of Spring Weekend, its
future is in question. We must
consider the continuation prob-
lem now. The decision must be
made before the end of the term.
Each living group which wants
the weekend must be prepared to
announce the extent of their pro-
posed support for next year, and
each group which opposes it
must be prepared to state its
reasons and give the minimum
points of compromise before sup-
port would be rendered.

I am very interested in the ad-
justment of freshman orienta-
tion. Work will begin immediate-
ly, though it is too late now for
any changes to be made for next
year. The Freshman Coordinating
Committee will be needing new
men. There will be an FCC smok-
er in the Miller Room Thursday
at 3 p..m.

SPECIAL
Every Record from Our Stock of

RCA VICTOR

Our low pricewas $2.89 -NOW $2.37
Our low price was $3.89 -NOW $2.87
Our low price was $4.49 -NOW $3.87

THESE ARE E ONCE-A-YEAR SAVINGS!

Classical artists such as Arthur Fiedler & the Boston Pops, Van Cliburn,

Richter, Caruso, Lanza, Toscanini, and hundreds of others.

Poputar artists such as Belafonte, Glen Miller, Peter Nero, Elvis Presley,

Lena Horne, Al Hirt, The Limelighters, and many others.

ALSO - Original Cast & Soundtrack Recordings, and Famous Operas

LIMITED TIME - LIMITED QUANTITY
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Section plan of the proposed Student Union.
Tentative plans for the Student

Union Building have been sub-
mitted to the Institute Building
Committee by the architect, Pro-
fessor E. F. Catalano of the Archi-
tecture Department.

The projected four story build-
ing will include space for stores,
social activities, dining and stu-
dent organizations.

Final plans and details for the
building will be discussed when
President Stratton and the Iristi-
tute Building Committee meet
with three student representatives
next week. Final cost estimates
will be ready by- that time.

The Building Committee includes
several vice-presidents and other
efficials. The student representa-

Discuss Disarmamen

By Mike Jablow
Roland Timerbaev, counselor of

the Soviet Mission to the United
Nations, and Peter Maslennikov,
first secretary of the UN Soviet
mission, visited the Pi Lambda
Phi fraternity house for an infor-
mal discussion Thursday, April 19,
after their lecture at Kresge Audi-
torium. Other guests of the Pi
Lams included Dr. William E.
Griffith of the Economics Depart-
ment, Professor Bernard T. Feld
of the Physics Department, and
Dr. Alexander G. Korol, resident
political scientist associated with
the Center for International Stu-
dies.

The major topic of discussion
was disarmament. Mr. Timerbaev,
a specialist on disarmament prob-
lems, emphasized the need to con-
vince the people of the United
States that disarmament was not
only necessary, but desirable. He
also re-affirmed the Russian anti-
colonialism policy and interpreted
the Congo situation as an English
and Belgian colonial offensive.

Dr. Korol raised the point that
American academic groups work-
ing on the problems of disarma-
mnent needed more Russian basic
research material than was avail-
able. Mr. Timerbaev started to
name a book on this subject. Dr.
Korol finished in Russian the com-
plex title and stated that the vol-

tives at the meeting will be Woody
Bowman '63, Undergraduate Asso-
ciation President, Steve Wanner
'63, Chairman of Activities Coun-
cil, and Allen Womack '63, Editor
of The Tech.

O. Robert Simha, Institute Plan-
ning Officer, told The Tech Monday
that construction -will probably be
delayed because of lack of funds.

He explained that most of the
money donated to the Second Cen-
tury Fund is earmarked for such
specific projects as the Earth Sci-
ences Building and the Women's
Dorm. So far alumni and other
donors liave shown very little in-
terest in contributing to the Stu-
dent Union Building.

The Student Union Building is to

By Jason Fane

be located on Massachusetts Ave-
nue between Bexley Hall and Du-
pont Athletic Center.

$2.4 million from the -Second
Century Fund have been budgeted
for student facilities in the build-
ing. In addition, over a million
dollars will be spent to provide
commercial facilities. According
to Mr. Jay L. Marden of the Plan-
ning Office, these facilities will pay
for themselves.

The commercial facilities will be
on the ground floor. Some of the
stores will extend to the basement
which will also include eight bowl-
ing alleys.

The main floor, which has a di-

Reaffirm Red Stand
I ,-- . . .. R-

rect outside entrance, and the mez-
zanine will be devoted to social
activities and will include:

1) A large multi-purpose room
that can be used as a lounge,
chamber music theatre, movie
house, auditorium, banquet room,
dance floor. It will hold about 500
people.

2) Several private lounges for
general use. These can also be
used as small" dining rooms for
sixty people, suitable for- break-
tasts, small parties, and dances.

3) Exhibition spaces and lounges
to be used for waiting areas, art
exhibits, and specialized shows of
science.

4) A large coat room, browsing
library, first aid center, telephones,
storage rooms, rest rooms, and an
information booth combined with
the Technology Community Asso-
ciation ticket office.

The entire top floor will be de-
voted to student organizations. It
will also include several medium
size lounges, a meeting room for
85 people, an art studio with space
for drawing, painting, metal work,
silk screen printing, etc.

There will also be dark rooms
for photography, and several mu-
sic practice rooms. The design
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provides additional floor space to
house future student activities.

Expansion Planned
The Student Center is designed

so that an additional floor may
be added to expand the building.
This expansion will not affect the
apeparance of the building.

Tentatively planned are a bank,
post office, barber shop, drug
store, and others, in a total of
38,000 square feet of floor space.
The Coop is expected to expand
its present facilities .and provide
new services not presently offered.

The building will include three
main dining rooms, and several
smaller enes.

New dining services will include:
1) A 300-seat cafeteria for stu-

dents, guests, faculty and admin-
istrative personnel.

2) A 100-seat restaurant serving
higher priced food.

3) A 100-seat sandwich shop.
4) Several private dining rooms,

each with 24 seats. These can be
used as additional meeting rooms.

The Institute is studying a pro-
posal to connect the basement lev-
els of the Student Center and
Building 7, via a tunnel under
Massachusetts avenue.
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Dick Stein Reports On Air Foi

Shown here before deliverinig a' talk on disarmament in Kresge Au-
ditorium last Thursday as part of Internation Weed at MIT, are three
representatives of the Russian Government: (left to right), Leonid S.
Ponornarev, Tass: Peter Masiennikov, First Secretary to tohe Soviet Mis-
sion lo the United Nations; and Roland Timerbaer, Counselor of the
Soviet Mis-sion to the UIN.

ume was published in 1939. Subse-
quently, Mr. Timerbaev cited
more recent publications.

Mr. Timerbaev would not dis-
cuss the Chinese-Indian border dis-
pute, contending that it is a prob-
lem for the Chinese and Indian
governments. It was suggested
that the Red Chinese use of Rus-
sian MIG planes was inconsistent
with Russia's proffered colonial

-- Photo by Conrad GrucndleJhnr

policies.
Dr. Feld raised the point that a

basic paradox existed in Russia's
optimism with regard to world
peace and essential pessimism on
the colonial front. It is hard, he
argued, to advocate complete dis-
armament on the one hand, and
the basic Marxist doctrine of en-
couraging people's armed revolu-
tions on the other.
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]By Dick Stein

(Ed. Note: Mr. Stein was the
MIT delegate to the Fourth An-
nual Air Force Academy As-
sembly, April 4-7. Following is
his analysis of the conference
and its decisions.)

Can there be a meaningful na-
tional consensus on a topic as
fraught with emotional overtones
and as complicated technically as
Arms Control? Can the citizen be
well-enough informed to exert a
positive influence on our govern-
ment. and military departments?
These questions, so vital to the
continuance of our democratic in-
stitutions were in the minds of
many student delegates as they
convened in Colorado from 60 U.
S. universities for the Fourth An-
nual Air Force Academy Assem-
bly, sponsored by the American
Assembly.

The political views of the stu-
dent delegates varied from
staunch supporters of the conser-
vative Young Americans for Free-
dom to liberal proponents of world
government and unilateral initia-
tives. The background of the stu-
dents in the field of arms control

5 All-Tech Sing Groups
Will Entertain Saturday
Following Dr. Stratton's address

to the parents on Saturday night
in Kresge Auditorium, five sing-
ing groups from the All-Tech
Sing will entertain for the remain-
der of the program. The groups
are Theta Delta Chi, Burtoh
House, Sigma Chi, the Associ-
ation of Woman Students, and
Phi Kappa Theta.

was also diverse, but-each had an expert
at least read the American As- for a =ta
sembly's paperback, "Arms Con- many Iacd
trol-Issues for the Citizen." in the Mh

In addition to round-table dis- nal repot
cussions, the students listened to of the .
a group of distinguished speakers. hammed
The opening speaker was Prof. amendnv
Lincoln Bloomfield, head of the and foam
Arms Control project at MIT's Among
Center for International Studies. contains
Dr. Bloomfield asked whether tal issues-
stability was becoming a real Gerel 
possibility. He pointed out that no ment 
scheme for total disarnament can emphass
unlearn. the ability to make nu- eral andl
clear weapons. He then suggested with tUx
that our present task is to "cre- We feav
ate history." We must get on with allem
first steps in arms control, get would 
agreements, tacit or formal, to of ac
give us experience and a back- control 
ground in making the world a sues. Wei
safer place in which to live and when g~
still disagree. aram

The keynote speech of the con- objective
ference was delivered by Harold await _
Stassen, special assistant to environ
President Eisenhower on disarm- makes Of
ament. Mr. Stassen stated that ourselve
we must keep firmly in mind as accept."
the goal of American foreign pol- persona-
icy, "the future well-being of all stronglt !
men in this world under God." GCD 
The concept of nationalism is too urging t:
limited and outdated. He went on measurM
to point out that increased pres- were re#
sure on Russia is also no real an- Limte-
swer. Ever increasing pressure Control
of an arns race would not cause posed 
Russia to fold or withdraw, but it meastuO
would prevent the young educated
clases, the scientists and mana- a) A 
gers, from causing the evolution adeqUate
of Russia away from the totali- b) UJ'
tarian methods of Stalin. the daOg

The real heart of the conference accident-
and its primary value lay in the c) A;
round table discussions, in each outer sP
of which about 18 students, led by only.

Catalano's
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Change Course! Fire Torpedoes! Im
Space Baffles Fought With Computer
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del of the proposed Student Union.

·By Jeff Levinger
Spiraling near the sun for add-

ed acceleration, the thin silver
ship swiveled slowly, firing its.
space torpedoes steadily, creat-
ing a spiral wave of death ahead
of it. As it swept past the sun, a
hail of answering rockets flashed
by, barely missing, and the sud-
den explosion of another ship lit
the space behind. The scope
flickered, and the two ships ap-
peared again at diagonally op-
posed points with the sun as a
center. The controls for each
changed hands, and the game be-
gan anew.

The game is Space War, played
on the display screen of the PDP-
1 computer in 26-260, with the aid
of a program written mainly by
Steve Russell of the Harvard
Computation Center. Two former
MIT students presently working
for the Electronic Systems Labora-
tory, Shag Graetz and Pete Sam-
son, also worked on the program
and supplementary software.

Each person controls his ship
with an acceleration button and
a- rotation switch, acceleration
and orientation being constant
while the proper control is on.

Two spaceships circle the sun on
the 'scope display of the PDP-I
Computer.

--Photo by Curtiss Wiler

The central sun (there is an en-
tire background of stars, accu-
rate to fifth magnitude on the
equatorial plane) is the only one
with gravity. ... and if you fall
in, you reappear at the corner
from which you are accelerating.
Losing (exploding) is a large lu-
minescent square where your
ship was, which appears if your
ship is hit by a torpedo or the
other ship.

The original game was to orbit

around the sun without falling in,
and then to destroy the other ship
with a limited number of torped-
oes and a long reload time be-
tween shots. One danger (since m
reprogrammed) which destroyed 0Zmany a hopeful skipper was due m
to the fact that torpedoes ignored V
the sun: and running into your >
own torpedo as you orbit is a '
rather humiliating defeat.

It is possible to go beyond the -A
space pictured, in which case you w
wind up coming out of a new cor- r-
ner to begin again. This is known
as the curvature of space. Tor- --
pedo number, duration, and re- s
load speed (no machine-gunning) o
are variable, easily adjusted for
beginners or experts. .

For Parents' We2kend the PDP-
1 will run this game for parents 'o
and their Techmen between 12
p.m. and 6 p.m., with a special o
version designed for this purpose. -
As an example of the whimsical 
uses of computers this is some-
thing parents shouldn't miss. As
a simplistic preview of future war
games, it might well be classified
were this report to fall into the
wrong hands.

n of the proposed Student Union (crosshatched).

ms Control Conference Trip
Fscussed d) Measures to prevent the

urs the spread of nuclear weapons to oth-
Then, er nations, including both mem-
a fi- bers of the Communist bloc and

isions NATO countries.
les was e) Lirlitatidois or complete mor-

bate, atorium on production of fission-
dment able materials and weapons de-

livery systems, again with ade-
report quate inspection.

any vi- The report goes on to. discuss
the principles we should use in

arma- framing arms control proposals,
ejected the role of inspection, the role of
f gen. international bodies, the shortcom-

nament ings of the deterrent and-the need
ments for taling risks. A large majority
of the voted for a statement indicating

.now that acceptance of a major, in-
alms spected disarmament plan might

iic is. well be sufficient grounds for rec-
e time
te dis-

must
world
never

'we American amateur radio oper-
mg to ators will attempt to bounce sig-

I nals off a communications satellite
us this summer, in an effort to sub-

ewing stantially increase the reliable
' and comunications range of certain

l types of "ham" equipment.
Vt Operators with special equip-

oes ment will attempt to relay signals
Alns via the Echo A-12 communications
pro- satellite, a 135-foot reflecting

[u0ng sphere to be placed in orbit later
Steps: this year for structural tests and
n with for independent communications

experiments.
reduce The radio operators expect that
lck and satellite relay techniques, if suc-

cessful, may eventually double the
use of range of amateur radio communi-
rposes cations in the very-high-frequency

ognition of Red China if this were
necessary to obtain the inclusive-
ness needed.

If there was one characteristic
that was most noticeable through-
out it might have been the honest,
frank attempt of all present to
meet Rheinhold Niebuhr's chal-
lenge not to flee from difficult
problems by recourse to impos-
sible solutions. I have some cdis-
agreements with the final report,
but these, too, were honest dif-
ferences fairly arrived at. I wel-
come discussion of these stands,
and I will consider my job as
MIT representative well done if
iebate in the form of letters or
informal discussion, coupled with
a concern for the essential prob-
lems, is aroused on both sides.

Summer Proiect

present, the reliable range is ap-
proximately 500 miles.

The satellite-bounce experiment
will be carried out by members
of the Office for Satellite Coordina-
tion (OSSC, 'assisted by the na-
tionwide American Radio Relay
League and by the National Aero-
nautics and Space administration.

Raphael Soifer '63, director of
OSSC, described plans for the ex-
periment in a talk Sunday at the
convention of the ARRL in Swamp-
scott.

Radio amateurs workidg with
OSSC on the Echo A-12 project
will track the satellite by means
of radio beacons attached to it
and by orbital data sent out by
the federal agencies.

region of the radio spectrum. Although Echo A-12 wil offer

1200 Walkers Rally For Peace
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By Dave E]lcleln
Students, professors, house-

wives, children, and others con-
verged on the Massachusetts Civ-
il Defense Headquarters in Nat-
ick last Friday afternoon to be-
gin a Peace Walk to the Boston
Common. The walk, sponsored by
the New England Turn Toward
Peace, got underway with 88
initial participants, and grew to
over 1200 by the time it reached
the culminating TITP Rally at
the Common Saturday afternoon.
Balmy spring weather and a
generally friendly and open-mind-
ed reception by citizens along the
designated route contributed to
the high morale and enthusiasm
of the walkers.

After resting at a Unitarian
Church in Wellesley'Hills, where
the walkers were provided with a
snack, the group hiked on until
9 p.m., when the procession
stopped for the night at the Wood-
land iMITA station. Some footsore
marchers enjoyed overnight hos-
pitality at the homes of local res-
idents, while others temporarily
left the area.

Saturday morning the Walk re-
sumed, and the ranks swelled
while it passed through Cam-
bridge. As the procession passed
by MIT, about 15 persons from
Rational Approach to Disarma-
ment and Peace, an MIT stu-
dent organization, joined them.
Walkers, some of them 21 miles

weary, gladly rested on benches
in the Common while Harvard
Prof. H. Stuart Hughes spoke
about the necessity for peaceful
American initiatives and intelli-
gent political debate on foreign
policy. He is c~.rrcnly camrnpaign-
ing as independent candidate for

Communications ,Researc
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ice marchers on their way to Boston pass the Instituie or) Mass.. I ;. I ··, ·P.::.· : i,ca marchers on t-heir way to Boston pass the Im~tifut~e on Mvau.
Ave. Iast Saturday affeqnoon.

the US Senate from Massachus-
etts, for the same seat that Pres-
ident Kennedy vacated two years
ago. Mrs. Elizabeth Boardman,
Republican primary candidate
for the third congressional dis-
trict of Massachusetts, reminded
the women of their responsibili-
ties in-furthering peace.

Hiroshima Visitors Speak
Other speakers included two

young Hiroshima pilgrims, sur-
vivors of the first atomic bomb-
ing. One was a 26-year-old wo-
man, still scarred from radiation
burns suffered during the blast,
and-the other was an eloquent
18-year-old boy who lost his par-
ents in the disaster. As they ad-
dressed the crowd, a band of
eight self-styled "freedom fight-
ers," who, throughout the rally,
had been picketing with mis-
spelled placards ("Pacifist Men-
3nace," "Anti- Communist Liter-
atue Here"), yelled "Remember
Pearl Harbor in an attempt to
drown out their remarks.

The two Japanese visitors ap-
pealed to Americans and all
others to oppose new atmospher-
ic nuclear testing, pointing out
that every test killed or dis-
eased more Japanese survivors
of Hiroshima or Nagasaki who
had received some radiation al-
ready.

In spite of small disturbances The Inter-Fraternity Council
created by the few picketers, the has announced its new officers.
walk and rally were marked by Jim Champy '63, Phi Kappa Sig-
decorum and dignity. Onlookers ma, is Chairman; Jack Downie
and passers-by generally accepted '64, Delta Tau Delta, is vice-
and read Turn Toward Peace lit- chairman; Jim Allen '64, Delta
erature explaining the Walk and Upsilon, is treasurer.
TrP. · Jim Holcroft '63, Sigma Nu,

Other Demonstrations Held and Steve Colburn'63, Sigma Chi,
Turn Toward Peace is a joint are IFC representatives to Ins-

effort by national and regional comm; Bob Gray '64, Sigma Al-
peace, student, religious, labor, pha Epsilon, is Rushing Chair-
veterans', women's, and business- man; Mary Friedman '64, Phi
men's organizations to build pop- Kappa Sigma, is dance chairman.

--Photo by Conrad Gruncdlener

ular support for peaceful altern-
atives to the arms race.

RADP of MIT is one of the
local student organizations as-
sisting Turn Toward Peace. TTP
also sponsored demonstrations
similar to the Boston one in oth-
er major cities last weekend.

The direct and personal moti-
vation and appeal of Turn Toward
Peace and the Peace Walk were
summed in the closing paragraph
of the officially distributed leaf-
let entitled: "Why We Walk."

"Please think about what you
have just read. We want to close
by asking you two questions: If
the arms race is not stopped
now, when will it be stopped? If
you do not help to stop it, who
will?"

5 Activities Council Seats
ro Be Elected Next Month
Elections for five rotating seats

on the Activities Council will be
held in May. The Activities
Council, the legislative and man-
aging body of the Association of
Student Activities, is composed of
fourteen permanent member acti-
vities and five rotating members
who are elected annually.

IFC Officers Announced
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hams the first opportunity for
practical, extended communication
via satellite, amateur radio oper-
ators have been actively involved
in space communications for some
time, Soifer noted.

The OSSC organization, which
now has 83 members throughout
the world, is the outgrowth of a
satellite communication experi-
ment carried out in 1960 by Soifer
and several other amateur radio
operators.

The hams bounced radio signals
off the ionized trails of two satel-
lites (Explorer VII and Sputnik
III) in the first successful two-
way communication with the aid
of artificial satellites.

As OSSC director, Soifer is act-
ing as coordinator for the Echo
A-12 experiment.

0

Seek To Bounce Signals Off Satellite
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Tech Pace Hits
Friday, April 27:
6:00-9:00 p.m. Massachusetts Science Fair; Rockwell

Cage
8:30 p.m. Techtonians Concert: Kresge

Drama'Shop Production: Little Thea-
tre, Kresge

Saturday, April 28:
8:45-12:00 a.m. Registration: Building 10 Lobby

Attend classes with son or daughter
Pre-arranged meeting with Freshman
advisor

I 1:00-12:00 a.m. Demonstration Lectures: Hunting-
ton Hall and Compton Lecture Hall

I1:00- 6:00 p.m. Massachusetts Science Fair:
well Cage

Rock-

12:15- 1 30 p.m. Luncheons: Walker - Engineering
Burton - Science
Baker-- Courses 4, 14,
15, & 21

1:45- 5:00 p.m. Departmental Programs - see en-
closed articles
Tours of the Computation Center &
Nuclear Reactor

2:00 p.m. Freshman Baseball with Harvard: Briggs
Field
Freshman Tennis with Belmont Hill
School: Briggs Field Tennis Courts

2:30- 3:30 p.m. Lightweight Crew (Biglin Cup):
Harvard, Dartmouth and MIT

4:00 p.m. Heavy crew with Yale: Charles River

Parents Over
6:15- 8:00 p.m. Banquets: Burton - speaker - Prof.

Charles H. Townes, Provost
Walker- speaker - Dean Kenneth R.
Wadleigh

8:30 p.m. Talk by Dr. Sfratton and performances by
All-Tech Sing finalists: Kresge Audi-
torium
Kresge Drama
Little Theatre

Sunday, April 29:
Morning Religious Services
2:00- 4:30 p.m. Open House at Dean

living groups

Shop Production:

Fassetf's and

3:00- 4:30 p.m. Massachusetts Science Fair:
well Cage

Religious Services:
Friday, April 27:

7:30 p.m. Jewish Sabbath Service: Chapel

Rock-

Saturday, April 28:
9:00 a.m. Jewish Sabbath Service: Chapel

Sunday, April 29:
8:00 a.m. Roman Catholic Mass: Chapel

10:00 a.m. Roman Catholic Mass: Kresge Little Thea-
tre, followed by Communion break-
fast in the Campus Room -of the
Graduate House

10:45 a.m. Protestant Service: Chapel, followed by
dinner in the West Dining Room of
the Graduate House

1 1:00 a.m. Hillel Brunch: Blue Room, Walker

The smooth steel sides of fhe MIT Reactor
close 600 onms of heavy concrefte' a.ld otie protec.
five walls of lead, steel and graphite.. Within these
shielding walls,. in a- tank filled with heavy water,
occur. the fisseOs of enriched uranium-235 atoms.
Fuel elemen4s are loaded from Mte tobp which is
reached by a bridge from hke balcony. The Nuclear
Reactor will be open to parenass Saturday afternsoon
from 1:45 fe 5:00. The reactor is-located on Albany
Street west of Mass. Ave.

Edgerton, Gamble, Wulff To Talk SatL Civi Einlg Will
Because of the exceptionally will deliver one of the morning Show is H aiis ,

large turnout for Parents' Week- demonstration lectures Saturday. Aid Ols laib atores
end, Professor Lee E. Gamble
of the Department of Chemistry

Dr. Gamble, who lectures for the
Freshman chemistry course, will
talk in Room 6-120.

Professor Harold E. Edgerton
of the Department of Electrical
Engineering,' and Professor John
Wulff of the Department of Met-
allurgy will give the other two
lectures in Rooms 10-250 and
26-100, respectively.

H ls PowerTo,
Will Tr vel-

(costs less than manual top jobs!)
Name: Rambler American "400" Convertible.
Power-operated top. Price: Lowest of any U. S.
convertible. Travel restrictions: None (has 125-
HP overhead-valve engine plus five transmis-
sion choices. Bucket seats, optional). Honors:
Economics (has won both major 1962 economy
runs-beating all other compacts entered). In-
terviews: At your Rambler dealer's.

,cp_.American Motors Means More for Americans

.

The Department of Civil
ngineermig will begin its

Parents' Weekend program
with talks by Professor Miller in
Room 1-246 on Saturday at
1:45 p.m. This brief speech will
be followed by two laboratory
tours, each lasting about an
hour and a half. Simultaneously,
there will be refreshments and
informal talks with the faculty
in the Spofford Room from 1:45
to 4:00 p.m.
- The tours, organized by MIT
undergraduates, who are now
members of the American Soci-
ety of Civil Engineers, will be
led by two Juniors. The various
demonstrations, each lasting about
fifteen minutes,' will be carried
out by members of the Senior
Class. One of the tours will begin
by visiting the C.E. Computation
Center; here, the students will
briefly explain the use of the
IBM 1620 Digital Computer. They
will then run a "bouncing ball"
program, a short, but fascinating
program using both the Digital
Computer and a digital plotter.
Next, the tour will be shown
through the Soils Division Labs
and the Model Structures Lab.
The visitors will then be conduc-
ted to the Building Materials
Testing Lab, where two students
will perform a timber beam
bending failure demonstration, an
experiment designed to show the
power of hydraulic testing ma-
chines.

The second tour will follow
much the same pattern.

Coffees For Economics,
Industrial Management

The Depart- · .
ments of Indus- 4 -15
trial Manage-
ment and Economics will 'be
holding coffees at 4:00 p.m. on
Saturday) in order to give the
parents, who are coming to MIT
for the Parents' Weekend, an
opportunity to converse with va-
rious professors. These informal
meetings will last for an hour or
two,"that of th& Economics De-
partment in the Freeman Room,
and that of the Department of
Industrial Management in the
Schell Room, (52 - 46.). Building

52 will be open all afternoon to
any parents who would like to
visit.

'- It III I M --

To the parents. '.

NumerolgyAt MlIT
viT is number oriented. Builld s ame num-

bered. Depatments are numbered. Subjects are
rarely, if ever, refenred to by their names. Students
prefer to call them by their number. Numbers are
a standard part of the shorthand4anguage of MIT.
In fact, students themselves are known by number
as part of MIT's program of proessrg records by
computer. -

To help you look at tlhe departments i the
same way your son does, course numbers have been
inset into the descriptions of department activities.
The departments are:

Aeronautics and Astronautics 16 Geology and Geophysics ........ 12

Architecture .............................. 4...

Biology ........ .................... . 7

Chemical Engineering .............. 10

Humanities ..... 2...................... 21

Industrial Management .......... 15

Mathemaics ............................. 18

Chemistry . .......................... 5I Mechanical Engineering ..........

Civil Engineering ...................... 1

Economics and Social Science 14

Electrical Engineering .......... 6

Metallurgy ............................. 3

Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering .............. 13

Physics . .. .. .. ........... 8

Aeronautics To Display Missiles
The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics will

begin its Parents' Weekend program Saturday afternoon 6
with brief talks by two or three faculty members (tenta-
tively including L)r. Charles S. Draper, Head of the Department) in
the DuPont Room (33-203). Some models of aircraft or missiles will
be on display. Following the discussion a departmental tour will
leave from the DuPont Room, going first to Room 33-204 for a brief
demonstration, explanation, and exhibit of inertial guidance and air-'

'craft instruments.
The tour will then move to the adjoining rooms to view several

student projects in progress.. It is hoped that a demonstration L .in
analog computer can be arranged in this area.
- The tour will then visit the 5x7 foot wind tunnel in the Aeroelas-
tic and- Structures Lab- (33-120) to view any project of interest set
up there. The tour will continue to the Experimental Projects Lab
-(33-015)-where student projects will be in progress and will be ex-
plained by the students; Other projects will be visited in 334012 and
at the return leg of the low speed wind tunnel.

-L;eaving-Buiding 33, the tour will go to Building 17A where the
-Supersonic Blowdown Tunnel will be observed and explained; and
then to Building 17 where the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel and its
history will be explained and, if possible, demonstrated. Also, ex-
perimental apparatus (force balances, manometer boards, pilot tubes,
etc.) will be on display.

-The -departmental tour will end at this point. Anyone desiring
to see the drafting -room or the libnriy will be taken there. Since
these areas are of little general interest, however, they will be omit-
ted from the main tour.

Tentative departmental plans for Parents' Weekend included the
showing of a National Aeronautics and Space Administration movie
of the John Glenn Orbital Flight. Final arrangements for the show-
ing of the film have not yet been completed.
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There have been a number of recent develop-
rnents in the computer field around MIT. The
TX-O and the PDP-1, small educational computers,
are being used for experimental work, A tech-
Dniue has been developed for -use in conjunction
with the 709 computer which edits and prints
,manuscript. An MIT graduate student has devel-
oped a mechanical hand, which, in conjunction
withl a computer, is used for investigating the field
of animal response.

The mechanical hand, which manipulates
wooden blocks very much in the manner of a
young child, has been developed by an MIT grad-
uate student for his doctorate.

The hand explores its environment by a sense
of touch. With the computer it forms possibly the
first artificial creature that can deal with the out-
side world and have a limited understanding of it.

The hand-computer system can find a block,
determine its size, pick it up and place it on top
or another block. It can continue and make a
pile of blocks. It can also locate a box, explore
and determine that it is a box, then find blocks

Shown above is the IBM 7090 Data Processing S'
the Computation Center. Tours of the Cenfer will be
aftern-oon.

From 21 To 12,000

MIT Grows Over Ce
MIT was founded in Boston by

William Barton Rogers, one of
the leading geologists and natural
scientists of his time, who had
proposed a plan for a "school of
practical science" as early as
3846. The charter was granted by
the Massachusetts legislature on
April 10, 1861, two days before
the shelling of Fort Sumter and
the outbreak of the Civil War.

Because of the war, the open-
ing of MIT was delayed until
1865, when six professors and
fifteen students met for the first
classes, held in rented rooms
until the first building, at Copley
Square in Boston, was construc-
ted and ready for use in 1866.
Eventually the Institute had a
dozen buildings but growth made
the facilities inadequate, and in
1916 "Boston Tech," as it was
popularly known, moved to the
present site, in Cambridge, across
the Charles River from Boston.

g A university polarized around
science, MIT has five schools-
the School of Engineering, School
of Science, School of Architec-
ture and City Planning, School
of Industrial Management and
School of Humanities and Social
Science. It is a community of
about 12,000 people, including
some 6,200 students (more than
half of them undergraduates) and
an instructional staff of more than
1,200.

MIT's facilities for teaching
and research include a 1,000 kilo-
watt nuclear reactor, supersonic
wind tunnels, Van de Graaff
clectrostatic generators, a cyclo-
hon, synchrotron, ship model
towing tank and others of simi-
larly advanced and specialized
nature. Completed in 1961 was a
six-billion electron volt electron
accelerator built and operated
jointly by Harvard Univ. & MIT.
The world's most powerful ma.-
net, made possible by a $9,502,000
contract with the Air Research
and Development Command, is
to be constructed by MIT by
1964.

In recent years MIT has con-
ducted extensive research under

government spo
largest.of its labor
to such work are
atory, in Lexingto
has engaged in a
activities related
fense with parti
on radar, commu
puter technology
devices, and the
Laboratory in (
nation's leading
search on inertia
terns such as th
the ballistic m
Titan and Thor.

Graduate teachir
centers establishe
work in important
the Center for
Sciences, Center
Science and Engi
for Earth Scienc
Aeronautics and A
Center for Life S

Digital Extensor Used
_~~ ~~~ ; 9

and put them in the box. Although blocks are a
good toy for the hand, it can handle any object

The mechanism was developed by Dr. Heinrich
A. Ernst, a student from Switzerland, as part of
a basic study in artificial intelligence. Although
such computer-operated hands might have practi-
cal applications in industry, Dr. Ernst believes
their likeliest use may be as robots for space
exploration.

The hand, equipped with sensors and combined
with a computer mechanism that permits a new
approach in artificial intelligence research. Dr.
Ernst said, "We wanted to study the cognitive, or
thinking, processes in connection with the every-
day activities of human beings and animals-
such functions are grasping objects, lifting them,
collecting and piling them. Hardly anything about
the mental processes controlling these actions is
known.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the hand-
computer system is its ability to deal with the
unexpected, Dr. Ernst said. If a board is placed
to bar the 'path of the searching hand, the hand
by its own initiative will feel its way around the

..;:.-- .. -~ board. "In other words, the sys-
tem is capable of understanding
its environment, even though in

' b . .::! .:a limited fashion, because it is
capable of correlating its pro-
gram - in the computer - with
the problem it faces. Much of
our learning is exactly that,
too-some procedures are taught
us, but it is up to us to apply
them."

A computer, a special type-
writer and a standard photogra-
phic typesetting machine have
been teamed up by two other
scientists at MIT.

With this system, a draft of any
book or document can be typed
on a paper tape punching type-

.!.! Ewriter - a common office ma-
chine which produces typewritten

rsiem Iocated-in pages and at the same time
given Saturday pmnches the text in code on a

paper tape. The typewritten draft
then can be proofread and edit-
ing instructions - all in simple
English terms - typed out and

~n' t~ur%# a correction tape produced at the
·III,-- same time. Working on the in-
~nsorship. The formation from the two tapes,
ratories devoted the computer performs all de-
Lincoln Labor- letions, insertions and other edi-

n, Mass., which torial changes at high speed and
wide range o"f itself turns out a master tape oft wide range of

to national de- a completely correct text. The
cular emphasis master tape, which contains di-

rections for the selection of let-
and solid sconater size and style, justificationand solid state
Instrumentation and format control, is then used
Cambridge, the to operate a Photon typesetting
center for re- machine. Operated at a constant

high speed by the tape, the Pho-
d guidance sys- ton machine produces a finished
hose controlling positive on film or paper, ready
issiles Polaris, for reproduction by offset or let-

ter press printing. In the past
ng and research Photon machines have generally
.d for advanced been operated from a keyboard.
t new fields are The system, developed by Pro-
Communications fessor Michael P. Barnett and

for Materials Mr. Kalon L. Kelley as a by-
ineering, Center product of their research in the-
ces, Center for oretical chemistry which involves
astronautics and extensive use of electronic com-

ciences. puters.

Liquid' Metal Pours From Furnace

A scene .n the foundry of the Metals Processing Laboratory of MIT.
The foundry, on the fourth floor of Building 35. will be the site of a
metal cashing demonstration, Safurday afternoon at 3:15.

Fassetts, Burton, Baker, Bexley,
And E.C. To Host Informal Teas

Teas will be held for parents and students in four of the MIT
dormitories on Sunday afternoon from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. These in-
formal meetings, affording the parents an opportunity to converse
with various faculty, members, will be held in Burton House, spon-
sored by Professor and Mrs. Bartlett; in Baker House, organized
by Professor and Mrs. Mlar Toomre; in Senior House, sponsored by
Professor and Mrs. S. J. Mason; and in Bexley Hall, organized by
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas East. In addition, Dean and Mrs. Frederick
G. Fassett Jr. wil. be holding open house at their residence, 372 Me-
morial Drive, on Sumday afternoon.

Humanities Faculty Lounge
Site Of XXI Open House

From two to five o'clock in the Humanities Faculty2 1 Lounge t14N 406, Hayden Library Building, top floor, near
elevator) the director of Course XXI, members of the staff

of the Department of Humanities, and some students currently in
Course XXI will be happy to meet parents and students to discuss
the Course. Refreshments will be served. In addition, a selection
of books written by members of the Department of Humanities will
be on display in the corridors near The Hayden Library Gallery,
and books and materials used in the Department and in Course CXKI
will be available for inspection in the Humanities Reserve Book
Room, 14N 132.

Wind Tunnels Open

Supersonic Winds Buffet Models
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The Supersonic Blowdown Tun-el will be part of t·he four of the De.
parfmerrt of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The tunnel, shown being
used by a student, uses a second tunnel as a pressure chamber and can
generate winds of up to twice the speed of sounrd for a duration of fif.
teen seconds. The funnel is in Building 17A.

Mechanical Engineering To Show
Remote Control Maneuvers In Lab.

The Mechanical Engineering Department is opening several2 of its laboratories for inspection Saturday afternoon. -On dis.
play in the Sloans Laboratory (Building 31) will be several thesis

projects. The Control Lab (3-059) will present various current de-
partmental displays. Demonstrations of the department's Analog
Computer will be held in Room 3-359.

In the Experimental Stress Analysis Laboratory will be an exhi.
bit of photoelasticity, the use of polarized light for the determination
of mechanical stress, and also a display of various strain gauges.
The lab is in 3-259. Also open for inspection Saturday afternoon will
be the Engineerirg Projects Laboratory, Room 3-143.

Featured in another of the afternoon's demonstrations, in addi.
tion to apparatus for studying airplane pilot response, will be a study
of remote manipulation of objects on the moon by human operators
on the earth. These demonstrations will be in the Man-Machines
Systems Lab, Room 3-365.

A departmental tour will leave Room 3-174 at 2:00 p.m.

Inspection Of Chem Labs Part Of Course V Plans
In the Moore Room (6-321) at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, the5 Chemistry Department will begin with a brief introductory talk

which will be followed by tours of the various chemistry lab-
oratories, during Which parents and students will have a chance for
informal talks with various faculty members. The tours and talks
will last until 4:00 p.m.

Hillel Will Hold Brunch For Parents On Sunday
The MIT Hillel Society is spon- 11:00 A.M., and will be followed

soring a brunch on Sunday morn- by a discussion to consider the
ing for any interested parents. difference between uhe religious
The brunch will be held in the environment at home and at Tech,
Blue Room of Walker Memorial at The cost will be $1.00 per person.

Editor Programmed

Unusual Computer Advances At -MIT
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Wind, Fuel Celis, Blood Shown By Chemn
At 1:45 p.m. in the

c e n t r a l corridor of 10
Buildng 12, the Depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering
will begin a general tour of the
laboratories in Building 12. The

SotTr . I.4
21 HARRISON AVE.

HA 6-4210
(Between Essex & Beech

Streets, -Boston)
ISLAND & CANTONESE

FOOD e EXOTIC DRINKS
Authentic Hawaiian Luaus

Moderate Prices
I a.m.-3 a.m.

Daily & Sunday

tours will feature various ex-
hibits of student research. At the
conclusion of the tours, there will
be a coffee hour, from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m., for faculty and parents
in the- Lewis Conference Room.

Highlights of the planned denm-
onstrations will include work be-
ing done on the rheology of blood,
fuel cell demonstrations, wind
tunnel studies, and a visit to the
instrumentation room.

I RACQUETS RESTRUNG
Prompt Service

Tennis & Squash Shop
67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge

({Op., Lowell House)
TR 6-5417

XlII To Creafe Waves And -Cavitafion
In conjunction with 

Parents. Weekend, the 3
Departnernt of Naval 
Architecture is offering tours and
demonstrations of various of its
facilities. From 2:00 p.m. to 2:45
the department's Towing Tank
in Building 48; at the corner of
Albany and Main Streets, will be
opend.
The tank is used for fundamental

research in ship motions and is
part of an overall program aim-
ed at enabling theoretical predic-
tions of the motions of an arbi-
ttrty ship in any sea The tour 
will include a demBnstration of
the behavior of a hydrofoil boat _
in waves of various amplitudes.

At 2:45, the department will
show its Nautical Museum in
Building 5. At 3:15, the tour will
continue to the Propeller Testing
Tunnel where the. effects of cav-
itation will be demonstrated.
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The Naval Architectfure our will visit the department's Ship Model
Tow Tank in Building 48, shown here in the test of a model of a 500-
foot ship ·under simulated wave conditions. The department is currently
engaged in a study of the take-off characteristics of a hydrofoil craft in
.waves and will demonstrate this for Parent's Weerkend. in many cases,
the power necessary to take-off im rough water exceeds the power neces-
sary to maintain flight. For that reason tests of this type will provide in-
formation necessary to predict te take-off characteristics of future hy-
.drofoil crafi.

Lab Kits, Radio Signals
The Electrical Engineering Department will start its pro-

gram of tours and demonstrations at' 1:45 p.m. in the Bush 6
Room (10-105. The program will conclude with a coffee hour
with the faculty from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

The tours will include such things as demonstrations of E.E.
home laboratory kits in room 3-402, radio signal detection and do-it-
yourself commluucation receiver in room 10-475, high-speed photo-
graphy in room 4-405: and a demonstration of MIT's TX-O computer.

Coffee Hour Planned By Biology
Student demonstrations in biology will be held in 16-43

beginning at 2 p.m. Saturday. These demonstrations are under 7
the supervision of Robert W. Morris '63 and will lastuntil 3:30.
Then the Biology Department will hold an informal coffee hour with
the faculty in Ioofl)ourow Lounge, 16-71l, from 3:30 until 4:30.

Physics Fecdtures Talks And Labs
The Department of Physics will begin its informal talks

and tours at 2'0(G in room 4-355. The tours will be highlighted 8
with a series of demonstrations and experiments performed by
students in the undergraduate physics laboratories. After concluding
the tours about 4: 0 p.m., there will be a coffee break for the parents
and faculty in the Kolker Room (26-414).

G. L. FROST Co., Inc.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING
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Cabot Spectroscopy Laboratory
Demonstrated By Geology Dept.

The Geology Department
plans to sponsor. an oper. 2
house which will include
laboratory demonstrations and in-
formal discussion with faculty
mnembers. Professors Dennen and
Shrock are to be available in

room 24- 321, for informal con-
ferences with parents. This room
will also be the starting point for
tours through the Cabot Spectro-
scopy Laboratory in Room 24-
018. A demonstration of the use
of spectrometry in modern geol-
ogy will be in progress through-
out the afternoon. The program
will endeavor to show the appli-
cation of new techniques to the
science of geology.

The Massachusetts Audubon
Society says many birds heave'a
poor sense of smell. The horned
owl's favorite dinner is skunk.

Fast and efficient use of air space is
an increasing concern of the United
States. The public welfare demands
a well-conceived plan for Air Traf-
fic Control, now and in the futures

To meet this challenge, MITRE is
cooperating with the Federa. Avi-
ation' Agency in deveIoping and
proving out the design of the na-
tion's future Air Traffic Control
Systeim. Making use of its Air
Traffic Contrl System test bed in
Bedford, Mass., MITRE formu-
lates design to reduce system con-
cepts to practice for test operation
and evaluation in both live and
simulated environments.

Currently, personnel assignments
are available in the following areas:
System Engineering, Operations
Research and Operations Analysis,

Famous MIT Audeiorium
_. , ~~~. - .... .II IIIr

'Clouds Diffuse Sound

Kresge Dome 'Breathes' With Weather
The most unusual feature* of

MIT's Kresge Auditorium is its
domed roof, or shell - a curved
slab of concrete, triangular in
shape. If you should cut a three-
cornered piece from an orange
peeling, representing one-eighth of
the total surface, it would have
the proportions and shape of the
dome.

The dome is not structurally
joined to the rest of the building.
The tops of interior walls are sep-
arated from the dome by as much
as four inches, the space being
filled by rubber gaskets. Steel
window frames are joined to the

MEN TO MEET

THEI CHALLENGE

OF FUTURE

AIR TRAFFIC

CONTROL

Design and Development of Large
Scale Man-Machine Experiments
for Test and Evaluation.

Experienced scientists and engi-
neers are needed immediately for
this important job and others in
MITRE's expanding role in the
design and development of real-
time computer based systems.

College graduates with high scho-
lastic achievements and an interest
in these fields are invited to apply.

MITRE is located in pleasant
suburban Boston.

Write in confidence to Vice Presk-
dent - Technical Operations, The
MITRE Corporation, Box 208,

Dept. MIT, Bedford, Mass.

THE

MITRE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MITRE is an independent, nonprofit corporation working with - not in competition
with--industry. Formed under the sponsorship of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, MITRE serves as Technical advisor to the Air Force Electronic Systems
Division, and is chartered to work for .such other Government agencies as FAA.

dome by metal slip joints which
permit slight movement between
them.

This movement is necessary be-
cause there are varying rates of
expansion and contraction ir dif-
ferent parts of the dome, depend-
ing on the weather and the posi-
tion of the sun. Th e d o me
"breathes."

The concrete shell is only 315
inches thick-thinner in proportion
to its area than the shell of an egg.
On top of the concrete, however,
are a two-inch layer of cinder con-
crete, a felt membrane, two inches
of glass wool and an asphalt fab-
ric. 

These layers will toltal about
eight inches in thickness at the top
of the dome. The various layers
not only serve to insulate the in-
terior from cold and heat but also
from outside noises, such as the
sound of airplanes. The dome's
total live load of 1,500 tons is
borne by its three corners, each
of which stands on a massive con-
crete buttress sunk into the
ground.

'Bridge' Problems Met
Engineering problems in build-

ing the dome were more like those
encountered in building a bridge
than in erecting a convention-
al building. The structural engi-
neers, Ammann & Whitney of New
York, are a leading firm in conc-
rete and bridge construction.

Thie auditorium sets 1238
people. Backs of the seats, in three
shades of green, two of blue and
one of orchid, give an unusual
chromatic effect.

The huge stage has room for 250
musicians. At the left is a choir
loft with space for 75 singers. At
the right is an organ loft, which
houses the Holtkamp Organ given
by former governor Alvan T.
Fuller. The organ was designed
especially to suit the size, shape,
and acoustical properties of the
building.

Since the domed ceiling would
tend to focus sound in certain
parts of the auditorium, various
acoustical devices were employed
so that every member of the audi-
ence might hear well. Most impor-
tant of these devices are "clouds,"
rectangular b a f 11 e s suspended
from the dome to diffuse sound.

Extensive testing of acoustics
has been conducted. The layman's
cliche, "you can hear a pin drop,"
actually applies. A pin dropped at
any point on the stage can be

heard throughout the auditorium-
providing the audience is quiet
enough.

The coluds also serve to maks
ventilating, lighting and sound
equipment. A row of fifteen spot-
lights not far from the center of
the domes can be reached by a
catwalk above the clouds.

Although speeches and concerts
on the stage usually will not re-
quire amplification, there are loud-
speakers in the clouds above the
stage. These include a "tweeter"
and a "woofer" for high and low
frequency sounds and can be used
for radio, recorded music and
sound movies.

Built For TV
At the rear of the auditorium is

a carefully engineered, fireproof
projection booth, with lighting and
sound controls and a motion pic-
ture projector. There is a sound-
proof booth for an announcer and
there are twvo optical glass ports
for television cameras.

The needs of television were
carefully taken into consideration
in the planning, and the auditori-
um is one of the few buildings to-
day with an abundance of "built-
in" television facilities. As many
as six TV cameras can be used at
one time for the recording of a
performance. There is television
wiring within the walls of the audi-
torium which will enable cameras
to be "plugged-in" at various
points. Television control trucks
from other stations can be parked
at the rear of the auditorium, with
easy plug-in connections with
cameras inside.

Below the main auditorium is a
small theater, seating 214, for
chamber music, conferences and
intimate dramatic productions. It
also has facilities for television
broadcasting.

There are two large rehearsal
rooms in the basement for band
and orchestra, both designed to
meet high acoustical standards.
They can also be used for radio
and television studios.

Hidden below the ground level
are enormous air conditioning
units, in winter used also for
making ice on the adjacent skating
rink, which was built shortly be-
fore the Auditorium.

Construction of the auditorium
was made possible by a gift of
$1,500,000 from the Kresge Founda-
tion. The chief architect was the
late Eero Saarinen.

'U
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X-Rays, Closed Circuit TV
On Saturday, at 2:00 p.m.,

the Department of Metal- 3
lurgy will begin its program
for Parents' Weekend with a
brief meeting in Room 8-309.
Following this, there will be a
closed circuit television demon-
stration in which a few members
of the Senior Class will describe
the metallic phase transformation,
as seen through the microscope.

I

At 2:45, the visitors can then
go to various labs, where various
MIT undergraduates will be pres-
ent to explain the work carried
out in each one. The labs that
will be open are: the Materials
Science Lab, used in the demon-
stration of the structure 'and
types of metals, the electron mi-
croscope room, the Heat and
Fluid Flow Lab and the X-ray
Lab, in which there might be an
explanation of X-ray diffraction.

There will then be a Foundry
demonstration in Room 35-419,
where students W,,ll explain the
procedure involved in casting
metal. Finally, at 3:45, a coffee
hour will be held at which parents
will have the opportunity to talk
with various faculty members.

Mathematics Sponsors Tea
For Parents And Students

The Mathematics Depart i 8
ment is sponsoring an in
formal discussion and tea
for parents, students, and fa-
culty from 2:00 to 3:30 in-Room
2 -290.

CALIFORNIA
Round Trip Air Fare plus tax
from $160 to $206 * * * why
pay more?

Ralph Gordon. student rep.
CO 6-0122

Other flights: Chicago, Florida. 
BERMUDA SPECIAL, Detroit.
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Parents' Weekend

NEWBURY'S
STEAK HOUSE
94 Mass. Ave., Boston

You may now avail yourself
of a $12.00 food check book
for $10.00 (offer limited).

This Coupon Is Worth

50c
Towards Any Dinner

Over $1.76

Good Until June 30, 1962
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Architecure Drafting Roams Open To V'sitor
The drafting rooms of the Department of Architecture will

be in use and open to all visitors this Saturday from 2 to 5 4
p.m. They are located on the 4th floor of building 7. The offices
of Professor Fiiipowski (7-421) and Professor Preusser (540a) will
also be open, from 2 to 4 p.m., for visits by parents. _

The MIT Chapel:

Irregularly Shaped Arches
Topped By Bell And Spire

A windowless cylindrical chapel that has been called one of the
most extraordinary religious buildings of our time was dedicated at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology May 8, 1955.

Designed by Eero Saarinen to meet the needs of all faiths, the
chapel is one of the few in the country to be used for regular services
by Catholics, Protestants and Jews alike.

A solid brick cylinder, the chapel stands in a water-filled moat.
Structurally, there is complete separation of interior from exterior.
The building amounts to a platform for the congregation and altar
·which is surrounded by a separate covering.

Cut into the bottom of the chapel cylinder are irregularly shaped
and irregularly spaced arches. Light is reflected from the water of
the moat into the interior of the chapel through these arches. Addi-
tional soft light may be provided by pin-hole ceiling lights.

Chapel Interior
Within fthe chapel, the principal

permanent frontispiece is a solid
marble pedestal, rectangular in
shape and about three feet high.
The special religious objects re-
quired by the different faiths will
be placed on this pedestal as they
are needed.

Separate vestment and storage
rooms are provided in the base-
ment of the chapel below the
pedestal and changes at the ped-
estal will be facilitated by ele-
vator service between the base-
ment and the main chapel floor.
The pedestal receives its own
special light from a circular glass
ceiling port called a lantern. The
lantern also provides artificial
light for nighttime use. Both the
daylight and artificial light from
the lantern enter the chapel from
behind a honeycomb grill.

The altar light presents a
striking contrast to the dimmer
light reflected from the moat.
This contrast is further accentu-
ated by a metal screen that hangs
from ceiling to floor behind the
altar.

Designed by the noted sculptor
Harry Bertoia, the screen is not
a solid partition but an open fret
of slim metal rods and cross
plates. It is an ornamental sep-
arator which serves to heighten
the effect of the lantern above
the altar.

No Bricks Alike
The walls of the chapel are

brick inside and out and the ir-
regularly shaped arches of the ex-
terior represent an outstanding
piece of masonry. Here each in-
dividual brick had to be cut to
shape and no two bricks are the
same.

Within, the brick walls are
wavy or serpentine in shape.
This waviness was needed for ac-
oustical reasons. The chapel
floor is Travertine marble- set in
an unusual diamond pattern and
the inner brick is softened with
the same wood wainscoting that
is used in the nearby Kresge
Auditorium.

$10,000
If you can afford $40 For
a year net payment
you can afford $10,- ess
000 of Savings Bank Than
Life Insurance's fam- $40
ous fterm protection, (up to age
39). Costs slrghtly more above
tih's age; considerably less if
younger. You can get most of
the answers to your questions in
the folder: $25,000 for $100.
Ask for it.

Cambridgeport
Savings Bank

689 Mass. Ave.
TR 6-2240

I

The chapel seats are individual
ladder-back chairs instead of con-
ventional pews. They were espe-
cially designed by Saarinen for
the chapel and were manufactured
by a Cambridge firm.

Organ By Holtkamp
Leading into the chapel, the

long narthex or passageway is
walled in glass stained in antique
gray. Directly above the entrance
of the narthex is the organ built
by Walter Holtkarnp, internation-
ally known organ maker.

The outer brick cylinder of the
chapel is about 50 feet in diam-
eter and 30 feet high, topped by
an aluminum spire taller than the
cylinder itself. The spire is the
creation of Theodore Roszak, the
sculptor, who also designed the
bell which hangs at the base of
the spire.

The MIT chapel has been
planned as a quiet retreat. Its
isolation is effected in part by
tthe device of the moat and by
the solid windowless cylinder of
the chapel building.

The approach from the main
campus is thEough a grove of
trees ,beside a screening wall of
brick. The light dims in the
stained glass entryway of the
narthex and, except for the altar
light, becomes even softer with-
in the chapel itself. The separa-
tion from the outer campus is
complete.

Tech Rairoad Club
To HoW Open House
Saturday Afternoon
The Tech Model Railroad Club

will hold its spring Open House,
on Saturday, April 28, in conjunc-
tion with Parents' Weekend.
There will be two sessions, from
2:00 to 5:00 p.m. and from 7:30

.to 10:00 p.m. The Model Rail-
road Club is located in Room 20E-
216.

The Club has a large HO scale
layout, with over six hundred
feet of track. A twelve hundred
relay automatic control system
allows simultaneous operation of
five main-line trains and three
yard areas. The Club has added
to its layout in the past year,
most noticeably in the extensive
scenicing of the yard areas.

Corsages For
Spring Weekend

"When you think of flowers,
think of ours.'

MAHEGAN
FLOWER SHOP

20 Norfolk St., Central Sq.

TR 6-3932
MIT'S Nearest Florisf
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Research Staff of Thirft
Parents WeekendPart' We end 1 Dozens Of Uses Foun For Reactor 

More than a .hundred nucilear reactors haveMIT Sp S Program'Revitalized been built in varxious parts of the world since thefirst -sustained atomic cahai reacto was achievd

By Mallion Dollar Athletic Center in s .Million Doh r At~~~eric Centa anumber of dif~rent typses aml sizes and were a-built for various purposes. Some are research re- . ,
actors, such -as the Aff Reactor. Some are very ::5,~.:?. Superb facilities for student athletes at MIT, including every- sM Reacr. Some are very ' z; > - ' ] 

g but a football stadium-which the Institute doesn't need-are lare ones for the production of fissionable mater- - *' 'ilable in the David Flett du Pont- Athletic Center on its west ial, such as those at Hanford, Wash. Some were ' -' ' 
p. The buildin was dedicated October 5, 1959, climaxing a 4designed for the production of electric power.. :: g-tern program for MIT's busy and varied intramural and inter- The MIT Reactor is small compared to reac- " "'nterm program )>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -''.:'; :..'-. .$..'":'5)egiate sports activities. One out of every four students now par- tcrs for the production of power or of fissionable .< . .ots in intercollegiate spts at the insttute. nateials, but it is in the itrank -of the world's ; .,; -pates in intercollegiate sports at the institue · :~.:..%

MIT has other facilities for sports and recreation that include scientific research reactors. It is similar in type . ............... ;, Armory-Which was bought from the state five years ago-Rock- to the CP-5 at Argonne National Laboratory near - ............... uCage, Briggs Field House, an outdoor skating rink, and a large Chicago and to DIMPLE and PLUTO, operated by : .. 
ct of playing fields extending nearly half a mile from the rear te United Kingdom Atomic Enllergy Authority at .i.
(resge Auditorium on the west campus. Harwell, England, in that all of these employ soli

fuels and are moderated and cooled by heavyThe du Pont Athletic Center was erected adjoining the Armory water.
is also connected with Rockwell Cage and Briggs Field House, wt. ..
built since the war. The Center was made possible by a $1,000,- NSF Gran *:;ts'

bequest left by 21-year-old David F. du Pont of Wilmington, Del., Research capabilities of the nuclear reactor - -was killed in an automobile accident in September, 1955, just have been augmented under a National Science 0weeks before he was to have returned to MIT for his -senior year. l'oindation grant of nearly a quarter of a million 
One side of the Athletic Center is flush against the red brick wail dollars. .. :
he Armory. but on the side lacing nearby Kresge Auditorium, The grant of $ ,340 has penitted MIT to A e right s MIT Nuclear Reacfor, par of240-foot wall is faced with glass panels and has a strip of windows expand basic research in such areas as rene- a $3,500,000 research installaNion on Albany Sreetfgive it the appearance of a three-story structure, although there merts in the theory of nuclear reactors and the wes4 of Massachusetts Avemue The reactor, 6ow
only two main floors. extension of man's knowledge about the atom's as Building NW--12, has been in operation since Jaly,The ground floor has a large equipment room, where all uniforms invisible but extraordinary structure. The NSF, 1959. To the left is the cooling tower which providesequipment for 19 varsity sports at MIT are maintained, a huge a Federal agency established ,by Congress, pro- wafer k cool the ractor,nr room, dozes of showers, a trainer's room, a visiting teanm's vides financial support for worthy scientific pur-erating tes1959, following a year-long -series of operating testsi, and a locker room and showers for women. The men's locker poses. and low power experiments, the reactor went onto

measures 50 by 147 feet and contains nearly 2,000. individual The MIT Research Reactor (MITR) is a facil- a 24-hour schedule from Monday through Friday.
a~~~~rs for students. ~~ity of the Department of Nuclear Engineering. It Operation since July, 1959 has been at the onelhe second floor is occupied by a multi-purpose gymnasium. Two is the heart of a $3,500,000 research installation megawatt power leveL Additional instrumentationng wooden doors are located at intervals to divide the space located on.Albany Street, Cambridge, a few min and heat exchangers are needed to raise the pow-a wrestling room, a fencing room and an individual exercise ute's walk from the MIT campus. The reactor er. An increase to two megawatts was scheduled43 feet in length. Flooring is hardwood over cork, and fluor- originally "went critical" (achieved sustained for early 1961. By adding another cooling tower

At lighting is used throughout the gymnasium area. atomic chain reaction)- on July 21, 1958. In July, or by utilizing a water line which is to be nstalled
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in the MIT Magnet Laboratory<~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P . _ _ n i~ii:;:::'~---:.- .:~ : ~ on Albany Street, the designed

capacity of five megawatts will
be attained, possibly in 1962.

The research staff of 30 scient-:.-':::---"-"'-'"'""':. :.......... ....... : .. ': ists, engineers, technicians, main-
tenance and administrative per-
sonnel is headed by Dr. T. 3.
Thompson, professor of nuclear
er'gineering. Dr. Thompson de-

signed the MITR and supervised
its installation, which was started
in 1956.

Students Active In Research
In addition to the regular staff,

many members of research teams
'from M.I.T. and outside agencies
are using the facility. Approxi-
mately 80 graduate students
from the Departments of Nuclear
Eng neering, Physics, and others
also train and work at the facility
each semester. Most students are
endaged in. the design, installa-
tion and operation of the mech-
anical and electronic equipment
for various projects, and in the
interpretation of experimental
results.

Uses Of Reactor
In addit'on to being devoted to

the training of students, to sci-
entific research and to medicl
therapy, the MT Reactor has a
number of uses. Among them:

Experiments in the sterilization
of foods and medical supplies.

Studies of mechanical wear.
Piston rings, for example, can be
made radioactive and the rate at
which they are worn in an en-
gine can be measured with pre.
cision. Such studies can lead to
improved alloys, better design
and better lubrication.

Research is improving materl-
als. Plastics, can be made strong-

.'';.:< .~liR~~ -':::;~ ;;.:::::; ..'~to anier and more heat resistant by
Upf ~r..ont. ..... ::you:-.. getrichgodbombardment with slow neutrons.

Speeding of chemical reactions
by radiations.

Mason=_~ Modifying the properties of
transistors.

Studies of biological mutation.
It is believed that the usefulness

u n ' ist co u nts of plants and animals can be in-
__""__ ~creased by the development of

FILTERt-BLENDI is-yours in Winston and only Winston. 
nwsristruhteueonew strains through the use ofip front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected Testing the effect of radiation

ind specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston. metals in reator
possible use in reactor construe.
tion.

IL 7. Rinynodawl& Mco mrWOnstonamI i. e 'Studying the changes wbidc
take place in reactor fuels while
they are being consumed in a re-

actor.I
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�% N OT ICES ~ IM Table Tennis In Final Matches
LECTURES.

DR. HUDSO N HOAG-
LAND, President of the Amer-

eS ican Academy of Arts and Sci-
o- ences and Executive Director of
,r the Worcester Foundation for
I Experimental Biology, will ad-

dress the initial meeting of the
. MIT chapter of the Society for

> Social Responsibility in Science
< on "The Population Problem."
cn The talk will be given in room
Z 3-270 at 8 p.m. this evening.

A SPECIAL LECTURE by
Dr. Edward H. Bloch on "High
Speed Photography in the.
Smallest Vessels of Man and
Animals" will be given tomor-

, row at 3 p.m. in room 10-275.
Dr. Bloch, of the School of

,L, Medicine at Western Reserve
I University in Cleveland, will

present his results obtained
from high-speed motion pic-
tures of blood flow in the mi-
cro-vascular systems of living
tissue. This lecture is open to
all.

THIS WEEK'S PHYSICS
COLLOQUIUM presents Pro-
fessor R. A. Smith of the Uni-
versity of Sheffield in England
talking on "New Detectors for
the Far Infrared. The lecture is
at 4 p.m. in 26-100; all are in-
vited.

SEMINARS

THE LOCKER ROOM SO-
CETY, Lambda Rho, continues
to extend a friendly invitation
to all breeze-shooters, bull-
slingers, and all other non-si-
lent types to its daily discus-
sion on topical subjects. The
seminar runs from 11-2 Mon-

day through Thursday, and II-
5 Friday, in room 2-090. For
more information, call A.
Aaron, DU 9-9212.

THE CIVIL ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT presents anoth-
er seminar in the MIT Inter-
American Program in Civil En-
gineering next Tuesday, May I,
at 4 p.m. in room 3-133. Mr.
J. W. Erler, former president
of Sears Roebuck Co. in Cuba
and presently manager of a
Sears branch in Topeka, Kan-
sas, will speak on "I Saw Free
Enterprise Die in Cuba."

MEETINGS

Y 0 U N G REPUBLICANS
CLUB will hold an election
meeting in the Miller Room,
3-060, at 5 p.m. today. All
members of the club are re-
quested to attend.

MISCELLANEOUS

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEER-
ING is the purpose of Course
X's Open House this after-
noon from 4:30 to 5:30 in the
Walker Room, 1 2-01 1. All
freshmen are invited.

A METALLURGY FRESH-
MEN OPEN HOUSE will be
held Thursday, May- 3 in the
Given Room, Building 35, from
5 p.m. until 6 p.m.

this year will enable MIT stu-
dents, grads or undergrads, to
teach high school students in
c o I I e g e subjects, including
18.01, 8.01, 5.01, 14.01, and
others. There will be no pay-
ment or charges involved for
the student-teachers. Classes
will be two nights a week (prob-
ably Monday and Thursday),
one hour each night. Those in-
terested may contact Elliott
Bird at x3205.

THE ASTROLOGER COR-
DELL BRACEY said that ac-
cording to the stars, the first
week in May will be National
Geranium Week. He adds,
"No home should be without a
geranium plant next week. All
of the MIT community should
make every effort to secure a
geranium flower."

lively Mikki PelleLLieri,ITlane (63

Oldahoma born IU t~ now calls Housn, Texa.s her home Sh's Seety of the Tule Studet Council.
I . s

lives it UP with this lively One froi
foro 62: Lhe NOW [airlaNe 00 Spotr CoUP0e!
Mikki Pellettieri, a Year Book Beauty, has her mind on
Psychology and her eye on the all-new Fairlane 500
Sports Coupe. This Fairlane "a la king" combines
trimmed-for-action outside dimensions with carriage
trade interior appointments, between-seats console, and

THE FRESHMAN COOR-
DINATING COMMITTEE an-
nounces a smoker for freshmen
and sophomores interested in
working of the committee. The
gathering will be tomorrow
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Miller
Room (3-070). Revisions in the
freshman weekend program will
provide opportunity for ima-
ginative thought and original
work on the part of FCC mem-
bers.

WANT TO TEACH THIS
SUMMER? A summer program

snug-fitting bucket seats. An optional torrid Challenger
260 V-8 engine delivers high-velocity perform-
ance on regular gas. See the exciting Fairlane APRUCOF
500 Sports Coupe and all the Lively Ones at
yourFord Dealer's-the liveliest place in townl uoRcomrv

Intramural Table Tennis reaches its climax this week with the
round robin playoff rounds between the top six teams. Matches will
continue through tomorrow evening, and begin each night at 7:30
in the Armory.

An all dornitory playoff was assured when undefeated league
winners Baker B, C, and D, Burton A, and Burton Dining Staff were
joined by seconwl place playoff victor East Campus A.

Favored to win top honors is Baker D, which features last year's
New England Intercollegiate champion Alan Bell. Close matchings
of -the other teams should provide close contests for runner-up spots.

Schedule of Events For IM Track Meet
Event Time

Field Events: High Jump, Shot Put, Broad Jump 1:30
Dash Trials: 22., :d, 100 yd, 120 Low Hurdles, 80 High Hurdles 2:00
Half Mile: 2:30
880 Medley Relay 2:45
80 yd High Hurdle Finals 3:00
Mile 3:15
880 Relay 3:25
440 Finals 3:45
100 yd Finals 3:55
220 Finals 4:05
120 Low Hurdle Finals 4:15

Tune: April 29, 1962, 1:30 P.M.
Place: Briggs Field, MI/T -

MORE
GOOD NEWS

Now you can get $25,000 of
Savings -Bank Life Insurance's
famous term protection for as
little as $100 a year, net pay-
meet, if you are age 39 or
younger. In fact +he younger
you are the less it costs. It's
designed to give the m-an who
needs more protection NOW
what he needs at a cost he
can afford NOW. You can
buy smaller amounts $3,000
minimum) at the same low cost
per thousand. Look into it. Ask
for the free folder: $25,000 for
$100.

Cambridgeporf
Savings Bank

689 Mass. Ave.

TR 6-2240
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IMs
By Howie I

While a total of s
Id four freshmen
te in intercollegia
is weekend, action'
ural front is picki
verish pace. Four
ring intramural- s

All,/C IIOAL&-

ot//evY twte

/ail ce this

Varsity Sports
Elis a full calendar of contests. in that meet, an
;even varsity IM Track Meet, Sunday -destined to topp
teams com- One of the most exciting of Intramural ba
ate contests these will be Sunday's IM track also continue
on the intra- meet Last year, with eleven round this wee
ing up to a teams competing in ten different four hundred Tm

of the six events, Beta Theta Pi emerged field in seventE
sports boast as victor. Six school records fell tests, a numbe:

Face
nd many more are
le again this year.
lseball action will

into its fourth
ekend. With over
echmen taking the
een separate con-
r of league posi-

o. te , u
Xstoprm c o
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Varsity Cindermen Place Second In Triangular Meet
With six first places, MIT's var- the field with only five events left. f-om the field to win the 440 yard
ty track squad copped a second Goddard Wins Mile dash in 50.7. The other Tech first
ace in a triangular meet with Tom Goddard, '63, was an easy in the running events was a fine
NH and Tufts at Durham, N. H. winner in the mile and came back showing by Forrest Green, '63, in
afts won with 63 points, Tech had later in the afternoon to place the 220 low hurdles.
,and UNH finished with 49. The second in the half with a fine time Eagleson Clears 6'
arriers showed surprising all- of 2:02.2. Harry Demetriou, '63, In the field events Bill Eagleson,
ound strength and were leading took an early lead and ran away '64, cleared six feet to snare first

Phi Gams Hold 7 Point IM Sailing Lead
The first regatta of the intra-

aural sailing season was held on fi . .... .... ... 
lednesday evening April 18 with : 
even teams. returning from the
all competition. At the end of
hat competiation the returning 

ro'n'. : e .. .....'....:.
lra:s:pr in st:ood: .': ...1-Phi Gamma Delta -

2-Theta Delta Chi ........ : ,
3-Sigma Alpha Epsilon R
4-Grad House
5-Phi Delta Theta

12-Baker House *- :"..
At the end of three races last : :. .:-.:.: 
Vednesday, it appeared as though : :
he Phi Gains would continue ~ .. . . ..
heir domination, with their two
kippers, Hastings and Strong, .:::
ailing consistently well. SAE's 
kippers, Bails and Jordan,
howed some good sailing, how-
Ver they were hurt by protests.
leverthele.,s they still took a sec-
nd at the end of the day; and
hey look as though they will give ....

heta Delta Chi a battle for sec .....
nd place in over all season's rat-
1gs. Theta Delta Chi is not giv- . ... '
ig much room, however, as they. ~'-.z
)Dk a close third under the skip-
ering of Felts and Strube. Grad .
The final regatta is scheduled .
be held this Thursday at 4:30, Kr:.

aving been postponed because of -
Din last Thursday and wind last
londay.
The spring standings, as of this
10mnent, are: .'

-Theta 'Deita' ......... 30
-Grad House ................... VWeather was perfect for sailing lasf week~encd as varsdty ann-

crews took to the water in a number of'exciHing races.
-eta C' .............. -- Phoo by Conrad Gruncleh4ner

tions should be firmly decided.
In other intramural activities,

IM Ping Pong finishes up its
final rounds, IM Squash continues
into another round of play, and
preparations for the IM Golf
Meet (May 11th) continue.

I M Sailing Season Ends

z front C/ose

'tzst r/·e SI;7/dC Hi~a~z

Io s is /wJv

With UNH, Tufts
d place for Tech. Dick Sutton, '62,
t won the hammer throw as Jerry

Dassel, 64, backed him up with
a solid second place to give the
Engineers 8 points in that event.
Bill Remsen, '63, took the sixth
first for Tech in the shot put. An-
other good showing was made by
Mike Simpson, '64, who captured
six points in three field events
with a second, third, and fourth.

Frosh Close Third
In the freshman meet the little

Beavers were third behind UNH
and Northeastern. UNH's score
was 671/2, Northeastern, 41; MIT,
371/2; and Tufts was last with 19.
Big point gatherers for the frosh
were Terry Dorschner and Ken
Morash. Dorschner won the 220
low hurdles with Morash close be-
hind him. Dorschner placed in
two other events also, including an
outstanding showing in the 440
dash. Morash won the 120 highs
and was in a tie for first in the
pole vault along with Mike Keeh-
neer and two UNH frosh. In other
field event scoring George Hadley
took second in the high jump.

Oliver Scores In Mile
In the 880 Dean Hubbard ran his

best time with a 2:05.1 and-placed
third. In the mile Mike Oliver
was third with 4:34.8 and Dick
McMillin showed great improve-
ment as he placed fifth with 4:48.

MIT Varsity Sailors
Place 3rd Out Of 12
MIT's varsity sailing team

placed third out of twelve teams
in the Boston Dinghy Club Cup
competition, held here Saturday
and Sunday. Harvard won with
251 points, Coast Guard took
second with 239, and MIT came
in third with 235. Ken Klare, '63,
and Mike Lifschitz, '63, were in
contention until the last race.

The freshmen took their elim-
ination races for the New England
Championship in another thriller
at Coast Guard.

m
-4

Intramural Sailing is the only O
sport to have completed its sea- ;
son. The two-week session ended
last Monday with Phi Gamma
Delta emerging victorious as
school champion. 

In pr,'paration for next year's 6
IM a,,vities, the Intramural Z
Council recently elected managers ]
for the winter sports.

They are: Bob Wells, '65, .
(Wrestling Mgr.); Bill Brody, '65,
(Swimming Mgr.), and Dick Sei- >
dell, '65, (Hockey Mgr.). 

In addition-to these three, the -
winter intramural schedule in-
cludes basketball, bowling, bad- '
minton, and volleyball. Fall IM 
sports are touch football, tennis, o-
and sailing.

As a point of information, MIT
is one of the few colleges where
the intramural program is run
completely by the students.

Varsity Schedule Heavy 
But this flurry of Intramural -

activity in no way slows down 0
the regular intercollegiate varsity
schedules. Of the nineteen major
varsity sports, six are spring
sports, and Saturday, squads in
all six of these intercollegiate
sports will compete in contests
both at home and away.

By far, the biggest sporting
event of the weekend is All-Crew
Day. From 10:30 a.m. to 6:00
p.m., thirteen races, including
ten Tech contests, will take place
on the Charles River. MIT light-
weight crews meet Harvard and
Dartmouth starting at 2:30. From
4 to 6 p.m., the Heavies encount-
er the Yale oarsmen. Fresh from
their spectacular ten race sweep
of the previous week, the Engin-
eers will be out to bring home
the Biglin Cup.

Tech's Varsity baseball
team, currently holding a 2-6-2
record, meets Middlebury Col-
lege at the opponent's field.
Meanwhile, the Frosh Nine faces
Harvard freshmen here on Briggs
Field at 2:00 p.m.

In other varsity action, the La-
crosse Team meets Amherst -
away - the Golf team faces
Colby College at the opponent's
home course, the Traick Team
has a dual meet with Bowdoin,
away; and the Tennis Team,
currently on a three-game win-
ning streak, faces Amherst,
away.

On Deck
Today, April 25

Golf (F) - Governor D u rn met 
Academy, Home, 2:00 p.m.

Lacrosse (V) - Massachusetts,
Home, 3:00 p.m.

acrosse (F) - Andover, Home,
2:00 p.m.

Friday, April 27
Go1f (V) - T u f t s, Wesleyan,

Home, 2:00 p.m.
Saturday. April 28

Baseball iV) - M i d d I eb u ryj
Away, 2:00 p.m.

Baseball (F) - Harvard, Home,
2:00 p.m.

Crew (HV) -Yale, Home
Crew (LV) - Biglin Cup- Dart

mouth, Harvard, Home
Golf (V) - Colby, Away, I -.00

a.m.
Lacrosse (V) - Amherst, Away,

2:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (F) - Winchendon

School, Away, 2:00 p.m.
Tennis (V) - Amherst, A w a y,

2:00 p.m.
Track (V&F) - Bowdoio, Away,

1 :00 p.m. -
Monday, April 30

B aseba I I (F) - Norfheastern,
Home, 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday, May 1
Baseball (V) - Harvard, Home,

3:00 p.m.

How They Did
Lacrosse

MIT 12,'Holy Cross I I
UNH 7, MIT 2

Tennis
MIT 5, Wesleyan 4

Track
Tuft
MIT
UNH

63
53
49

Baseball
Bates 5, MIT 2

Crew
MIT Heavies win five races.
MIT Lights win five races.
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and Lartmrouth in 7:45, six lengths By Elliot
behind. Stroking at 34, Dartmouth
was unable to gain any seats on it out for s
the low-stroking Techmen- who end, Dartn
went over the line at 24. Engineers I

The freshman race proved to not a slow
be more interesting. Although finished th
Yale was an additional entry in Yale in 7:0
this race and the next two, the and Dartm
Elis never really proved to be a lengths beh
threat. The Dartmouth Frosh MIT 
pushed the MIT first boat to a In the va
rather fast time of 6:50; Dart- skein cont
mouth finished two lengths back start, the
at 6:56, while Yale crossed the pulling ahe
line in 7:09. Dick Arold stroked test. This v
the MIT boat, and Bill Frangos and Cup t
coxed. invited gun

JV's Easily Top Yale the cup. '
The J. V. race once more dem- Mark Barr

onstrated the superiority of the Vernon, tfi
Tech crews. Stroked by Roger bring home
Ruwe and coxed by Julian Ad- mouth shir
ams, the J.V.'s were behind at exceptional
the start in accord with Coach Yale, seco]
Gary Zwart's instructions to be cup, was
more concerned about the body of behind in
the race and the finishing sprint varsity fin
than the first twenty strokes. So hind the E
Dartmouth pulled out in front and lleav
remained there those first twenty While the
strokes while MIT and Yale fought the opposil

Tennis Team Edges Wesleyan 5
MIT's tennis team completed their third straight win Saturday,

April 21, by edging out Wesleyan 54. Under sunny skies with ex-
cellent playing conditions, the match turned out to be one of the
most exciting this season.

. Tech Takes 4 Singles 
Bent Aasnaes '63 took number one singles 6-1; 6-2. Charles Hein-

rich '62 at number two, won 6-2; 6-3. Nick Charney '62 lost to Eric
Blum after three sets 6-4; 2-6; 6-2. Marty Ormond '64 took number
four singles 6-2; 7-5. Jerry Adams '62 went two long sets and finally
won 6-3; 7-5! while Terry. Chatwin '63, lost to Win Marston 6-4; 6-2.

Wesleyan Makes Comeback
After winning four singles it seemed as though MIT would have - . i

an-easy win by just taking one of the doubles. However, Wesleyan
surged back by winning first sets in all three doubles matches.

No. 1 Doubles Wnms
Bent Aasnaes and Charles Heinrich, at number one doubles, had

lost their first set 5-7. They came back under tremendous pressure, 
however, to win the second set 11-9. Then Bent and Charles easily
took the 3rd set, 6-1. Nick Charney and Bob Blumberg, at number
two doubles, lost the first set 6-3, came back to take the second set
4-6, but just missed the last one 6-3. Terry Chatwin and Giovanni loyan onne

Franzi '64 lost their first set 6-1. They came back strong in the sec- team of Ae
ond set, but Wesleyan finally copped it 8-6.

Tech Lacrosse Squad Tops Holy
By Jay Salmon

MIT's Varsity Lacrosse Team
split even in road action last
week by dropping Holy Cross, 12-
11 Wednesday, and failing before

the University of New Hampshire,
7-2 Saturday. -

Crusaders Score First
In the Holy- Cross game, the

Crusaders jumped off to a 1-0

Bates Scores On 6 Hits
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II.. .._

Tech Nine Dr
Bates College dealt MIT its

sixth varsity baseball loss Satur-
day, 5-2, with a four-run sixth
inning providing the margin.
Mickey Haney gave up six hits
as he absorbed his third loss
against one victory.

Sikes Scores On Double
Tech took a first-inning lead

as Dave Sikes singled and scored
on a double to left. by Larry De-
mick. But the Engineers lead was
not destined to last.

Bates, with men on first and
third, tied the game in the fifth
with a double steal. Then in the
sixth, the home team came to life

ops Fray, 5-2
on a combination of a walk, wild
pitch, single and error, and Ron
Taylor's bases-loaded triple to
left.

BATES MIT
ab rh ab r h

Davisof 3 1 OFeri,'f 4 0 0
Spector,rf 4 1 OSikes,2 4 1 1
Woolson,rf 0 0 ODetnick,3 4£ 0 1
M'Nevinc 4 1 2Bl'baum,c 3 1 1
V'dersea,l 4 1 OBiefedd,1 4 0 1
Taylor,lf 4 1 3Haney,p 3 0> 1
Lawler,3 2 0 1Costelloeof 3 0 1
HoltsS 4 0 OYasn-us,lf 1 0 0
Wilson,2 2 0 OAdamec,ss 2 0 0
Fr'mon,p 3 0 OaAl. sic 1 0 0

~-- ~Beachs -0 0' 0
Totals 30 5 6

Totals 29 2 6
Bates 0 0 00 1 4 O x----5
MIT 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-2

E-Ferrari, Demiok. Bloebaum. Ad-
amec. 2B-Demick, Haney. 3B-Taylor,
SB-Taylor, Wilson. ROB--Haney 3,
Freeman 5. SO-Haney 4, Freenman 6.

a-Grounled out for Adamec in 7tih.

Dekes, Baker House Post 3-0 Records
As IM Squash Teams Enter Mial Rounds

With better than half of the IM squash season completed, a num-
ber of teams have emerged as definite leaders. In a few weeks the
top two squads from each of the three six-team leagues will compete
in the finals.

.Dekes, Baker Lead
In League I action, Delta Kappa Epsilon and Baker House have

won every one of their respective matches (3-0) and are swamping
all competition.

East Canmpus 'A' and Zeta Beta Tau seem to be emerging as
League II leaders over the stubborn resistance of Alpha Epsilon Pi.

Due to a nimhber of unreported scores, the standings in league
III are uncertain. However, Thet Delta Chi, seasoned from last
year's campaign should not have too much trouble in subduing corn-
petition.
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day as UN
0 lead at

n All Ten eekend aces;
Yale, Harvard Dart mouth
Bird and Paul Both weight crews were in the process distance of a mile and five-six. 

of topping five Columbia and four teenths.
econd place. Near the Brown crews. A surprise to every- All and all, it was a most glor.
nouth fell back-as the one, except the Columbians, was ous day in the annals of MIT E
gained on Yale. It was the fine performance by the Co- crew racing-HOODAH!
surge, though, for MIT luirbia varsity. It was, according MIT OREW RSULTS
ree lengths ahead of to MIT -Head Coach Jack Frailey, var: MIT 100.8 Col -

Yaws~ty: IT 10:04.83; - Ooluaabk
)2. Yale closed at 7:11, "The best Columbia crew I have 10:06.2; aBrown o:l6.5.

Junior varsity: RME, 11:04, coiq~,outh at 7:19 some five seen since I've been coaching," biJa :12., , 11 , COI:7.8.
iind the victors. and it forced the MIT varsity to 7 hid Varsity: MIT 7:02, Colu i

7:05. UN
Ineligible for Cup fight a close race the entire two First Fr: IT 11:44, odb
rsity race the winning mile distance. The official times 11:2,Bowa M2:06. 4.
inued. Ahead at the were: MIT, 10:04.8; Columbia, 7:03, Bwa 7:05.

Tech shell continued 10:06.2; and Brown, 10:16.5. versity: MIT 6:39, yale 4:4, Dat a

-;ad throughout the con- mouteh 7:03.ad troughout te con- JV's Win Decisively Junior Vlarity: MIT T:02, Yale 7 :,Q
vas a race for the Dur- DaRmouth 7 :9.

which MIT Dua - The MAT junior varsity came rd Varsity: 7:91, Dar't1oul 
Lo which MIT was an through with the only really de- 7:46.
est, but ineligible for First FIros: MT 6:50, Dartwx 
stroked bu y sophomore cisive victory of the afternocon, 6:56, Yale 7:09. 
Stroked by sphmore smashing the Columbia .and 8:seco02 Frosh: MLT 7:41, Dartmoft -

on and coxed by Bob Brown JV's by three and five T varslty Heavies
he Tech varsity did Cox--George Dotma
*e teh venarsit dilengths, respectively. The bIIT c--o e Dta

first freshmen fought off a sprint- - t o ley Ao
ts as it finished in the o m iacet Ahef

goodtim-. mng Columbia crew at the finishce Lawtoa-
ily-'good time of 6:39. 4waTyo
nd and winner of the line without going into a sprint of 3-Bb Ktaz .

their own. --Martin Pot
clocked three lengths 1-Ken Andero .
6:47; the Dartmouth Earlier, in two morning races, c Fhnaf RSeavioe 

ished six lengths be- the MIT second frosh and third 8-ob Xum _

ngineers in 7:03. varsity had started the five race 7---Jim La s
6--Bdeu1e ~amton ,-~

vies Sweep Five. sweep by defeating the Columbia -orge oauUlke f_

lightweights swamped and Brown second frosh and the -- m- e E
tion, five MIT heavy- Columbia third varsity over the ic Lrd .

I-T~on Skwaf-a ,vRow M[T Funior Varsity Heavism-4 For 3rdc Win In 8Row *-ot ceek

6--Bob Sandel
5-Tony Doepe~~-'~ '~'~-~ 4-Bob Brady'
3-Bo0b Wild
2-carey Mannm

.. ::::: ?,1--Joe ColdweU 

: :4 l.MIT Third Varnity Heavist
.. ~ . l OX-B3ili MOClare .

?7]Bill $uldtz

5--DTunan Miller
4--.Peter Staeobar
3-.-=rn Taub

- i i-_W hn -m asenX--Bill ElbJ.OU

MIT 2nd Frs h Heavles -
CoX:-Ric Art 4

8-Bob Menzies
7-DBuce Linsof
6-M-ark Medres 
5-Henry Lichstela
4-Don dhlill/ng
3-Dick Sohwa-tz
2---WaRn Anders0
i-Randy Sebia.

MIT Varsity Lights
hCox-Bob Vernon

8-Mark Bar-on7--Ohaatest Bgexna=
6-Dennis Buss
4---Heieb Herxvnamnf

.erti, - Holy Csfe3---teorge Zimterm a2--Steve Richards
1--Steve Apdrmlch 

rayn~~~~~~~~~~~l- eMaso,'4puthemoei h for efc- :u~a VHeintich retfurns voey in first doubles match of MIT-Wes- MIT Junr varsty Lights

I Leads At XaU test. roet. ¢ 
st. Standeing io the left is doubles partner Ben' Aasnaes. The Cogerula Ai s

2snaes and Heiwich downed their oppoer s 5-7, 11-9, 6-1. 7-Don Sieske
-Photo by Conrad Grunllehser 6-Damve Aexand

5-iDave ofar y .-n
·4-John B"rton

2-ILAurenS o :CrossLoses To UNH
hile Tech cald man- EPI @+|8lNW Third VarsityOox---teve Prwtnoy

two minutes of play. Engineers could hit their stride. 7-- mck Lyw

eers tied it four min- Tech fought back briefly in the .- ke Creata/
5--Riokt Ketzind e -

lhen Phil Robinson, '62, third period as Robinson assisted -enjCo
_3----ennis Cooknet after a feed from Brown on one goal and took a 2--~ark Kovew

berti, '63. Holy Cross Matson feed for another to cut 1 -- MT Cate
briefly 2-1, but first Ykego tdaaA SHR DSHRCMF _u Xrno
is by john Prussing, late in the third period and
rayne Matson, '64, put three more in the fourth effec- 6---litan va lber

5---Jm Fipee
nt to stay. tively put Tech out of the con- i 'Don

3-Wayne Haase
Leads At Half test. 2--Joh Proctor

tick goals early in the The stickmen are at home to- I vT 2nd avo its-
:iod and one in the day against the University of Cox-Dlok T11len

-iod and one in the ~~~~~~~~~8---Dave Dewan
nutes gave Tech a 7- Massachusetts. Saturday they 7-- ae Deanust

nates ga ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~6-rve Teha -6:ob etf
the half. Holy Cross travel to Amherst for the last Z w

the half. Holy Cross ~~~~~5---Jon Nagy
LCk in the third period road game of the year. 4--Don umau

goals in the first six IMN~ othaNlTl ms
hile Tech could man- M JTeams E

one to knot the tally E e L DouRn ?l
8-8. Two goals late in W e UWolfli Roui 
period and two more
e fourth gave the Engi-
pparently commanding ~TDX 2 OSAM 2 0
)ut Holy Cross was not NRiSA 2 1PLP 2 1l2 O 1PL 0 

t. z.J~'L'~~~~Z T I O 1i A. r./PKT 1 I SPE B 0 Z
Foils Closing Bid PGD 1 2PDT 0 2 0-.

PM;D 0 3 ca-o~*than four minutes re- w L League VI L *
L W o

he Crusaders fired in I.Rue , W I
BURT A 2 D 1 -o,.k'B- 1 0 '- '*

over a forty second PAR A I 0 C A 1 L
ITEP 1 r 1

Dp Tech's lead to. one. |PE A 1 1 rUD 1 2
0 3 1SX0 2 

.ers, however, held on N ague vU 
tory by keeping Holy League w W L I

W LGI-EIDS 3 0
Hless in the last three EAsT 3 OATO 2 1 -

BURT B I 1GS I LXA I 1 (M5 1 1 ~~
DICE I 1 PSK 0 2 Ie was by far the best BA o 1BAK C o 0 

AC A o 
1 0

how of the year for. League V League W 
w L W r,Matson displaying his IGRAD 2 0 SAE 3 0

potential by blasting KS 2 IXP 1
I PK.~ I 0OBAgC D I ' x

als, Robinson scored DTD O 1 1 . I I 
o 3ITZ 0 oPrussing, Greg Brown, o

WEEKEND SOFTBALL SCORF. - -in, '64, and Don Yan- SAE 20, Baker 'D 16
all contributed single SPE 9, Sen "B' 1

PGD 18. PD 2

!ers Fall To UNIH
.s were turned Satur-
FH jumped off-to a 3-
the half before the

tiS 1, TX 3
Stud 31, SX 2 
East C 14, Burt 'B' 0

GHDS 17. PKS 1t
ATO 27, Baker 'C- 17
SAM 16, PDT 10
PLP 25, SPE '3' 12
ZBT 19, NoSA 6

-- r

as 93 C

MINT Crews Victorious I
Row Here Sat. Aga inst

(04
-o Saturday was probably the

greatest single day in MIT's 45
year Crew history as the Engi-
neers swept all ten of their races.
On the Connecticut River at Han-

a_ over, New Hampshire, Tech's
< Lightweight Crews smashed Dart-

mouth and Yale in five consecu-
t ive races. Meanwhile the Heavy-
weights rowing on the Harlem

Lu River in New York solidly won all
Z of their five contests with Colum-
C- bia and Brown.

All-Crew Day, Sat.
This coming Saturday both the

Lights and Heavies are at home,
the Lights facing Dartmouth and
Harvard for the Biglin Cup, and
the Heavies racing against-Yale.

At Hanover, the first race of
the afternoon coupled the second

. freshman lightweight crews of
t- Dartmouth and MIT. From the

-start, MIT pulled ahead on their
opponents, winning in 7:41 as com-
pared to Dartmouth's 8:02, a full
five lengths separating the two
shells.

- MIT Wins By 6 Lengths
The second race was even less

of a contest with Tech's third var-
sity lightweights finishing in 7:18
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reflecting sunlight onto a wall,
show an image of a design or
inscription hidden in the polished
surface.

Mr. Maryon will also explain
the decorative technique used on
Etruscan gold jewelry, known as
"granulation," in which innumer-
able spheres of gold were in-
visibly soldered onto the surface
in patterns designed to catch
light.

Above: Parent.s get a slight taste of what we go through every
registration day. 1400 pare-nts of MIT students sign~ed in for a week-
eend of touring and sightsee;ing of the'campus. The Fres-hman C.0-ordinat-
ing Committee of In'stitutfe Comrnitftee sponsored the eveinrf.

Right: As part of the Paren.ts' Weekend schedule of lectures, Pro-
fessor Harold E. Edgerton, of the Deparlment of Electrical Ergineering,
demonstrates a sonar transducer on which he has been working recently.

-Photos by Conrad Grundlehner

adviser to the Government of Bur-
ma from ]951-53. He is the author
of "On The Theory of Social
Change: How Economic Growth
Begins," to be published this
month.

The third speaker will be Ruben
Sternfeld, Director of the Office of
Development Planning and Pro-
gram of the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID).
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RECOGNITION OF RED CHINA? ...... ..................................................................................... .............
by C. S. Jha
C. S. JHA is India's Ambassador to the United Nations. The emergence and increasing strength of t e
Red Chinese gowvemnint is the most entful and fateful "f it aceomPli of our generation.

B
TOYNBEE: PROPHET RATHER THAN HISTORIAN ............................. .................... ...................................

by J. H. Plumb -
"Few more subjective books have been written . . and certainly none which made such a prade of beiq -
objective and scientific."
J. H. Plumb Is a Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, England, and the author of England In the Eighe i
Ceuty in the Pelican History of England series.

1

TODAY'S WRITING: ART OR SEANCE? ....................... ........................
by Alan Levy .
In publishing circles It is considered naive not to believe In ghosts. Three out of every four)ooks of memoir, -
autobiography, or first-person adventure stories are written with the help of professional. ghostwriters. 
Alan Levy is the author of Wanted: Nazi Criminals at Large and numerous other books under other people's name 

ELIOT ONCE AND FOR ALL .................................................... ..................................................................
by Karl Shapiro -e
"It is the only book which pulls Eliot up by the roots and shows us what the leading public never sees: the 
medieval tangle of religious fanaticism, scholasticdogma, rulership politics, and Culture." 
Karl Shapiro Is a distinguished American poet and critic.

SUCCESSORS TO SHAKESPEARE... OR IMPOSERS .......................................................... . ..........
by William F. Rothwell, Jr. 
No mnatter what,-one must acknowledge the excitement and provocatlon which the plays of Beckett a{
Genet have brought to the theatre. E
William F. Rothwell, Jr., teaches in the Drama Department at Vassar College. 

_

THE PLOW AND THE HARP ......................... .....................................................
by Skip Weshner Jr.
Being Part I of a casual ramble through the recorded domain of The Folk. 
Skip Weshner, Jr. Is ene of FM's (WNC'N) most. popular music commentators. 

AN EXPERIENCE IN SHARING ..................................... ................................................................................./
An Intimate close up of the Clancy Brothers & Tommy Makemn, perhaps the folk world's most colorful group. 

if
AVOIDING THE SHEEPISH FEELING ...............................................................................................................

by Hermione Onthegoe
There are lots of ways of going abroad, but the solo flight Is it for collegians. _

EXPLANATION IN SCIENCE ...........................................................................................................................
by Mart.n Lean !

Three attempts to make clear the underlying logic of the scientific method. 
Martin Lean teaches philosophy at Brooklyn College. Trained as a physicist before he be me a philosopher, he -
retains a special Interest In the philosophy of science.

BOY, SICK. GIRLf SICK. ............................................................................................................................. ,
by John A. Kingsland -
"In Feliffer, it Is the people who are sick, not the Jdkes... I 1"
John A. Klngsiand taught at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute before successfully going Into Wall Street. 

BOURGEOIS REPUBLIC VERSUS SLAVE OLIGARCHY .............................. ................... ................................
by Earl Schenck Miers
Karl Marx and Frederich Engels attempt to "disclose the limitations inherent In the liberal bourgeois 
approach to the Civil War."

Earl Schenck Mbers Is the author of some forty books, many of them on the Civil War, including The Grat 
Itahbelloe snd TM Uivg LUh.i-s.
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usly published essays by John W. Aldridge,
Richard Chase, Malcolm Cowley,

WELVE ORIGINAL David Brion Davis, George P.'
SSAYS ON GREAT Elliott, Herbert Gold, Granville
MWERIC:AN NOVELS Hicks, Alfred Kazin. Walter B.
' by Charles Shapiro. An Rideout, Charles Shapiro, Mark
nding collection of critical Spilka, and Bernard Weisberger.

304 pages/$2.25

Librariesnote:,ll books are arailable in a hardbound edition.
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As IM Squash Teams EnTer fial Rounds
With' better than half of the IM squash season completed, a num-

ber of teams have emerged as definite leaders. In a few weeks the
top two squads fromn each of the three six-team leagues will compete
in the finals.

.Dekes, Baker Lead
In League I action, Delta Kappa Epsilon and Baker House have

won every one of their respective matches (3-0) and are swamping
all competition.

East Campus 'A' and Zeta Beta Tau seem to be emerging as
League II leaders over the stubborn resistance of Alpha Epsilon Pi.

Due to a nwumber of unreported scores, the standings in league
m are uncertain. However, Thet. Delta Chi, seasoned from last
year's campaign should not have too much trouble in subduing com-
petition.

UNREQUIRED READING FOR UNDERGRADUATES

leonard i. fiddle, publisher

James m. hobson, editor
alison knox, book editor
renata kammerer, music editor
e. miller, travel editor-
robert a. fletcher, art director
dorothy barlow, circulation manager
CARTOONS BY JAN SENERES

A TFH PUBLICATION
herbert r. axelrod, president
iAPERBACK REVIEW Is published trl-annually In 1962 by

Book Report Service, Inc., a Division of T. F. H. Publications,
Inc., 245 Comelison Ave., Jersey City 2, M. J. Annual sub
scriptlon $2. @ Book Report Service, Inc. 1962. All rights
reserved under Univerl .Copyright Conventlm and Pan
American Copyright Convention.

for the victory by keeping Holy
Cross scoreless in the last three
minutes.

The game was by far the best
offensive show of the year for
Tech with Matson displaying his
tremendous potential by blasting
in six goals, Robinson scored
two, while Prussing, Greg Brown,
'62, Stu Solin, '64, and Don Yan-
sen, '63, all contributed single
tallies.

Engineers Fall To UNH
The tables were turned Satur-

day as TUjNH jumped off -to a 3-
0 lead at the half before the

League fri
w

EAST 3
BURT B 1
LXA 1
DICE 0
BAK A 0

Leg~ue IV
w

IGRAD 2
IKS 2
PPKS . 1
DTD 0

TX °
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IPSK1 I BAK C
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3
2
1
0
0
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1
1
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1
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L
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1
1
1
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SOFTBALL SCORES
SAE 20, Baker 'D' 15.
SPE 9, Sen "B' 1
PGD 1:, PMD 2
KS 18. TX 3
Stud 31, SX 2-
East C 14, Burt 'B' 0
GHDS 17. PKS 11
ATO 27, Baker 'C' 11
SAM 16, PDT 10
PLP 25, SPE 'B' 12
ZBT 19, NRSA 6

A very daring photographer and crew, a rd
gone model, and a wonderfully cooperatl" .
steamship line, teamed up with a happy baWl
friends and assocIlates who volunteered gulta
typewriters, records, books, bicycles, an o d
steamer trunk and a complete skin diving.!
rig - all very essential to a summer abrod.
made the cover of this issue possible. Pu
to capture the spirit of the new PaperbWd
Review, featuring records, music and tras
as well as a wide assortment of treats .
f o the enthusiastic college reader. -

I The photographer: Bruce Elkus and his 6'ii,
band of lensmen. The steamship lfine: Untd
States Lines, the crew of the S.S. America

Picture Credits u
P. 4 Top & Bottom World Wide Photos E
P. 5 AP Newsfeatures
P. 7 Top World Wide Photos i

Bottom UPI 
P. 9 Martha SwiOpe
P. 10 Columbia Records Photo
P. 13 Bruce Elkus i
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edTM Reg To see
Scripto's

brand new
idea in pens

push here

7N~

PW m

p is tilted. That's the point. You don't have to tilt your
to hold it upright like other ball pens. The new Tilt-Tip pen
ines the convenience of a ball pen with the writing ease of a fine
ain pen. Hold it naturally and write to your hand's content.
dsome colors. The Tilt-Tip* pen only by Scripto.
at your college bookstore.

reflecting sunlight onto a wall,
show an image of a design or
inscription hidden in the polished
suliace.

Mr. Maryon will also explain
the decorative technique used on
Etruscan gold jewelry, known as
°granulation," in which innumer-
able spheres of gold were in-
visibly soldered onto the surface
in patterns designed to catch
light.

Above: Paren.fis get a slighf faste of whaf we go through every
registration day. 1400 pare.nts of MIT students signed in for a week-
end of touring and sig.htseeing of the campus. The Freshman C.-ordinaf-
ing Commiltee of Institiuffe Comrmniitee sponsored the event.

Right: As part of the Paremnts' We.ekend schedule of lectures, Pro-
fessor Harold E. Edgerton, of the Deparlment of Elecfrical Engineering,
demonsdrates a son-ar transducer on which he has been working recently.

-Phoftos by Conrad Grundlehner

adviser to the Government of Bur-
ma from 1951-53. He is the author
of "On The Theory of Social
Change: How Economic Growth
Begins," to be published this
month.

The third speaker will be Ruben
Sternfeld. Director of the Office of
Development Planning and Pro-
gram of the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID).
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Recognition of Red China?
by C. S. Jha Indla's Ambassador to the United atons

RECOGNITION OF RED CHINA? Robert P. Newman
(Macmillan. $1.95)

This book provides a refreshing change from the ready-
made and ex cathedra opinions in the press and elsewhere
on the subject of the recognition of 'Red China' and its
representation in the United Nations. Mr. Newman has
attempted a careful and judicious analysis of the pros and
cons, and in his Afinal chapter, come to the conclusion that
"The United States should extend diplomatic recognition
to the Communist Government of China with or without
the guarantee of reciprocity, with or without agreement on
Peking's part to renounce all claims to sovereignty over
Taiwan. I see no other possible conclusion."
Few dispassionate and objective students of contemporary
history will dispute the correctness of his conclusion.
Mr. Newman has adopted the rather unique. method of
converting himself into both an advocate for the prosecu-
ti6n and for the defense, and finally the judge between
them. Emotionally and intellectually, this is not an easy
task, but he seems to have accomplished it with fairness
and courage. The fact that he has proceeded from a pre-
sumption in favor of non-recognition and placed the bur-
den of proof on the advocates of recognition invests his
conclusion with conviction.
The fact that Mr. Newman has had to write a dissertation
of 288 pages, closely packed with facts, arguments, and
counter-arguments, is evidence of the complexity with
which the question of recognition of 'Red China' has been
clothed in the United States.
Each passing year has added to the prevailing confusion
and controversy, and has led to a hardening of attitudes.
Today, those opposed to recognition appear so firmly en-
trenched that there seems less chance of a rational and
unemotional approach to the question than ever before.
Mr. Newman's book brings out in clear relief the strength
of the emotional and moral objections in the United States
to the recognition of 'Communist China.' He has devoted
considerable space to an examination of what he calls the
concept of merit, or, in other words, "Does the Communist
Government deserve recognition?" Throtighout the book,
he rightly displays disapproving awareness of the highly
charged and emotional viewpoints prevailing in the United
States, which boil down to the proposition that it is morally
wrong to recognize 'Communist China'.
Mr. Newman urges that arguments based on the merit or
morality of the People's Republic of China are not re-
garded by most political scientists as worthy of serious
consideration. Most of the moralist arguments put forward
do not stand scrutiny and the author has convincingly
demolished them.
For example, he says at one place, "Americans are foolish
in their concentration on Korea as proof positive of China's
aggression since the record does not support such a charge.
It is primarily on the Indian border that available evidence
points to the aggressive nature of the People's Republic."
At the same time he recognizes "Had Chiang developed the
strength and efficiency achieved by the Communists and
built a mainland regime as powerful as that built by his
rivals, he too would have probed Chinese borders and
looked longingly at the fertile and under-populated lands
in the south."
Nevertheless, in his final tally, he says "the issue of merit,
if it is accepted, is relevant to support continued recogni-
tion of the Nationalist and non-recognition of the Com-
munist; but it -cannot alone be decisive." In my view, any

present comparison between 'Red China' and the Nation-
alist regime is illogical and perhaps meaningless, since
they are separate entities, representing different political
values and realities. Cynically, one might say that the
present Nationalist Government of China is toothless and
incapable of doing much wrong.

In actual practice, governments have a pragmatic approach
to recognition, applying principles that were laid down for
the United States by Jefferson, namely, that a de facto
government of any country should be recognized,' so long
as it actually controls the country and sufficiently ex-
presses the will of the nation to have reasonable prospects
of permanency.

There was never any question of the People's Republic
being the de facto government of the Chinese mainland
since 1949, actually controlling the territory of China and
having all the attributes of permanency. The emergence
and increasing strength of that government is in fact the
most eventful and fateful fait accompli of our generation.
Public or parliamentary discussion on recognition of a new
government is usually avoided since there is danger, as
seems to have happened in the United States, of what is
or ought to be essentially a sovereign executive act of an
external nature being transformed into a plaything of
domestic politics. As Mr. Newman points out, it would
have been much easier (and indeed there seemed to be
some possibility) for the United States to have recog-
nized the People's Government of China prior to 1951.
Thereafter, with the involvement of the Chinese question
in the sphere of controversial domestic politics, the rise of
McCarthyism and the Korean War, there came about a
hardening of attitudes in the United States, and the pos-
sibility of recognizing the People's Republic of China
became more and more remote.

Whether one approves of any particular aspect of Chinese
international behavior or its internal- organization, the
impact of what has happened and what is happening in
China is one that cannot be ignored by any single nation
or by the international community. Mr. Newman mentions
the importance of admitting China to the disarmament
negotiations, the need for bringing China within the sphere
of international relations and exerting upon her whatever
powers of diplomacy are available, and the promotion of
trade with China. I take issue with him in that I give
greater weight to these arguments, and regard them as
strongly favoring recognition. He regards them as only
"moderately favoring" recognition.

On the contrary, in a world of interdependent nations and
international cooperation, the importance of bringing the
People's Government of China-within the range of discus-
sion, persuasion, argument and compromise, and into the
mainstream of world trade and economy, cannot be over-
estimated.
China may or may not prove too truculent in any future
arms talks, but if disarmament is the problem of problems
on which the survival of the human race depends, and if
China must be a party to any effective disarmament
scheme, then the recognition and admission of China as
participant in disarmament negotiation cannot be a matter
of secondary importance. Indeed, no disarmament treaty
providing for global inspection and control can be effective
without China's signature; and the chances of agreement
by China to any treaty must necessarily be reduced if
it is not associated in the negotiations from the very
beginning.

,As IM Squash Teams Enter final Rounds
With better than half of the IM squash season completed, a num-

ber of teams have emerged as definite leaders. In a few weeks the
top two squads froml each of the three six-team leagues will compete
in the finals.

Dekes, Baker Lead
In League I action, Delta Kappa Epsilon and Baker House have

won every one of their respective matches (3-0) and are swamping
all competition.

East Campus 'A' and Zeta Beta Tau seem to be emerging as
League II leaders over the stubborn resistance of Alpha Epsilon Pi.

Due to a nrumher of unreported scores, the standings in league
mIT are uncertain. However, Theta Delta Chi, seasoned from last

year's campaign should not have too much trouble in subduing com-
petition.

for the victory by keeping Holy
Cross scoreless in the last three
minutes.

The game was by far the best
offensive show of the year for.
Tech with Matson displaying his
tremendous potential by blasting
in six goals, Robinson scored
two, while Prussing, Greg Brown,
'62, Stu Solin, '64, and Don Yan-
sen, '63, all contributed single
tallies.

Engineers Fall To UNH
The tables were turned Satur-

day- as UNH jumped off-to a 3-
0 lead at the half before the

League fl l
W LCWl:DS 3

EASAT 3 OATO 2
BURT B 1 1GMS I
ILXA 1 IpsK 0
DKE 0 

1 BAK C 0
BAR A 0 1

leeague IV League VaU
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0 3 TZ 0

WEEKEND -SOFTBALL SCORES
SAE 20, Baker 'D' 16
SPE 9, Ben "B' 1
PGD 18, PMD 2
KS 18, TX 3
Stui 31, SX 2
East C 14, Burt 'B' 0
GHI)S 17, PKS ~1
ATO 27; Baker 'C 11'
SAM 16, PDT 10
PLP 25, SPE 'B' 12
ZBT' 19, NRSA 6
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eDy OF HISTORY (Vols. I-Ila) Arnold J. Toyn-
C. (Galaxy, $2.75 ea.)

re is in the western world no historian whose
e is more widely known than. Arnold-Toynbee's,
there is scarcely one professional historian, in
ope or America, who would accept either
nbee's theories or his scholarship without con-
rable reserve. For many, including myself, his
e A Study of History, which is supposed to
onstrate the -immutable laws of history, is as
ningless as the mumbo-jumbo of the alchemist.
e, some scholars pay lip-service to the impressive
ge of Toynbee's scholarship, which seems equally
found whether he is dealing with the Greeks or
Esquimos, the Egyptians or the Polynesians.

re are philosophers who say that they enjoy the
Xtal agility with which Toynbee sustains his corn-
argument that stretches over twelve volumes

covers millions of words: There are some critics
profess to see beauty in his style with its end-

quotations from the classics and the Bible. There
even said to be one or two academics who ac-
ly believe that he has found the key to mankind's
nge and complex story.
majority of historians, however, regard his book
contemptuous hostility.
his sales go on and on; his views are sought onyproblem -- past, present, and future; founda-

s send him careering round the world to inspect
rare societies on which he has hitherto re-

ned from comment. He himself has courteously
idered the criticism of his theories and rejected
in a volume that treats his theories with the

ect that might be given to Einstein's.
nbee doubtless believes his work is here to stay.
savage attacks of the professional historians

:battered his public image but not destroyed it.
name carries authority and his theories convic-
with millions of readers. Why?
understand Toynbee's success, one must pin-
t him in his class and generation. He belongs
ie upper middle class English intellectual society
was bred to govern, preach, or inform at a time
n the sun was setting rapidly on the British
Dire. By birth and up-bringing, therefore, Toynbee
nged to a country and a class that had lost, and
to go on losing, power. Although a Christian,

he had like so many scholars of his day a respect
for science, particularly Darwinianism. His educa-
tion, however, was entirely classical and humanist,
and his belief in scientific method was as much an
act of faith as his religion.
Naturally concepts of growth and decay and of the
mutability of human destiny appealed to his imagin-
ation.-Equally naturally, he was convinced of the
superiority of spiritual experience to material well-
being. (Once the latter is secure, preoccupation with
it may be regarded as vulgar.) Toynbee came to
judge civilizations according to the refinement and
vigor of their religious experience rather than by
their economic resilence or the stability of their
social structures.
It was because the center of Toynbee's creed lies in
·his own peculiar interpretation of religion that he
could dismiss the last four hundred years of the
history of the western world as an uninterrupted
disaster. Yet these ,are the centuries which saw the
birth of science and industrial technology and their
dissemination to the four quarters of the globe. This
era witnessed the beginning of the end of poverty
for the people. of Europe and North America and
the germination of a like hope in the rest of the
world. Toynbee's panacea, however, is not more ma-
terial progress but a fresh conversion to Christianity.
Otherwise, he feels the disintegration of western civ-
ilization will end in total decay. And to bolster up
that prophesy, for Toynbee is a prophet rather than
historian, is the purpose of A Study of History.
This huge work deals, in what Toynbee believes to
be an empirical method, with the nature of civiliza-
tions, the reasons for their birth, the conditions of
their growth, the prerequisites of their success or
failure. The first three volumes deal with the genesis
of civilizations (twenty-one of them according to
Toynbee) and they contain the famous thesis that
all civilizations are a response to a challenge.
The factual range of these books, their wealth of
quotation from ancient and classical literature and
the high-pointing of the text with a plethora of bibli-
cal texts has been praised even by critics as ferocious
as Professor Geyl. He, like many others, has ex-
pressed his admiration of Toynbee's intellectual
agility.

He is too generous. The depth of Toynbee's scholar-
ship is illusory. If one analizes his references to the

Esquimos, or the Incas, or the Polynesians, one finds
a very modest handful of books or papers, selected,
one feels, almost by the chance of what happened
to be present in the library in which Toynbee hap-
pened to be working. All scholars who have con-
sidered what Toynbee has to say on their own fields
have remarked not only on the paucity of his
sources, his ignorance of recent research and his
factual inaccuracy, but also on his willful interpre-
tation or suppression of evidence.
Few more subjective books have been written than
this, and certainly none which made such a parade
of being objective and scientific.
And yet, in spite of the professional hostility which
these books have aroused, Toynbee goes on being
read. The reasons for this are manifold, but one is
of great significance.
The majority of his readers go to him because the
professional historians have failed in their social
purpose, which should be to explainf to humanity
the nature of its experiences from the beginning of
time. Scarcely an historian of ability has attempted
an outline of history that is meaningful to the world
at large. Yet all people hunger to know where they
stand in the complex and baffling history of man. At
least Toynbee gives them answers; bogus and absurd
they may be, but at least they attempt to explain.

The tragedy is that Toynbee belongs to a dangerous
and dying section of western culture which has lead
him to ignore the one aspect of the human story
which both makes sense of it and also gives ground
for the hopes of men-that is, the material prog-
ress of mankind which has gone on from civilization
to civilization, from society to society and from
place to place, but so far has only paused and never
ceased.

It is one of the ironies of history that the western
world, which has made such great contributions to
the happiness and well-being of millions of men,
should treat material progress with such scant re-
spect, should despise its historical prophet, Macau-
lay, and take such pessimistic and inaccurate his-
torical illusionists, as Spengler and Toynbee, to its
heart.

However, there is no better way of purging oneself
of belief in Toynbee than by reading him.
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reflecting sunlight onto a wall,
show an image of a design or
inscription hidden in the polished
surface.

Mr. Maryon will also explain
the decorative technique used on
Etruscan gold jewelry, known as
"granulation." in which innumer-
able spheres of gold were in-
visibly soldered onto the surface
in patterns designed to catch

Above: Paren.s get a sJlighf fasfe of what we go through every
reg;stratHionr day. 1400 paren.ts of MIT studens signed in for a week-
end of touring and sighiseeing of the campus. The Freshman Cs-ordinat-
ing Commit+ee of Institute Committee sponsored the evenr+.

Right: As part of the Paren.ts' Weekekd schedule of lectures, Pro-
fesso-r Harold E. Edg-erton, of the Department of Electrical Engineeering,
demonsdtraies a sonar fransducer on which hke has been working recently.

-Phofos by Conrad Grundlehnei

adviser to the Government of Bur-
ma from 1951-53. He is the author
of "On The Theory of Social
Change: How Economic Growth
Begins," to be published this
month.

The third speaker will be Ruben
Sternfeld, Director of the Office of
Development Planning and Pro-
gram of the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID).
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Today's writing: Art or seance?
by Alan Levy

Last Election Eve -his first as a private citizen "information specialist," "administr
since 1946-Richard M. Nixon was forced out of "secretary" and "investigator." Pu
his rented home by flames that blazed through the Maney "aided and abetted" Tallu
Hollywood Hills. The former Vice-President of the autobiography. Wedemeyer Reports!
United States climbed to his roof and fought the bert C. Wedemeyer, was written b
fire with a hose until firemen ordered him off. While visers" John Chamberlain and F
the fire was still out of control, Nixon made one Goodness Had Nothing To Do Wi
more dramatic gesture: he re-entered the house to Mae West thanked writer Stephen L
retrieve the manuscript of the book he was writing, "editorial assistance." While Harry S
Six Crises. every word that appears under his

Three-thousand miles to the east, the Publishers' Row
reaction ranged from "A great publicity coup!" to
an occasional "What's the matter? Didn't his ghost
writer keep a copy?" But the usual cynicism sur-
rounding the birth pangs of political memoirs had
already been met frankly by Doubleday and Com-
pany. In its very first announcement of the book,
Doubleday had said that Nixon would write it him-
self with the aid of a researcher and an interviewer.
Nixon's adversary in the 1960 Presidential election,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, had weathered similar
gossip. Soon after Kennedy's Profiles in Courage
was published, a rumor had it that his aide, Theo-
dore Sorensen, had written the entire book. (Accord-
ing to more reliable accounts, Sorensen and column-
ist Arthur Krock and others had provided Kennedy
with research and advice while he was recuperating
from - major- surgery, but the book was his.) When
Profiles in Courage won the Pulitzer Prize, Drew
Pearson repeated the ghostly rumor on a television
program and Kennedy threatened to take action.
Pearson pored over manuscripts and drafts- and
then backed down.

Two of 1964's Republican Presidential contenders
have also been haunted by allegations of ghosts in
their closets. On July 3, 1961, Cabell Phillips of the
New York Times said point-blank that Stephen C.
Shadegg- a Phoenix business man, mystery writer
and little-theatre impresario - was the real author
of Senator Barry Goldwater's best-seller, The Con-
science of a Conservative. Thirty-five days later,
Shadegg penned a denial in which he told the Times
that he was flattered "to be credited with the writing
of such an excellent book," but he did not write it.
And, in 1960, when Governor Nelson Rockefeller
fired off a pre-convention blast at Nixon and the
Eisenhower Administration, President Eisenhower
remarked: "I see the fine hand of Emmet in this."
He was referring to Emmet Hughes, who had writ-
ten Eisenhower's speeches in the 1952 and 1956
campaigns. (Hughes was the author of Eisenhower's
famous campaign promise: "I will go to Korea.")
Eisenhower was right. In 1960, Hughes had become
Rockefeller's "senior adviser on public policy and
public relations."

In publishing circles, it is considered naive NOT to
believe in ghosts. Three out of every four books of
memoirs. autobiography or first-person adventure
are written with the help of professional writers. A
literary ghost has been described as "one who does
literary work credited to another person"' and "a
midwife to the truth." He goes under many names
and many titles - including, on occasion, "word
mechanic," "literary liaison," "research associate,"
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rative assistant,"
ublicist Richard
blah Bankhead's
by General Al-

)y "editorial ad-
reda Utley. In
ith It, authoress
ongstreet for his
;. Truman writes

name, it is no
secret that a highly qualified professional writer flies
from New York to Truman's side whenever the
former President is ready to write a bylinfted article.
Political commentator Dorothy Thompson once re-
marked that ghost-writing had become so common
that "one can almost say our thoughts are guided by
ghosts." Today, ghosting is considered a profession
by some, an industry by others. It is certainly an
ethical twilight zone whose geographic center is
Washington, D.C.- America's leading ghost town.
Washington's corps of ghosts has been described as
an array of "boobs, geniuses, published novelists,
part-time newsmen, magazine correspondents and
some old poets." A full-time Congressional ghost can
make $50,000 a year if he builds up a good clientele
of Northern liberals and Southern conservatives who
will hurl his words at each other day after day.

Even when they are exposed, few ghosted "authors"
have any apologies. "If I actually wrote everything
that's put out inder my name, I wouldn't have any
time to perform my duties," said one legislator.

Ray Brennan - who "assisted" in the writing of
The Stolen Years by Roger Touhy and Chronicle of
a Crime by Eleanor Dabrohua - remarked that
"[ghosting) is a form of art. There are many people
who have excellent stories to tell, but lack the me-
chanical ability to put the stuff on paper, the know-
how to establish a story line, the experience to estab-
lish continuity." Another prosperous ghost added:
"A ghost writer serves as a screen. Sometimes, the
'author' is too close to the story he wants to tell.
And almost always, two heads are better than one;
in fact, they often produce a third dimension." Free-
lance writer Eugene D. Fleming once eulogized the
ghost in Cosmopolitan: "At best, he performs a
legitimate, valuable function. At. worst, he tones
down the rantings of celebrated egomaniacs for con-
sumption by a loving public, or culls comments from
mopes and turns them into bright bon mots."

One apologist for ghost writing made this analogy:
"If a manufacturer is going to put out a product
under his name, is it necessary that he invent, design
and package it? Must he turn artist and copy writer
to turn out the ads, the publicity and the promo-
tional material? Hell, no!." But the analogy
can be pursued in another direction: no Better Busi-
ness Bureau would approve of a "hand-made" label
on a machine-made product. How, then, can one
approve 6f a falsely labeled book?
Ghostwriting has become such a symptom of our
times that in the 1959 quiz-show scandals, one of
the principal deceivers asked: "Is it any great shock
to learn that important national figures generally hire

ghost writers to write their speeches, and in n
instances even to write their books?"

"lKnotwingly or unknoti;
you are studyihg -
and perhaps
drawing inspiration fnr
ghosted documents"

Here was an analogy that proved both logicalA
devastating. Ghostwriting appears harmless in i
vidual doses. Cumulatively, however, its effect!
be poisonous. Quiz fixing eventually reachedU
point where an attorney is alleged to have add
a- defendant: "If you tell the truth and every
else lies, then you'll be the one who commits.
jury." Similarly, ghostwriting can be rational
from "It's O.K. for the President to have s:
writers" and "I'd like tO hear Rita Hayworth's st
but I wouldn't expect her to be able to express
readably all by herself' to a moral climate in whz
fraud becomes the rule, not the exception. 1
cynical reactions to Richard Nixon's literary ven
are typical of today's outlook. -

The prevalence.of ghosts may no longer be shocd
to those in the know, but it is distressing to ml
scholars and ordinary readers. "If I read statemn
made by Konrad Adenauer," one reader affirm
"I think it's important that I know if they if
written for him by an ex-Nazi." The historian oil
to know exactly how much of Henry L. Stims
On Active Service was actually written by col
president Kevin McCann. The late Senator Riche
Neuberger, who was a professional writer hinm
once said of President Eisenhower: "I fear that!
depends so totally on ghost writers that his 5
high ideals cannot shine through as they shoulder

As Dr. Claude M. Fuess, headmaster emeritw
Andover, once pointed out: "Ghost writers 
help being discreet and unadventurous. Award
their responsibility, they have constantly on I
minds the disasters that a few careless words A
cause. Naturally, they tend to weaken adjectivesq
tone down extravagances. In pondering over em
syllable, they dilute spontaneity." On the other hi
editor Janet Rosenberg pointed out that ghostWri
also creates a, new area of irresponsibility. "If 
is inaccuracy," she remarked, "the 'author' i
attribute it to the ghost, while the ghost won't 
because his name isn't on the book anyway."
Writing in Commonweal, John P. Sisk contem
that ghostwriting possesses a built-in tendency
ward inaccurate historymaking. The ghost, h
Sisk, "is often galled in because someone who d'i
know all the truth of the matter thinks that lie 
and that he simply lacks-the time or professi
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put it into words. What the skillful ghost
es out of the fragments and a combination
kn and his employer's interpretation is a

superior in its clarity to his -employer's
inarticulate picture that it immediately

tk truth for both of them."
briting today is an established American
like nepotism and advertising, it also has
c past. George Washington's Farewell Ad-

ghosted by Alexander Hamilton, James
and John Jay. The most generous historian
CI George Washington with no more than

of his immortal speech. As an ex-President,
ladison is also known to have viwritten
ackson's Nullification Proclamation. George
[a famous historian, wrote President An-
nson's speeches. The Library of Congress
the manuscript of a Johaison speech -
orely in Bancroft's handwriting with a few

crawled in by Johnson.

In the twentieth century,- President Calvin CooldMge
was a man of few words- but those that he spoke
were his own. The only notable exception came
when he was called upon to dedicate Aeolian Hall
for Boston music lovers. A member of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra helped Coolidge prepare this
specialized talk. Years later, however, when a col-
lection of Coolidge's speeches was being compiled,
he told his publisher: 'That Aeolian Hall talk is
pretty good, but it isn't mine. Keep it out!"
Franklin D. Roosevelt's "Brain Trust"' included, at
one time or another, some of modern history's most
distinguished ghosts. Among those who drafted
Roosevelt's speeches were Samuel I. Rosenman,
Rexford G. Tugwell, Harry Hopkins, Raymond
Moley, playwright Robert E. Sherwood, Stanley
High, and Adolf A. Berle. While F.D.R. put the
finishing touches on their prodbuct and often trans-
lated it into his own eloquent terms, the Brain
Trusters take credit for such memorable Roosevel-
tian phrases as "rendezvous with destiny," "horse-
and-buggy age" and ."Martin, Barton and Fish."
Thus, knowingly or unknowingly, today's college
student is studying- and perhaps drawing inspira-
tion from- ghosted documents.

Ghostwriting is by definition a cynical trade. One
well-known writer ghosted a book and then wrote
a laudatory preface for it under his own name. For
Christmas, one embittered ghost sent his "autfior"
an autographed copy of their book.

Literary ghosts are paid in various ways. Some get a
flat fee that can amount to as much as $30,000 for
a summer's work. Some charge ten cents a word.
Some get paid by the week- $250 is a minimum;
$500 is more common. Other ghosts fight for shares
of their books' royalties. The publisher of a rela-
tively undistinguished comedian recently offered a
ghost a $5,000 advance plus a third of all royalties
up to $90,000.
Ghosting for inarticulate sports figures is one of the
most lucrative tasks, but it must be done well. '"The
sports public is fairly sophisticated," a newspaper
syndicate executive remarked. "It won't accept an
article by a boxer that sounds professional or even
literate -unless he's Archie Moore." Jack Dempsey
once stopped at a newstand and told a friend:
"Wait till I pick up a paper and find out what I'm
saying today." Sports writer Joe King has ghosted
so many first-person accounts by World Series
heroes that he has been nicknamed "The Prose of
the Yankees."
The ultimate story about ghosting concerns Gerold
Frank. An unknowing book-page editor once asked
Frank to review a book that he had ghosted. Frank
declined politely. The editor then offered the re-
viewing assignment to another man, who accepted,
but then phoned Frank. "I'm too busy to write the
review myself," the caller told Frank. "Could you
do it for me?"

Frank recalls that "something snapped" and he said
yes. He is thus enshrined in the International Celeb-
rity Register as "the first author in history to ghost-
write a ghost review of a ghosted book he had
ghostwritten."

A new leek at the world's
great writers by the best
critics of our own time

Twentieth Century Views
THE NEW SPEC TR UM SERIES

edited by Maynard Mack, Yale University

For the first time in paperbacks-here are col-
lective examinations of major writers and their
changing status within a truly modem per-
spective. The most influential, controversial,
and best of the writers who form our
literary heritage- American, English,
European -are each presented in a
single, handsomely designed volume,
edited by leading scholars. The first j
ten titles to appear are listed below;
more are coming this Fall.

First titles in the series:

American Writers

T. S. Eliot
Edited by Hugh Kemler, University
of California at Santa Barbara
February 1962 S-TC-2

Robert Frost
Edited by James M. Cox, Indiana
University February 1962 S-TC-3

rWhitman
Edited by Roy Harvey Pearce, The
Ohio State University February
1962 S-TC-5

Sinclair
Lewis
Edited by Mark Schorer, University
of California at Berkeley March
1962 S-TC-6

Hemingway I
Edited by Robert Weeks, The 
University of Michigan April
1962 S-TC-8

Thoreau
Edited by Sherman Paul, University of Illinois
April 1962 S-TC-10

English Writers

Fielding
Edited by Ronald Paulson, University of Illitois
April 1962 S-TC-9

European Writers

Camnus
Edited by Germaine Br6e, University of Wisconsin
February 1962 S-TC-1

Proust.
Edited by Ren6 Girard, The Johns Hopkins University
February 1962 S-TC-4

Stendhal
Edited by Victor Brombcrt, Yale University
March 1962 S-TC-7

paperbound $1.95, cloth $3.95

Available at your local bookstore
Send for a complete catalog of Spectrum q Books

Write to Dept. CAC -C
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paperbooks
March Releases

Henry Miller
THE TIME OF THE ASSASSINS
Federico Garcia Lorca
SELECTED POEMS
Bilingual
Franz Kafka
AMERIKA
mlustrated

$1.40

$1.35

$1.60
Stendhal
LUCiEN. LEUWEN
Book 1: The Green Huntsman
Book I1: The Telegraph

Each, $1.75
Chandler Brossard
WHO WALK IN DARKNESS

Recently Published
Kenneth Rexroth
ASSAYS
Denise Levertov
THE JACOB'S LADDER
NEW DIRECTIONS 17
Anthology

Andr6 Gide
DOSTOEVSKY

At your bookstore

$1.45

$2.25

$1.55

$1.95

$1.55S

Write for free catalogue
of aU ND Paperbooks
NEW DIRECTIONS

333 Sixth Ave., New York 14

MERIDIAIN: PAPERBOUNV-BOOKS?
AVAIIABLE MOST-, OkstOR

i5K TNE DECUNIE I
AOF THE INTELLECTUAL E

o B Thomas Weliar. A penett- Si
M- Ing analysis of the nature andI $
A'failingsof theinte lLcet8al.A Right or Left. M128OR 384 Page $1.75

llT'Ma

S. Musgrove: one of the best detectives in the 4 
grove unearths surprising similarities between lio
Tennyson's!

-~:~;~:~,~.~::~,.;~~~ ~. L. K. Morris: a gentlemanly expose of the 
The Waste Land, not mentioned in Eliot's "Notei
F. R. Leavis: a treacly explication of The Waste

_ H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Allen Tate: a desperate attempt to isolate theo
(Ash Wednesday in this case) from its o*n ei

~;~,'~;;:;3,~: ........ mpe e' ror's~: : Cpsychological device, an invention of Eliot's, leaves i
writt~~:~:'.':~:~~ .... ~~::~~?'.~',to engage in culture politics without assuming any ed

aite ...... a.~..... ~...... .... .... for his actions. The poet is "pure. " 
l ~;:~. T~,.~-~;,a~-.~_.,~.-~; R. P. Blackmur: further apologetics by way of expais i

rotsand4~~±~~_~ shows us whatof the key terms in Eliot's criticism. 

iy Karl Shapiro Ezra Pound: a self-congratulatory toast to Eliot. c

Hugh Kenner: Mr. Kenner has a way of assenting a4
more vicious forms of Eliotic behavior. "Miss
whose responsibility it was to develop for the first

EMPEROR'S CLOTHES. Kathleen Nott. (Indiana University of Mrs. Guzzard in The Confidential Cler as
'ress, $1.75). producer's concern to admonish the cast, before a rn
s. ELIOT: A COLLECTION OF CRITICAL ESSAYS. Hugh Kenner. which the author was to be present, that they w
Spectrum, $1.95). account to ask the author about the meaning of anyt o
e Emperor's Clothes is the most important book about Eliot Donald Davie: he indicts "The Dry Salvages" for its' 
written, and will probably remain so. (It is about Eliot, writing as a way of proving that the "incompetenceati

pite a few border campaigns against other literary-religious be dazzling virtuosity"! - Kathleen Nott is mentioned
ivalists such as C. S. Lewis, Dorothy Sayers, Graham Greene, as a 'Secular liberal."
T. E. Hulme.) It is the only book which pulls Eliot up by The opposite of secular istheological, and Miss Not u
roots and shows us wh~at the reading public never sees: the through the theological wastes to the point at which hel

dieval tangle of religious fanaticism, scholastic dogma, ruler- into mystical belief where, of course, no one can 
p politics, and Culture. It is a cold and lethal document. challenges in every detail his version of the "dissociat
gh Kenner, on the other hand, has put together an Eliot sibility" as a split between thought and feeling and,
yerbook for the faithful. The nineteen oldish essays in the the split between science and theology. She denies passi
ection blend like a professional choir. Each essayist, of existence of Two Truths, one truth for science and ie
irse, occupies his little niche in the cathedral porch, though religion. She relates Eliot's "Classicism" to'ethics and[
or two (S. Musgrove and Donald Davie) are apt to behave to revive and expand the "monastic teaching orders
little devils, even in the presence of the Master. Reading the ments on his negative attitude toward women and his I

1, not the religion of Love. In conseentscon his neaive-longtituer .tonceard wore and hilbooks together, one sees all over again the.frightening abyss the poor.
ween natural or humanistic art and High Art, between science She takes his disciples to task for furtherin ani-h
i religion, democracy and totalitarianism, logic and mysticism, literary criticism and esthetics, and flirting with the m
edomn and authority. Mous forms of authoritarianism in the social order. Shea
thleen Nott, in attacking dogma itself, fells Eliot like a tree: the neo-scholastic hatred of the Renaissance and of R4
/kiJl dogma, in fact, including, and especially the dogma of She convicts Eliot and his set of failure to understaq
)riginal Sin, divorces us from real and natural morality,
Nhich can only be taught us by personal and individual In short, she leaves no stone unturned. Her writing is -

ove, generally experienced early and unconsciously. If we incisive, and at times ringing. The poetry she leaves
:annot learn our morality from that reality, we shall learn a kind of humor that survives only in England, she
t from another: hate. poetry to the skies when it is mentioned, leaving t
Eliot and his followers Christianity has meant the' religion of seated on his throne, the legs of which have been sa~
, not the religion of Love. In consequence, his life-long liter-
endeavor has been to acculturate modern man to his con-

Wtion of religion and its wide range of fears and hates. . -

nry Miller speaks of "the scholar's hatred for humanity"- a
ACE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~o-hlr nti

necessary exaggterauon. LIIOg S devotees are sllnoUlars l uls
sense, the deadwood of society trying by every method, no
matter how septic or antiquated, to preserve their cultural power
under the sanctions of religious dogma. Hugh Kenner actually
quotes this in his introduction: "Deadness," wrote Wyndham
Lewis in 1914 in a book Eliot admired, "is the fist condition of
art . . ."
Let me briefly annotate some of the essays in the Kenner book:

Arthur Mizener: unadulterated adulation of the method by
which Eliot transmuted his "personal and private agonies" into the
impersonal.
Wyndham Lewis: slightly amusing anecdotes.

Elizabeth Sewell: the only penetrating essay in the book, al-
though it piously avoids its implications. Miss Sewell describes
Eliot as a Nonsense writer like Lewis Carroll, in this way
explaining Eliot's asceticism, infertility, and addiction to parody.
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Impostors
mn F. Rothwell, Jr.

theatre today, from Broadway to Off-Broadway, in Lon-
Paris, all over the western world and behind the Iron

i, Beckett and Genet are names to be conjured with. They
heir detractors-violent, scathing in their denunciations;
ave their partisans-equally violent, scathing in their de-
ions of the detractors. Beckett and Genet: poets of the
nk, or impostors? Writers of sordid, revolting, confusing
nsensical trash, or playwrights who may take their place
the great dramatists of the past?

er judgment our descendants may give, one cannot deny
0ortance of these two men in the theatre today. Beckett's

ay, Waiting /or Godot, has been translated into twenty
es .since its first production in 1953; Genet has been the
of a critical biography by no less a man than Jean-Paul
And, as is to be expected, emulation and imitation follow
wake of success, and erudite and non-erudite criticisms

rth in the press. Obviously, the work of Beckett and
leserves a hearing, as well as a seeing and a participation.

no doubt that, to the unitiated, the work of Beckett and
will come as something of a shock. Those. of us who are
ramiliar with theatre have been taught to expect certain
bf it and from it. We are accustomed, from the stage as
from the movies and television, to a tradition of what we
call realism. We expect to see reflected on the stage
who are "real," whose psychological motivations, be-
and speech are what we think of as "real" or "true;"

t a situation and a setting that are "real;" we expect,
of convention, such things as a plot in which conflict is
t; and we look for, in serious plays, an exposition of an
theme, involving a problem, and a solution or partial
to that problem, just as we also look for an examination,
tragedy or comedy, of the human condition. We may
all of these things; we expect to find at least some of

Beckett and Genet we find ourselves, if convention-
t sea. What, for instance, are we to make of Waiting for
n which nothing seems to happen, in which there is no
plot, in which rather "unreal" characters, with "unreal"
are placed in "unreal" situations, in which no problem

be stated and consequently no solution is given, in
stly,' the play seems to end as it began?

e we to make of Endgame, in which we find two char-
ithout legs existing in ashbins, or of Happy Days, in
e central figure is buried to the chest in Act I and to
in Act II? What, in turn, are we to think of The Maids,
the major characters, Solange and Claire; are mirrors

other and are involved in a complex love-hate situation
ves and with their mistress, or of The Balcony; in

sion and reality are perhps one and the same thing or
s of each other?

'-

v,-·r

How shall we criticize the language, sometimes nonsensical,
some'time seemingly flat, abrupt, -jerky, inadequate, so much so
that Beckett often resorts to movement to express what words
themselves cannot express? And-what about the four-letter words,
the general "sordid" atmosphere that seems to envelop the plays,
the seemingly barren settings of Endgarne and Happy Days or,
on the other hand, the gorgeous brothel evoked by Genet in The
Balcony? And as for characterization . . .
But if we judge these plays by conventional standards we are
confused and irritated; we must, therefore, look further afield,
and proceed to the premise upon which the plays are con-
structed.

The premise deals with the predicament of contemporary man:
man in a universe where nothing is certain, man in a world with-
out meaning. Man has lost his bearings, his purpose, his God.
In such a world, man is alone; the old standards no longer serve
him, the old answers no longer suffice; what seemed reality now
seems illusion and man is left in a state of anxiety and despair.
It is just this predicament that Beckett and Genet are exploring;
consequently, the familiar "real" world of the stage, as we have
known it, no longer is of use, in the same way that the familiar
world of certainty, of answers to our problems, no longer exists.

The plays, then, are no longer clear-cut expositions of an idea
through psychologically-motivated characters, making use of a
conventional and "real" language, which has lost much of its
former meaning in today's world; the plays do not posit a prob-
lem and then provide a solution, because there is none; they
rather ask us, through their presentation of the human predica-
ment of all men, to examine ourselves, to become aware of our-
selves and our condition, to ask, ask, ask and, finally, to face our
own reality.

And so, if we accept the premise upon which the plays are
founded, we have a chance of understanding and perhaps of
appreciating and valuing the plays of Beckett and Genet, as well
as those of other playwrights working in the same vein. Not that
Beckett and Genet are alike--a reading of or participation in the
plays will at once disclose differences. Nevertheless both writers
deal with the complexities of life in a way that sometirnes defies
exact analysis; it is often difficult to pin down the precise mean-
ing of the play. But this is where the spectator comes into his
own; he is literally forced to take part in the poet's experience:
to work and to use to the fullest whatever creative powers, in-
tellectual, emotional, or spiritual he possesses; and he may find,
to his surprise, that he possesses more than he had surmised.

The question remains, of course, of how valid is the premise
upon which these and so many of our so-called avant-garde plays
are based. How true is it? Is the world we live in one without
meaning, or is this idea only a personal view of the writer's,
which he is trying to impose upon all of us? Is man really un-
able to find answers to the questions he asks? Is the human con-
dition, which is the exploration ground of all great artists, as
senseless as it seems? Are the people of Beckett's and Genet's
plays, who stand for and are man, touched with any of that
divinity, magnificence, or nobility which we look for and some-
times find in people?

Whether one says "yes" or "no" to these questions, whether one
denies or affirms the truth of the basic premise, one must, I
think, acknowledge the excitement and provocation which the
plays of Beckett and Genet have brought to the theatre and to
all of us who look to it for something beside entertainment.

RECOMMENDED READING
ON BECKETT
AND GENET

By Samuel Beckett,
all in Evergreen Books:
ENDGAME. ($1.25)
HAPPY DAYS. ($1.45)
KRAPP'S LAT TAPE. ($1.95)
WAITING FOR GODOT. ($1.45)

By Jean- Genet,
all in Evergreen Books:
THE BALCONY. ($1.95)
THE BLACKS: A CLOWN SHOW. Tr. by Bernard Frechtman. ($1.75)
THE MAIDS and DEATHWATCH. Tr. by Bernard Frechtman. ($1.95)

Books about Beckett and Genet:
MODERN FRENCH TEATRE FROM GIAIOUX TO BECKETTr. Jacques

Guicharnaud. (Yale, $1.45)
TEM THEATRE OF THE ABSURD. Martin Esslin. (Anchor, $1.45)
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SCIENCE
WAd EDITIONS

1. The Earth and its Atmosphere
Edited by D. R. BATES. $l.95o

2. Giant, Brains, or Machlnes
That Think

BY EDMUND C. BERKELEY.
B$,65 (in Canada) $1.90

3. Atomic Physics
and Human Knowledge

By NIELS BOHR.
$1.45 (in Canad $1.75)

4. The Academic Marketplace
By THEODORE CAPLOW and
REECE J. MCGEE.

$1.45 (in Cana" $1.75)

5. On Human Communication
By COLIN CHERRY.

$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

6. Evolution of the Vertebrates
By EDWIN H. COLBERT.

$2.45 (in Canada $2.85)

7. The Modem Aspects of
Mathematics

By LUCIENNE FELIX.
$1.65 (in Canada $1.90)

8. The Interpretation of Dreams
By SIGMUND FREUD. $1.95

9. Introduction to Difference
Equations r,

By SAMUEL GOLDBERG.
$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

10. Space Biology
By JAMES S. HANRAHAN
AND DAvD BUSHNELL.

$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

11. The Organization of Behavior
By D. O. HEBB.

$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

12. Elmntown's Youth
By AUGUST B. HOLLINGSHEAD.

$2.45 (in Canada $2.85)

13. Action for Mental Health
Reported by the JOINT COMMISSION
ON MENTAL ILLNESS AND HEALTH.

$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

14. On Shame and the Search
for identity

By HELEN MERRELL LYND.
$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

15. Theory of Psychoanalytic
Technique

By KARL MENNINGEIL
$1.65 (in Canada $1.90j

16. The logic of Scientific
Discovery

By KARL POPPER. $2.45'

17, Emotions and Memory
By DAVID RAPPAPORT.

$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

18. The Structure of Matter
By FRANCIS O. RICE AND
EDWARD TELLER.

$1.95 (in Canada $2.25)

19. Recent Advances in Science
Edited by MoRRts H. SHAMos
AND GEORGE M. MURPHY.

$1.95 (in Canada $22.5)

20. Comparative Psychology
of Mental Development

By HEINz WERNER.
$2.45 (in Canada $2.85)

* not available in Canada

SCIENCE EDITIONS, Inc.
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There is a Tavern in the Town, and there the Clancys
did sit down. The rest-praise be-is recorded his-
tory. Three sons of a pub-keeping family from Eire,
and a teetotalling ex-crooner from County Armagh
in the North of Ireland, have combined to create a
vivid extension of the Irish Renaissance, and they'd
just as soon you came along for the ride. It's entirely
possible that they'll convert the entire world to their
cheerfully irresistible brand of chauvinism, excepting
perhaps the English, whom they gleefully lambast at
the slightest provocation... or none. It is, after all,
their national privilege.
For a fact, Paddy Clancy was a practicing member of
the IRA (the Irish guerilla militia that has vowed not
to rest until all of Ireland is joined together again)
who traded his trench coat for a suit of RAF blue
during World War II, because he believed that Hitler
was somewhat worse than the Sassenachs. Coming to
New York after the war, he joined his brother Tom,
a well established actor hereabouts, and while trying
his own hand at the acting trade, Pat founded and
still heads Tradition Records. A seemingly quiet
man -soft spoken- with the reserve and special
courtesy that mark an aristocratic spirit, there is yet a
tension to the man, and a flash of the wild in the
sudden spark of his eye, that speaks of fires barely

banked within. His version of the gallows valedictory
of one Samuel Hall, which you will probably never
hear on record, is an overwhelming portrayal of sheer
malevolence that comes as a shock to audiences who
suddenly realize this charming good fellow is a man
who cannot lightly be measured.

None of them can, and, that is part of their fascina-
tion. You must accept them as human beings first and
last, and not as mere performers to be enjoyed, ap-
plauded and dismissed. Tom Clancy parlays a rous-
ing baritone from a manly chest, with a face that is
the original map of his homeland. He specializes in
leading the way on the stir-em-up numbers, yet he
can be very moving in simple lament for the myriad
of Ireland's shattered causes.

I've said elsewhere that Liam looks like the -hand-
some, smiling devil of a lad who usually dies gallantly
and beautifully in the next-to-last reel of the derring-
do film, and whose proud and smiling face is super-
imposed on the clouds, as his pals in the regiment, to
the tune of Garry Owen, march splendidly off the
screen to .Glory. His voice can caress like the lazy
humming of a bee in the next garden ... but he can
sting like a bee, as, well, when he turns to consider
the iniquities of Albion.

.The-singer of them all, however, is Tommy M-
who has the face of a Leprechaun to top his six f
of ordinary mortality. Even when he sings softly, i
sonorous bass-baritone can shake the chair on whid4
you sit, as well as the pit of your stomach, andi
brings an actor's truth to every song, a projection
reality that is larger than life, yet pulses with itf

They are something apart, when it comes to the sha
ing aspect of song. Only Pete Se&ger has an equivalei
magic for- getting a room full of strangers to roar o
songs they'd never heard before.

Today, the Clancys and ihe Makem are the living
proof that you don't have to dirty your art in order tg
become professional and successful. At the present
time they've become popular in some of the first ra i
night clubs in the country, as well as in the Folk
Music rooms. They sing the same songs that they sang-
in the White Horse, with the same feeling and co>;
viction, but a year of appearing before audiences of 
every kind has sharpened -their presentation, and
improved their singing to the point where they hael
become my favorite act, not only in the Folk World,
but in all the worlds of entertainment. ]
Their development can be fascinatingly traced onf
Tradition recordings. Start with The Lark in thie
Morning in which both Liamn and Tommy Makemr
can be heard before they left Ireland, along witjI
Tommy's mother who, like the Clancy's mother, z a-.
treasure trove of the old songs and the main sourced
of the boys' repertoire. Then hear The Rising of the;
Moon, revolutionary songs recorded in the earyf
White Horse days, followed by Come Fill Your
Glass with Us, from the same milieu, and then to
Tommy Makem's solo record, and a group effort that!
just bears their names on the label, and reflects their]
development after months of singing to Folkniks in:i
coffee shops in New York. Then get their magnum,,
opus to date, a record that was made by Columbia in
its New York studios with some two hundred of]
the Clancy faithful in riotous attendance. My friends-
tell me that there was a three-hour bash around thei
Jereboams of Paddy's Irish Whiskey before a note
was put on tape, and my heart is still sore that a meres
3,000 miles seperation made me miss the fun. I've
got the record that came out of it, and most of tLe]
fun is there. Better still, Columbia tells me there's
another one on its way. Sleante! -

This is an effort to separate the Significant (often hard to find
from the Inconsequential (usually available instantly) in tern
of the music that is the most direct expression of the wa
people really think feel and are. There are essences of cultun
and individual truth that words cannot convey, but whic
flourish in the yeasty soil of spontaneous song, and can i
shared by the perceptive.

Consider the special magic of the Gaelic: from Ireland come
the voice and harp of Mary O'Hara, more pure than the wate
of any brook, but with a brisk and brave spirit, and a grav
and deep knowledge of her own and her music's dignity
Her best record is on a Tradition label, and is one of the ma
played and best 'loved of my own collection.

For those who like their Scots both ethnic and memorablk
don't miss the craggy art of Ewen MacColl by himself, or wit
A. L. Lloyd, or with the prettiest member of the ubiquitou

r Secger family, Miss Peggy. MacColl is a universal genius typ
% whose uncompromising attack on Man's inhumanity to othe

men is enhanced by his ability to make the Scottish muse corn
< alive. He sings the songs of ORobert Burns as if Rabelaisea

Robbie himself were the singer. (Folkways, Riverside, Trdi
% tion, Vanguard Newport Festival 1960.)

/10
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Anglo-Saxon and Celtic traditions endured a sea-change

heir way to this land, and survived in modified form in our
w Appalachian hills, as well as in the enclaves of Nova
tia and Newfoundland. The entirely authentic Jean Ritchie

Elektra, Westminster, Folkways, and a fine song swapping
ld trip in Ireland, on Tradition), the messrs. Ed McCurdy
d Oscar Brand (each on Elektra, Riverside, Prestige, Folk-
ays you-name-it) Richard Dyer-Bennet (on his own label),
lha Jacob Niles (Tradition), Andrew Rowan Summers

Folkways), Paul Clayton (Folkways) and the incredible Pete
jer have enriched the catalogues with the songs of this

adition.
e darling of the current crop is most certainly Joan Baez,

hose first two magical LP's for Vanguard ran away with the
pularity polls in the folk field, with good reason. Perhaps the
ost versatile of all the American distaff folk singers is Jo
arch, whose recordings for Kapp are only a slight indica-

on of her remarkable ability to sing almost everything, in
very style of our folk, jazz and pop, as well as anyone alive.
{Ore of her records should be forthcoming, soon.
te Seeger is a man who believes all men are his brothers, and
i songs belong to all men. And Pete practices his preachinents
usically as well as offstage. The Folkways catalogue is full of
is gospel, and its sheer variety would be staggering, even if
e quality were not so high. Surely if any talent can be singled
t as great in our folk world, Pete's must lead all the rest.
on't neglect Burl Ives. His earliest recordings remain my
vorites. Here is the most complete synthesis of the new and
d world traditions in balladry. His singing has been the
or through which most of the pre-Kingston Trio folk fans
atcr into this field, and his latter-day success as an actor
ould never obscure his real place as a singer. Decca has most
his efforts, but there are some irreplaceable things on his

rly Columbia discs, as well as on his first album (Blue Tail
y, etc., on Stenson).

t this point I would strongly suggest you expose yourself to
ee giants of yesterday whose influence on other singers is
rmanent, and grows. Folkways has the most and the best of
ody Guthrie, the 20th Century Villon, and of Leadbelly,
elemental proponent of blues and work and chain gang

gs and of happy songs for kids, out of the core of the Negro
perience. Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry on a batch of
els continue this fundamental expression, as well as the
dition of Big Bill Broonzy, whose name understates his size
an interpreter of this country's brand of Weltschmerz (Co-
mbia, Mercury, Verve,- Folkways).

e chief exponents of the Guthrie mystique have been Jack
iott, who shows a fair sampling of Woody's songs on Pres-

[e (better on some EMI releases made in England), and the
e Cisco Houston, Woody's long-time partner. Cisco has been
Ught, in all his honesty and warmth, by Vanguard on a
ries of recent recordings, including an imminent release of a

session at New York's Folk City.

e Weavers, of course, are the most beloved group of all.
ey, too, range the world of song, with a strong down-home
s, and whether the group is the original, with Pete Seeger,
the current one, with his replacement, Erik Darling, the
le persists, featuring the rich hurrah of -folk music's most

ng female voice, Ronnie Gilbert, as well as the aseptic
cism of folkdom's first accompanist and arranger, Fred
Ilerman, and the profound bass and gentle satire of ex-
acher Lee Hays.

•~

"I1he SwiVngingest'

,k Darling has one of those tremendous talents which is un-
ssifiable. Possessed of a high and angular sound, he makes
searchingly honest approach transform the most trite

terial into something wholly new and individual. His in-
Inental accompaniments bear as much weight as his vocals,
I can be heard to best advantage on his superb new Van-
ird recording, True Religion.

Erik's professional apprenticeship was spent with the Tarriers,
respected by their peers as the hardest-swinging solid-singing
bunch around. The original group can be heard on Glory
records from their "Banana Boat Song" days (check their
version of 'Tom Dooley" on the same album, which preceded
the Kingston Trio version by a few years). They were Erik
Darling, Alan Arkin and the only surviving member, hand-
some Bob Cary. Alan was replaced by Clarence Cooper-a
great singer- potentially, perhaps, the greatest of all in the
American tradition. His ability to infuse truth and feeling into
ballads, blues and spirituals lifts the Tarriers into an uin-
approached realm of artistry. Some idea of their second meta-
morphosis can be heard on United Artists' Hard Travelin'.

A highly quizzical eye is cocked at life at large, and the inevi-
table pretensions of Folk Song, by two delightfully civilized
human beings, Gene and Francesca. Husband and wife, a rare
beauty and a man of accomplishments (playwright, songsmith,
parodist, architect and professor thereof at Columbia Univer-
sity), they bring a smiling, urbane asperity to the foibles of us
all, and their own special lilt to the prettier songs of a bunch
of cultures. (Elektra)

"'the solidest"

Gene Raskin's special material is part of the armament of the
Limeliters, currently the number one draw in the commercial
folk field. This group has the richest combined sound of any
trio short of the operatic stage, getting its main coloration from
the golden throat of tenor Glenn Yarbrough.
This chubbily handsome nature boy has the reputation of
possessing the most beautiful male voice of all the folk, but
(with the exception of an hour of live singing on my program
a few years back) the sheer virile loveliness of his singing at
parties or in coffee-shops (for the heck of it) has never been
captured on record. Limeliter Alex Hassilev was an aspiring
actor, who combines an emigre Russian heritage from his mu-
sical family (not speaking the language, he used to do a stir-
-ring '"Two Guitars" in double-talk Russky, which absolutely
scandalized his mother when she first heard him do it in a club)
with a love for the Flamenco guitar and everybody's folk song.
Alex brought these to the Limelite, a night club in Aspen,
Colorado, which was being run at the time by Glenn. Then
they got together with Lou Gottlieb, a Doctor of Music (Uni-
versity of California)' whose mock professional style of intro-
ductory humor was amainstay of the original Gateway Singers.
This proved to beda highly entertaining combination, irresistible
to those who prefr Itheir folk music in a solidly professional
package, and who don't insist on a maximum of conviction.
Their sound, -however, is worth the price of admission, any-
time. (Victor, Elektra)

Bud and Travis, -who sing together no more, are another pair
who combined solid musicianship in a neat and very funny act.
(Liberty. Best disc: B & T in Concert.) Travis Edmonson's
voice and hip-shooting wit were also a feature of the Gateway
Singers. TeaNed: with Bud Dashiell (now with the Kinsmen
on Warner Brothers records) who also discovered he could
be as outrageously funny on stage as he could be around a
table with friends, these two created their brand of satirical
non-sequiturs afsb widely copied, with generally unfortunate
results. ,

The Frank Sinatof the folk world is Bob Gibson, the darling
of the Gate fL:Hornjin Chicago, of Aspen and, with his All-
America boyish g' Joks and the devilish twinkle in his eye,
the daling of Susceptible females anywhere. This is another
husky throat, w;hose deceptive simplicity has a foundation of
musicianship behind ever itote. He has been tremendously
iifluential on !Iose other'ingers who recognize the complete
organization{ behind his :semingly casual gallantry.
Therein lies the true measure of this part of our recorded
C ok's tour,: aid of the phopograph itself. You can have any
of hese artists ior compa, at any time; and you don't have
to wonder wheihrthey'e going to ask for their hats, when the
hoursg:rows lat,;or ,yortiood changes. Furthermore you get
the bestf-i~ffp i, and the truth of them, at the drop
of a needl,e; i4dn'nghis Khan could not have- commanded
as much.
A further article by Skip Weshner covering other ports of the folk world will appeaor
in a subsequent issue. /11

JOE MORELLO "It's About Time;" Swing-
ing and driving his own group for the
first time out, Joe Morello, the drummer's
drummer (and PLAYBOY Jazz Award win-
ner) takes "time" as his thome . . . and
waxes immortals like "Time on My Hands,"
"Summertime" and 8 other all-time greats!

1icrop. I

BUY NOW DURING RCA VICTOR'S ONCE-A-YEAR
DISCOUNT DAYS! ENJOY SPECIAL SAVINGS ON EVERY
L P. IN THE ENTIRE RCA VICTOR CATALOG. AT ALL
PARTICIPATING DEALERS* UNTIL THE 15TH OF APRIL

*CHECK YOUR DEALER.
AVAILABLE IN UVING STEREiO AND MONAURAL HI-Fe.'

RCA VICTO R
(The most trusted name in sound
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THE QUIXOTE ANTHOLOGY (Grosset's Universal Lib., $2.45)
is interesting and amusing reading for anyone who has ever
wanted to start a 'little magazine' (and this must include
nearly everybody). Edited by a group of Americans living
in-Europe, Quixote flourished from 1954 to 1960, when, as
all such magazines must, it faded away. This anthology of
the best Quixote stories is interspersed with accounts of how
the magazine was edited and produced. Aspiring writers will
learn to their amusement or dlespair what happens to manu-
scripts before they return with a rejection slip. * * * Gra-
ham Greene's most recent novel, A BURNT-OUT CASE, is now
paperback (Bantam, 60c).-Greene's recently published
journals, written in a Congolese leper colony where he
was gathering material for this book, show how the novel's
plan slowly formed in his mind. * * * Three books by
younger writers are in the Scribner's First Edition series for
April. Donald'Windham's stories are gathered in THE WARM
COUNTRY ($1.65). Windham's reminiscences of his Georg-
ian boyhood have appeared at intervals in the New Yorker.
Robert Creeley's poems are collected in FOR LOVE: POEMS
1950-1960. Some of Creeley's stories appeared in Short
Story 3. Michael Rumaker's stories have been in Evergreen
Review. His new book, THE BUTTERFLY ($1.65), is novel
length, but he calls it "A Story in Nine Parts."

If she didn't live in South Africa,- everyone would know
about Nadine Gordimer. Quite a few people do anyway.
The first paperback edition of her powerful and sensitive
stories appears in April: THE SOFT VOICE OF THE SERPENT

(Viking, $1.45). * * * Alan Sillitoe has a new paperback,
THE CENERAL (Signet, 50c), about a general who is ordered
to shoot an entire symphony orchestra, captured accidental-
ly in a total war. * * NEW POETS OF ENGLAND AND

AMERICA: A SECOND SELECTION (to be published in May)
is the namesake and successor to New Poets of England and
America (1957). Two of -the original three editors (Donald
Hall and Robert Pack) are still in charge. The new selection
has all new poems from the first-and many new poets too.
The editors of New Poets do not subscribe to what Dudley
Fitts calls the Orphic Fallacy: i.e., "anything goes, if it is
'felt' and 'true;' one has only to utter it, and there is a
poem." Protagonists of New Poets say this is the assumption
of the 'rival' book, New American Poetry, 1945-60, edited
by Donald Allen (Evergreen, $2.95).
THE DIAL ANNUAL OF FICTION, out in March, has pieces by
Warren Miller and James Baldwin (Apollo, $1.45). James
Baldwin's GIOVANNI'S ROOM ($1.75) about a young .Ameri-
can in France involved with both a woman .and a man is
also an Apollo paperback. * * The stories in Peter Tay-
lor's HAPPY FAMILIES ARE ALL ALIKE (J. B. Lippincott,
$1.95) have appeared in the New Yorker, the Kenyon Re-
view, and other magazines. * * * The phenomenal best-
seller, TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, by Harper Lee, becomes
available in paperback this month (Popular Lib., 60c).
· " * EXECUTION (Crest, 50c) a war novel by Canadian
writer Colin McDougall, won -the Governor-General's
Award for Fiction (on a par with our Pulitzer Prize) in his
own country, and has been compared by critics here to
The Naked and the Dead, The Young Lions, A Farewell to
Arms, and From Here to Eternity. * * * New in the Scrib-
ner Library: Hemingway's GREEN HILLS OF AFRICA ($1.45)
and IN OUR TIME ($1.25) 'an early collection of stories;
also C. P. Snow's tale of intrigue in the academic world,
THE AFFAIR ($1.65). Why do books in this excellent series
-with g6od paper and readable, well-spaced type-have
such dreary covers?

The latest in the Yale Series of Younger Poets is vIEW OF
JEOPARDY ($1.25) by Jack Gilbert. This is the series in
which .George Starbuck's Bone Thoughts and Alan Dugan's
Poems have been the most recent precursors. The Yale
Series of Younger Poets is open to promising poets under
forty-very promising-who have not previously had pub-
lished a book of verse. Read some of these volumes and
then submit a manuscript to Yale University Press-if you
dare. -Alison Knox /12
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NO- CONTEST-TYPE - CONTEST

VERY FEW PRIZES ..

NO TRIPS TO BERMUDA . .-.

HARDLY ANY RECOGNITION TO WINNERS ...

(Except a brief mention of names and thoughts in our next
perhaps some complimentary merchandise from some of our
friends.) -

issue and -
advertiser =

Tell us true: (either or) pick one . .
1. What did you like about this first issue of the -

New Paperback Review?
2. What do you think should be added to make it more

interesting and useful to you?
3. If you were publisher-for-a'day, what would be your editorial

philosophy in a publication reaching a million college students? !
,r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~y.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RULES: Keep it short (neatness counts).
Address your comments to:

'*e6t! - SHIRTSLEEVE RESEARCH DI1t
245 Cornelison Avenue

Jersey City 2, New Jersey

P.S. We reserve the right to select our own winners and use the infer
in forthcoming issues. Trust us, if anybody wins anything, you'll -

hear about it in the next issue.
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AVOIDING H SIEE PISHII FEELING.. ~ , . THE".
by Hermonne Onthegoe

'- d
you don't want to do the Peace Corps bit, but are just-
'ng about an old-fashioned trip to Europe, watch out
[ don't find yourself among those pathetic. groups of

ercans that are the sorriest sight in Europe every
er. Sun-glassed, camera-hung, glassy-eyed, perspir-

in their nylon shirts, they are led round cathedrals
museums by a guide who likely as not is chanting off
t ihe hurriedly read in the guide book the night before.
n't get sucked into a See-Europe-in-Six-Weeks tour,
er arranged by somebody else, or planned by yourself.
you want to see Europe from the inside of an air-

idtioned bus, madly dashing from one 'sight' to an-
er, stay home and look at the picture books. One or

countries is the most you should attempt in six or
It weeks. If you begin the right way, by really getting
know one place or country well, you will forever- -de-
e those who "do" Europe-and rightly so.
you've two years of a European language, and really
nt to know the people of a particular country, write to
EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LVING in Putney,

]ont. The Experiment sends groups of American stu-
ts to live with families in Europe (and not just Eu-
e) for the summer. Ten or twelve students go to one
, each living with a different family, where he or she

have a 'brother' or 'sister' about his age. That first
ht you find yourself sitting at the dinner table with
y) a French family who speak no English (and whose
nger children, even, speak French amazingly well! like
machine gun, in fact) you may curse the times you
n't do your homework. But at the end of two months.

may even be thinking in French, and the first time
do that is an exhilarating experience comparable only

a1ling in love.
other good way to stay put and see Europe is to enroll
one of the summer courses for foreign students at a
opean University. Sometimes you can get credit for
e courses at home, but if so, you will certainly have to
k. Other courses on European civilization or art are
for your own interest and good, but in the meanwhile
will have lived in' a famous and ancient university

n, perhaps Oxford, or Lausanne, or Perugia, and come
now your way around there. Write to the INSTITUTE

TERNATIONAL EDUCATION, 800 Second Avenue, New
, and tell them what country you are interested in.

ou are just travelling around a country, avoid tourist
tours like the plague. Take the local buses (in Switzer-
, those yellow postal buses that somehow manage not
. off precipitous curves) or trains. Trains are cheap,
in most countries you can buy a pass for unlimited
e within a certain period. (Write to the National Tour-
)flices of the various countries in New York -for in-
ation). Trains in Europe are heavenly places. You sit
mpartments for eight people, on two facing benches,

h is a much more companionable system than ours.-
iis the time to try out your foreign language-to find
what people there are like, what they think about us,
themselves.

f travelling in a European country, go with- a couple
ends. Nobody is going to talk to you if you are in

up of ten or twenty Americans, addressing each other
me loud gibberish. You are only going to get curious
sentful stares if you travel in a pack.

ably the best way for a student to get around
pe is by bicycle. In Europe, everybody rides a bicycle
luding some Crowned Heads, so don't you sniff at it.
ot only the cheapest form of transportation next to
ing, at night you can stay at very inexpensive youth
Is and meet young people from all over Europe. For
is how the European student travels in his summer

ion. It is best to buy a bicycle there and sell it when
are ready to leave. If you write to AMERICAN YOUTH
LS, 14 West Eighth Street, New York, they will tell

how you can get a card- for hostels in Europe, and
Bof lcations. In the British Isles, especially, you can

in a hostel nearly every place you go- and it may
from an old mansion to a converted Quonset hut.

Continued on Page 15 /13
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/_~ -Z-most acclaimed label
F /In recorded sound! 
POPULAR I

STEREO 35/MM, Volume 1

The Nation's No. 1 Best
Selling 35rmam Stereo Album

Enoch Light and His Orchestra, 60 of America's
Finest Musicians performing at Carnegie Hall,
recorded on 35 mm magnetic film.
LIFE MAGAZINE: "For sparkling sound, STEREO
35/MM, VOLUME 1, with Enoch Light playing pop stand-
ards, is the seasodn's biggest ear-opener.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE: "With this spectacular
recording Enoch Light's COMMAND label has crossed one
more threshold to the ultimate in sound-on-disc. Mr. Light
has given us stereo sound of remarkable transparency, tre-
mendously wide dynamic range, and wide transient response
-and this with almost complete freedom from distortion
or background noise. Happily, the music appeal of this sonic
spectacular is well up to the level of the aural excitement.
In short, this recording is a triumph of the recording engi-
neer's art."

McCALL'S MAGAZINE: "There's no question that the
music reaches the listener with breath-taking clarity and
cleanness, and if you know someone who likes his music pre-
sented with this degree of excellence, you won't go wrong
giving him this record."

AND JUST RELEASED..,

STEREO 35/MM
VOLUME 2

Enoch Light and His Orchestra
COMMAND, producer of STEREO 35/MM, VOLUME 1,
presents its latest advance in the realization of "greater
range in dynamics, frequency and dimension," now possible
in the reproduction of sound through their brilliant new
recording process. STEREO 35/MM, VOLUME 2 is a "must"
for anyone who appreciates excitingly beautiful, superbly
recorded music. 

BOTH ALBUMS AVAILABLE AS:

STEREO #RS 826 SD "Stereo 35/MM, VOLUME 1"
#RS 831 SD "Stereo 35/MM, VOLUME 2"

#MONAURARS 33-826 "Sound 35/MM, VOLUME 1"MONAURAL #RS 33-831 "Sound 35/MM, VOLUME 2"

. AND...CLASSICAL

tI1UbsI I IIn Dbst tidssicl

Orchestral Album of 1961
William Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony

I Orchestra, Original COMMAND master recorded on
35mm magnetic film.
THE NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE: "This is the
finest Brahms Second in stereo, and one of the finest ever
recorded."
AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE: "The result is the loveli-

I est-sounding performance of the Brahms Second you ever
heard from a record . . . beyond question the most lifelike
sound any of us has ever heard."
THE REPORTER MAGAZINE: "The performance is as
effective as the engineering. His [Steinberg's] lithe, deli-
cately accented reading of the Brahms Second combined with
COMMAND'S cleanly defined recording makes this the
most desirable version of the work now available."

COMMAND'S COMPLETE CLASSICAL SERIES
. . .all master-recorded on 35mm magnetic film.
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CC 11002 SO (stereo)
CC-33-11002 (monaural)

CC 1003 SO (stereo)
CC 33-11003 (monaural)

CC 11004 SD (stereo)
CC 33-11004 (monaural)

CC 11005 SD (streo)
CC 33-11005 (monaural)

CC 1 1006 SD (stereo)
CC 33-11006 (monaural)

CC 11007 SD (stereo)
CC 33-11007 (monaural)

CC 11008 SO (stereo)
CC 33-11008 (monaural)
C 11009SO(stereo)
CC 33-11 009 (monaural)
CC 11010 SD (stereo)
CC 33-11010 (monaural)

CC 11011 SD (stereo)
CC 33-11011 {monaural)

BRAHMS/Symphony No. 2 in D, Op. 73.
WILLIAM STEINBERG and the PittsUburgh
Symphony Orchestra
MUSSORGSKY-RAVEL/Pictures At An Exhi-
bition - ANDRE VANDERNOOT/L'orchestre
de Ia Societe Des Concerts du Conservatoire
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV/Capricclo Espagnol
ANDRE VANDERNOOT/L'orchestre de la So-
ciete Des Concerts du conservatolre
TCHAIKOVSKY/Capriccio Italien-Pierre Der-
vaux/L'orchestre Des Concerts Colonne
RAVEL/Daphnis et Chloe, Suite No. 2 - La
Valse/Alborada del Gracioso--PIERRE DER-
VAUX/L'orchestre Des Concerts Colonne
RACHMANINOFF/Symphony No. 2 in E, Op.
27
WILLIAM STEINBERG and the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra
RAVEL/Bolero -Rhapsodle Espagnol -
PIERRE DERVAUX/L'orchestre Des Concerts
Colonne 
DEBUSSY/La Mer- Fetes/Iberia - PIERRE
DERVAUX/Wlo{mhestre Des Concerts Colonne
BERLIOZ/Symphonle Fantastique, Op. 14

ANDRE VANDERNOOT/Orchestre National
MOZART/Piano Sonata In F for Four Hands,
K. 497-SHUBERT/Fantasy in F Minor. Op.
103/MENDELSSOHN/Allegro Brilliant in A.
Played by LEONID HAMBRO and JASCHA
ZAYDE
BRAHMS/Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, Op. 68
WILLIAM STEINBERG and the Pittsburgh-
Symphony Orchestra

Send for free descriptive brochure of all COMMAND releases.

1501 Broadway
• O•ItMM•[ECORDS New York, N. Y.I

BRAHMS Symphony No, 2 in D, Op. 73
i _ -. .
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WHAT IS SCIENCE? Ed. by James New-
man. (Washington Square Press, 90c).

I PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. Stephen Toul-
min. (Harper Torchbooks, $1.25).

SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION; R. B. Braith-
waite. (Harper Torchbooks, $1.85).

Apart from superficial (and often as not
misleading) accounts in the daily'press
and popular magazines of some spectac-
ular "break through" in scientific research
or technology, even the intelligent and
otherwise educated layman is likely to
know little of the systematic content of
the various sciences, and still less of the
highly complex logic of their "methods."
For that matter, scientists themselves
aren't always knowledgeable about
sciences not immediately related to their
own; and they too may lack a clear
understanding of the underlying logic or
philosophical rationale of their own
theoretical methods. (For it is a fact,
however peculiar, that within certain
limits it is not essential for the scientist
to be self-conscious about his methods
in order to employ them successfully.)
What is Science? is a, collection of
twelve essays on science and the scientific

outlook written for the layman by ex-
perts in as many fields. The editor, James
R. Newman, known for his previous suc-
cesses in writing and editing scientific
literature for the general public, has ap-
pended a short introduction, brief biog-
raphies of the contributors, and a small
but well-chosen bibliography. The essays
are-unusual in that they are introductions
written by distinquished experts. Sir Ed-
mund Whittaker sketches the history and
scope of mathematics and logic. Hermann
Bondi writes on astronomy and cosmol-
ogy, tracing the background of his own
radical and currently much-debated
theory of the "continual creation of mat-
ter." Physics is presented by Edward
Condon; chemistry by John Read; bio-
chemistry by Ernest Baldwin; biology by
Warder Clyde Allee; evolution and gene-
tics by Julian Huxley; psychology by Ed-
win G. Boring; anthropology by Clyde
Kluckhohn; and psychoanalysis by Erich
Fromm. In addition, Bertrand Russell
discusses the impact of scientific enquiry
and technological developments on the
situation of mankind, and deduces moral,
social, and political implications. In a
more ambitious and highly informative
concluding essay entitled "Science as
Foresight," Jacob Bronowski introduces

the reader to computers and logic ma-
chines, theory of games, information
theory, cybernetics, and the logic of ex-
periment. He explores the analogy be-
tween human thought and two types of
"thinking machine."

A common misconception about "scien-
tific method" is that all scientific theories
are -of essentially the same character,-
regardless 9f the particular subject matter.
'It is thought that insofar as they are
"scientific" they must be "empirical" in
the same simple and straightforward way
that a generalization about particular ob-
servations is. There are theories of this
sort in the sciences, to be sure. But the
theoretical enterprise of the systematic
sciences,- physics, for example, is vastly
more complex and subtle than this Ba-
conian picture. Both Stephen Toulmin in
The Philosophy of Science and R. B.
Braithwaite in Scientific Explanation set
out to show this.

As the sub-title "An Introduction" sug-
gests, Toulmin's discussion will be more
comprehensible to the reader with little.-
or no technical bacgroun d. With virtually
no use of mathematical formulation, he
considers the relation of theory to ob-.

servation, the character of scientific
the role of conceptual models, -th
istence" of sub-microscropic pan
and the logical problems of mark
generalization about all examples
certain type from a necessarily !ia
number of observations.

The approach throughout is that of 
minating the subtle relation of. the 1
uage of science to theoretical conset
tion on the one hand, and to observ
phenomena on the other. For exai
Toulmin discusses at length what itd
mean to say that light "travels" 
"straight lines", whether, say, t6i
meant in the same sense in whiN
croquet ball travels in a straight linej
wards the wicket. I

Professor Braithwaite's book is for
more advanced student. His highly
stract discussion of deductive sy3
and how they are employed in scie 5
theory, and of the mathematics
meaning of statistical hypotheses
probability statements requires the:
dent to follow him over some q
difficult terrain.

Boy, sick. Girl, sick, by John Kingsland

BOY, GIRL. BOY, GIRL. Jules Feiffer. (Random
--House, $1.50)

A decade or so ago, a woman I know, exulting in
her mental health, boasted to me, "If I had been
as unhappy a year ago as I am now, I would have
killed myself." This may have been one of the first
'sick' jokes of our time. it was a remark which
might have been taken from any Feiffer cartoon.
Feiffer's first book, Sick, Sick, Sick was not, in fact,
a collection of sick jokes, in the sense of Helen
Keller dolls (which wind up and walk into walls)
or of the "But apart from the unfortunate incident,
Mrs. Lincoln,' what did you think of the play?"
genre. In Feiffer, it is the people who are sick, not
the jokes . . except that, there are not, strictly

bI speaking, any jokes. Apparently we have come a
full circle from the non-comic. comics such as
"Little Orphan Annie" to the un-funny funnies of
Feiffer and others. A Feiffer cartoon is a satirical
tableau which is best described by the subtitle to
his first book, "A Guide to Non-Confident Living."
Feiffer has said that "people can become so blase
about their emotional miseries that relating symp-
t6ms can become an important part of social life."
This perfectly describes the activities of some of
Feiffer's stock characters, who are by now familiar
figures in Boy, Girl. Boy, Girl. Forever worried
about whether they are 'in,' whether they are read-
ing the right books or playing the appropriate sex-
ual role, there js nothing they enjoy more than
talking about their problems. There is Bernard,
who never makes out with girls, and Huey, a tough
charmer who always does (<and who is not nearly
so amusing as his weakling foil). Thus a particu-
larly dejected looking Bernard tells us:
"I meet a girl. I tell her all of my most intimate
personal secrets which she promises never to. re-
peat to anybody. Then after a while we break up."
The process is -repeated through several girlfriends
until he laments: "All over the city girls who no

longer like me'are casually walking aroundm
my life's confessions - .. spreading me 'tbi
parties all over town. The world knows a
Bernard Mergendieler! And I've always bJ
secretive."

On the female side, there is the strong and
weak. Fran, the tough-minded woman, is
one of Feiffer's best creations. It takes q4
woman to begin by apologizing for a mistake.
tennis game, only to leave her male partnerhi
rhaging with ulcers by the time her apology is

Feiffer has come rather a long way from the
he walked into -the offices of a Greenwich V
newspaper and offered to give them a cartoonE
week for the sake of having it printed. HewS
immediate success in "The Village"-that p_
the country where concern with inhibiotin
lack of them is more acute. than any other. I
he'went from strength to strength - to nai
syndication.

The question now is, is he facing a drou4
material? Is there only so much one can dol
emotional analyses? Certainly, Feiffer seemsm
turning more and more to political satire.

And sometimes, certainly, he misses the r-
sometimes he not only doesn't make us lauI
doesn't make us chuckle or giggle either. 0cr
ally, Feiffer lost me completely. The punch 
one cartoon is, "If President Kennedy could
you now-I swear Marvin, there'd be no A
Schlesinger." I'm not sure whether I shot
laughing (by being "in") at the futile frustA
of the obscure, or that (by being "in") '
only those who are "out" think Arthur Schl_
is influential. Arthur Schlesinger recently rel
this book for a New York newspaper and ae
the issue entirely. But as Feiffer further
"The hallmark of a professional is a prM
knowledge of his market."

.' _~~~~~
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A NEW PUBLISHING HOUSE PRESENTS ITS FIRST PAPERBACK LINE
Hailed as "one of the biggest projects now going on in American

literature" [College English Association CRITIC], this series-more than
100 titles now contracted for-is designed to promote an understanding
of the significance of the American literary heritage. It consists of
compact critical-analytical studies of both major and minor American
writers. Sylvia E. Bowman, Indiana University, is editor of the series.

FIRST FIVE TITLES NOW AVAILABLE
WILLIAM FAULKNER by Frederick . offman, University of California

Stresses Faulkner's major works and explains the peculiarities of his style
and method.
JOHN STEINBECK by Warren Freb, Uhivergty of Florida

Analyzes Steinbeck's novels explaining what makes the good ones aiood and
the poor ones poor. Offers a new explanation of the author's meteoriccareer.
HAROLD FREDERIC by Hoyt C. Franchere, Pratland State Collge and

Thomas F. ODonaell, Utia College 
This Is the "first on the life and works of the famous realist and New York

Times correspondent, author of s he Damnation of Thea Ware.
EDGAR ALLAN POE by Vincent Imaueli, Princeton, NJ.

Examines Poe's psychology and literary background in order to give a plausible
account of the multifarious elements in his life and literature.
THORNTON WILDER by Rex Burbank, Sae stoe Sbe Cllsi

Provides for the first time a comprehensive interpretation and assessment of
Wilders accmplishments. ·

Write for a deerlptfve caalog to:

COLLEGE AND UNIVYERSITY PRESS
X ._ 263 Chapel Street New Haven, Coon.
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republico versus slate Qligarchy

an-born Carl Schurz, who would exert strong infuen ringing
n to the Presidency during those tragic years when the nation di-
recalled attending a meeting of "democratic associations" in
e in 1848. T'he center of all eyes - Schurz's among them - was

er thick-set man with a- heavy black beard. So this was Karl Marx,
ly famous at thirty for his learning and his advanced socialistic
s! Schurz, writing his Autobiography almost sixty years later, could
rget the discomfiture of that experience:
.I have never seen a man whose bearing was so provoking and
!lerable. To no opinion, which differed from his, he accorded the
or of even a condescending consideration;. Everyone who con-
licted him he treated with abject contempt.. I remember most
inctly the cutting distain with which he pronounced the word
rgeois;"and as a'"bourgeois,' that is as a detestable example of the

pest mental and moral degeneracy, he denounced everyone that
d to oppose his opinions. -

ld have come as no surprise to Carl Schurz-and it is a circum-
for which one should be well prepared-that the intention of the
t volume by Marx and Engels is "to disclose the limitations in-
in the liberal bourgeois approach to the Civil War." The curiously
ed "Editor's Introduction" is unsigned, and perhaps it is unfair to
t that certain passages read like the work of some old hack on the
Izvestia. The more important point to keep in mind is the fact

th the champions of the proletariat and the so-called liberal bour-
who people the faculties of our universities tend all too frequently
the cloth of history to fit the patterns of their prejudices. Even

ve historical method must be weighed against what, subjectively,
torian is capable of saying.
Rarx and Engels there is never any doubt. To them the American
tion had effected the rise of the middle class and now the. Civil
e "first grand war of contemporaneous history," offered the same

unity to the working class. Even young Carl Schurz had recognized
arx's utterances "were indeed full of meaning, logical and clear,"
too, within the. limit of Marx's power to observe, are.these com-

ies upon the Civil War. The volume breaks roughly into two parts
nes of articles written by Marx in 1861 and 1862 for the New
ily Tribune and the Vienna' Presse, and a lively correspondence

n Marx and Engels continuing into April of 1866.
sult is about what one would expect: truly superb reporting in
ig the reaction of the British working class to the cotton crisis that
wn scores of British mills; an unfailing instinct for realizing that
an anti-slavery war could this conflict endure; an unwavering

ce to the "bourgeois republic" in the North since in the conquest
'slave oligarchy" lay the hope of a future proletarian revolution;
intense interest in battles and leaders, insofar as without a mastery
rt and strategy of war little promise remained of ever overcoming
rgeoisie.

I leadership, in the American democratic sense, washes over
head like a tidal wave. Thus Lincoln is never much more than a
headed, over-cautious country lawyer-in brief, about as good an
tent as a bourgeois republic should expect.

its own tight little framework, however, this _book is significant.
nuch to teach, and also much to reject. Whether its value can be
as far as the editor believes, so that Marx and Engels provide us
shield against "the traditional idealistic interpretations of the sub-
another question. The nub of that problem is: whose ideals do

id? The editor's insistence, for example, that the American work-
dedicated -to securing universal emancipation, alone won the

ile the capitalists were reaping millions as a result of fat war con-
ices us with the necessity of rewriting a great deal of history. The
ots are a case in point. Clearly these must have been the work

ed bankers who sneaked out of their cages at night 'to burn Negro
ges and shatter shop windows.

TRAVEL"
continued from /13 
How' to get there: If you have never been on an all-student
boat to Europe, it's an experience you shouldn't miss, You
may be crammed into a deconverted troopship which takes
Sicilian immigrants to Australia in the winter time, with
cabins holding twenty people and a cafeteria four decks
down that you can smell from the top-but there is noth-
ing like a student ship for fun. Lots of people will have
brought their guitars or banjos, and there will be old hands,
perpetual students who go every summer, who can tell you
more about where to go than any guide book. Write to the
COUNCIL ON STUDENT TRAVEL, 179 Broadway, New York
---they also charter flights.
Student ships, however, are a little comfortless, and if you
need a rest after your exams, try, that other world of com-
mercial liners. Don't consider going any class but Tourist
(the others are for the Kiwanis Club), but you will doubt-
less succumb to every Tourist passenger's trick of sneak-
ing into the First Class lounge. Choose your boat carefully
-Tourist Class varies tremendously from one ship or line
to another, and prices do not. Generally, the newer boats
have larger and more comfortable cabins, the French have
superior fbod, service on American boats is terrible. On
three class ships, Tourist is in the bow, low down, and
with fairly confined deck space. But some commercial
liners have a small First Class, and the rest Tourist so you
have the run of the ship. These are much the best.

MERIDIAN PAPERBOUND BOOKS
AVAILABILE M O OKSTORES
OR W A.LOGS
MEr THE .. OKS

REC@OGNIO NS- ES
By William Saddis. A major S

novel of our time by "a writer S
A of distinction and power ES
0R - HARVEY SWADOS MF2O 

MER iOKS
MERIDIAN BOOKS
119 WEST 57th STREET, N. Y. 19

FREE CATALOG
MERIDIAN BOOKS are used as lnex-I

pensive paperbound texts and readers
in universities and junior colleges. Send

for catalog of basic titles in major dis-
ciplines. MERIDIAN BOOKS. Dept.PR.

119 West 57th Street, New York 19
.I ws ___ I 

GATEWAY Paperback Classics
It: Phllespbhy, Political Science, Belles Lettrs, Histwy

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Piccard, Max: THE WORLD OF SILENCE... Preface by Gabriel Marcel.
Underlying the blatant, noisy work-world is its opposite-the world of
silence. Here man is no longer an ant in a teeming swarm but a unique being
with a heritage of hope, faith and love. He need only unlock in order to
receive. Max Picard, distinguished Swiss philosopher and brilliant logician,
provides the key. (6067) 1.45
Jaspers, Karl: NIETZSCHE AND CHRISTIANITY ... Translated by
E. B. AshIon. Karl Jaspers, one of the most profound and influential thinkers
of our time, considers the paradox of Nietzsche--the pastor's son who
launched the most violent attack of his generation againft Christianity, the
"anti-Christ" who himself acknowledged that the motivating forces of his
thought were of Christian origin. (6069) .95
Anristolle: POETICS ... a new translation and a complete analysis ... ex-
amines each of Aristotle's arguments to show the meaning of his terms, the
mediod Iny which he proceeds, and the principles which guide the discussion.
(6057) .95

-St. Augusine: THE ENCHIRIDION ON FAITH, HOPE AND LOVE. ..
St. Augustine's discourses on and concepts of faith, hope and love in their
man-God relationships. (6065) .95
St. Thomas Aquinas: PROVIDENCE AND PRDESTINATION... from the
only English translation of Truh ... questions 5 and 6 as they were put to
Aquinas at the University of Paris, 1256-1259. (6064) .95
Hsilegger, Martin: EXISTENCE AND BEING .. . Inlroducion by
Werner Brock. Two essays each-on the essence of metaphysics and the
essence of poetry comprise the bulk of EXISTENCE AND BEING. Also,
a detailed analysis by Heidegger's student and former assistant, Wemer Brock.
(6061) 1.95

itersa
Andres, Stefn: WE A
UTOPIA
kbt", Iringr: LITER
THE AMERICAN COL
Cill, Paul: THE BI
NOON
Clage, IPul: THE T
BROUGHT TO MAR'
Ford, Ford Madox: PO
FROM LIFE

nuamwto, Migusl de:
AND OTHER STORE
West, lay l., Jr.: TIL
STORY IN AMERICA

A' lr. , St. Thomas: 

Aqulnas, St. Thomas: T
THE MIND 
Arlstl.: ETHICS I, I

St. Aupnutine: OF TlI

Aurelius, Marcus: MED
Epictetus': ENCHMRID
Buter, Richard: THE I
WORLD OF GEORGE

Colling, James D.: Til
EXISTENTIALISTS

SELECTIONS FROM OUR POPULAR
wre EpktoksE: ENCHIRIDION (with Marcus

Aurlius: MEDITAMONS) 6026 .95LRE GOD'S Hanna, Thoma: THE THOUGHT
6025 .85 AND ART OF ALBERT CA MUS

LATURE A0ND 6053 1.25LLEGE 6041 1.25 Hune, David: ENQUIRY CONCERN-
REAK OF ING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING,

6058 1.45 ed. 6029 .95'IDINGS Mcarel, Gabrol: THE MYSTERY OFY 6062 1.45 BEING
RTRAITS Volume I REFLECTION AND

6059 1.95 MYSTERY 6054 1.45ABEL SANCHEZ Marcel, Gadbel: THE MYSTERY OF
ES 6034 1.25 BEING
E SHORT Volume II FAITH AND REALITY

6057 1.25 6055 1.45
mNetnzshe, Frledrih: THUS SPOKE

d Reigio Z:ARATHUSTRA 6039 1.45
IREATISE ON EANieDhe, EViodddi : BEYOND GOOD6007 .95 AND EVIL 6017 .95
nHE TEACHER- Plate: EUTHYPHRO, APOLOGY.

6046 .95 CRITO, SYMPOSIUM 6002 .95
POLTICS I Thurston, Herbert: GHOSTS AND

6003 .65 POLTERGEISTS 6047 1.25
UE RELIGION

6042 .65 Psychology mad Sociology
1ITATIONS (with Bell, Canon Bernnar Iddings:
)ION) 6026 .95 CROWD CULTURE 6019 .95
LIFE AND Frud, Sigmund: THE ORIGIN AND
ESANTAYANA DEVELOPMENT OF

6045 1.45 PSYCHOANALYSIS 6009 .65
E Jwver, F. G.: THE FAILURE OF

6051 1.45 TECHNOLOGY 6030 1.25

"The Hallmark
of Quality Paperbacks"

/15

BACKLIST
History and Political Scieme

Cuine, Astolpe L.: JOURNEY FOR
OUR TIME 6044 1.25
De Malstre, Joseph: ON GOD AND
SOCIETY 6052 .75
Geooz, Frdich and Stefan T. Posony:
THREE REVOLUTIONS 6023 .95
Hitti, Philip K.: THE ARABS, A
SHORT HISTORY 6033 .95
Hobbes, Thomas: LEVIATHAN.
Part 1, rev. ed. 6028 .$5
Klrk, Russell: THE CONSERVATIVE
MIND 6060 2.45
Loeeke, John: ESSAY CONCERNING
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING

6016 1.45
lodce, John: OF CIVIL
GOVERNMENT 6021 .75
MacKhaovlli, Niclcoba THE RULER, A
MODERN TRANSLATION OF It
PRINCIPE 6024 .85
Marx, Karl: COMlUNIST
MANIFESTO 6008 .65
Marx, Kartl DAS KAPITAL 6056 1.45
Mill, John Stuart: ON LIBERTY

6011 .85
Mirondola, Plea Delia: ORATION ON
THE DIGNITY OF MAN 6040 .75
Rosseau, Jean Jacques: THE SOCIAL
CONTRACT 6006 1.25
Smith, Adam: THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS (Selections) 6001 .75

For complete list of Gateway Editions write to:

47 REGNERYC¥r
CHICAGO 4. ILLINOIS
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Clothbounid classics
at paperback prices

FAULKNER

ONLY $1.95 EACH e GIANTS $2.95

THE GREAT AUTHORS

MORE THAN 400 TITLES
1|1 . | .! a~~I IllowJ I I E I E I"It --

The best book bargain in America: Sturdily bound, hands
printed, the Modern Library continues to offer a constantly ex
ing list of the leading classic and modern authors - many of
are available only in the Modem Library. The following is a p
list of titles in the Modem Library. To order, use coupon b

WILLIAM FAULKNER
271 ASsALOom, AsxaLoml
175 Go DOWN, MosEs

88 LIGHT IN AUGUST
61 SANCTUARY

187 THE SoUND AND TiE FuJ
AS I LA- DYINr

G82 THE FAULKNER READER

JOSEPH CONRAD
186 LORD JIM
275 NOSTROnO

34 VICTORY

ANTON CHEKHOV
171 BEST PLAYS
50 SHORT STORIES

ALBERT CAMUS
109 THE PLAGUEc

HENRY ADAMS
76 THE EDUCATION OF

HENRY ADAMS

SHOLOM ALEICHEM
145 SELECTED STORES

$1.95
$1.95
$1.95
$1.95

$1.95
$2.95

$1.95
$1.95
$1.95

FRANZ KAFKA
283 SELECT'D SHORT S'rosts
318T T TRIAL

MIGUEL CERVANTES
174 DoN QuIxoT

CHARLES DARWiH
G27 Tm. OIGIN OF SPECxES &

TEB DESCENT OF MAwN

JAMES JOYCE
.124 DLINERS
G52 ULYSSES

$1.95 FYODOR DOSTOYEYSI
$1.95 293 BEST SHORT STORIES

151 BROTchERS KARAAZOV
199 CRT, AND PUNTSMfE.n

$1.95 55 Tim PossEssED
G60 Tam IDIOT

$1.95

$1.95

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS
259 INTRODUCTION TO

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS $1.95
JAMES BOSWELL

282 THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON
$1.95

ARISTOTLE
248 ITRODUCTION .TO ARISTOTLE

$1.95
228 POLrICS $1.95
246 RHETORIC AND POETICS $1.95

JOHN DEWEY
173 HuMAN NATURE AND

G43 INTELLIGENCE IN TLE
MODERN WORLD

W. H. AUDEN
160 SECLECTED POETRY

ST. AUGUSTINE
263 Tia CoNFEssioxs
G74 Crry OF GOD

CONDUCTr

$1.95

SIR ARTHUR CONAN I
206 T ADvNTURES AND M:

OF SHERLOCK HOLMES

SIGMUND FREUD
96 T INTEpETATION OF

DREAMS
G39 TiX BASC WRITINGS

CHARLES DICKENS
110 DAvD COPPzRIELD
308 OuR MUTUAL FRnEND
204 PICxwxcx PAPERS
189 A TALE OF Two Crrxs

ISAK DINESEN
23 OuT OF AFRICA
54 SEvzv GomrC TA.3ES

ANNE FRANK
298 TIE DIAY OF A YOUNG

$2.95 1 HENRY JAMES
16 TH BOSTOINS

107 PORTRAIT OF A LADY
$1.95 169 THz Tvus OF TE SCRSW

LESSON OF TME MASTEr
-269 WASHnrGTON SQUARE

$1.95 244 THm WINGs OF THm Dovs
$2.9S Gli SHORT STOmms

omely
cpand-
whom
partial

DANTE
208 THE Dwniz CoMeDy

ROBERT FROST
242 POEMS

ALDOUS HUXLEY
209 ANRIc HAY

48 BRAvE NEW WORLD
180 PoWr COUNTER POINT

HENRIK IBSEN
305 Six PLAYS
307 THE WxLD DUCK AND

OTRM PLAYS
G18 ELEVEN PLAYS

JOHN O'HARA
$1.95 323 Bnrxow 8 $1.95

42 APPOITMErNTr N SAmArA
$1.95

$1.95 211 SELRCIH SHORT SToRmS $1.95

EUGENE O'NEILL
$1.95 G55 NINE PLAYS BY EUGRNE O'NEILL

I$1.95 $2.95
$1.95 146 THE EMPEROR JoNES, ANNA

CHsE, & THE HAmY AP
$1.95

$1.95 111 Ti LoNG VOYAGE HOME:
SEirXEN PLAYS OP TH SEA $1.95

$1.95
$2.95

C. G. JUNG
EDGAR ALLEN POE

G40 COMPLETE TALES ANm POEMS
$2.95 NEVINS AND COMMAGER

300 BASICW~u-rI~cS$1.9Selow. 300 BASIC WRITINGS $1.95 82 Szr.gCTED POETrY & p $1 Z235 A SHORT STR OF TiH 
D. H. LAWRENCE $1.955

148 IADY CQTTELEYrz .s LoviR KATHERINE ANNE PORTER MARCEL PROUST -

$1.95 284 FLoWERIG JUDAs AND 120 THE CAPrxvz $1.95
s $1.95 128 THE RAINow $1.95 Oram SToRIs $1.95 220 THE Crrms OF T PLAI $1.95

#1.95 68 WoiEN IN LovE $1.95 45 PA HORsE, PALE RIDERn $1.95 
278 THE PAST RECAT D $1.95

W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM BERNARD SHAW 59 SwANe's WAY $1.95
$1.95 14 BEs- SHORT SToRms $1.95 19 CANDIDA, CAESAR & CLEOPATIRA, 260 THE SwEET CHEA CONE 195

270 CAES AND ALE $1.95 PYoCtAEo A & Huas* 172 Wrm A BUDDmNG GROVE $1.95
27 Tim MooN D SIXPzNCE $1.95 House . $1.95 J. D. SALINGER

176 OF HUMAN BONAGE $1.95 294 Sr. JOAN, MAJOR BARBAA & -
$2.95 - Axmimr. S AND~ T~ IN $1.95 90 THE CAacm In v ix RYl 1.95

PLATO 301 Nuit STORIMS 195
153 TuE lRzpn~zc $1.95 ..~153 Ti~Rz ~C ~ $S1.95S~ ._ . EDMOND ROSTAND

$1.95 181 THE WoRs OF PLA&TO $1.95 PLAYS AND STORIES OF 154CYANO DE BERGERAC $1.95 
$2.95$.95 SOREN KIERKEGAARD THE WORLD'S GREAT LO TOLSTOY

KY ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LEO TOLSTOY *Y 303 A ERKmxEGAAD ANTHOLOGY AUTHORS: 37 Ax KAEENINA $195
$1.95 ICMA N $1.95 168 GREAT M6DmN SHORT G1 Wcs 295GI1 WAR "D Pz&~z $2.95$1.95 THOMAS MANN STORMES $1.95
$1.95 G84 STOmES OF THREE DECADES 87 BEST ARuCAN Ho - ENRY DAVID THOREAU -$1.95 ous SHoRT STORMS $1.95*$12 95 KARL MAR$2.95 OU SORT STOS $1.9 155 WALDEN & OmnR Warris Is$2.95 G77 AN ANrHoLOGy or $195KARL MARX FMV ~m~~FAmouS aERCAN

DOYLE 202 CAPrrAL AND On WrricGS STORMES $2.95 VOLTAIRE 
1z, oms $1.95 G21 SD-TEEN FAMOUS 47 CAm"wE & OTRM Warrzios 

$1.95 OGDEN NASH, AMERICAN PLAYS $2.95 $1.95 
191 SELECTED VERSE $.95 38 Six AMECAN PLAYS . JAE T RER~~~~~rmTDy$1.95 JAMES THURBER :

NOSTRADAMUS 258 NEw VOICWES IN TE 85 TE TUBER C $1.9 -
$1.95 81 ORACLES Or NosATRAnUs AE}c, STATE $1.95 IVAN TURGENEV :
$2.95 $1.95 ...... 21 FATERS AD SONS $19

$1.95 SEE YOUR FAVORITf BOOKSELLER for the Modem Library books you want- or use the coupon below 
$1.9.5 ~$1.95 -mn 
$1.95 To your bookseller Or I

$1.O5THE MODERN LIBRARY, DEPT. ML-410, 457 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK-22, N.Y. I .
$1.95 1 Please send me vostpaid the books whose numbers I MINIMUM MAIL ORDER 2 BOOKS. Please add 254 
$1.95 have written at right. I endose $1.95 for each Modem per order to cover postage and handling costs.

Lrary title, $2.95 for each Modern Library Giant.
G [ (N.Y.C. residents please add 3 % sales taX.) If, with- [

m t in S daysIwish to re turn-any or all of these .books, ........ .......................
$1.95 I may do so, and you wil refund the purchase price 3of eay volume l return. ·**** ** *** ** -..........................................

$1.S Name .............. ....... , , , .,, . ...........................................$1.95
& TE Address .................................... .
$1.95 I
$195 City. ....... ...S-e.....I-e ..

$1.95 State. ......... . .Zn e .... S ......... ........ ..................... . . .
$2.95 I8m s

. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i

I
I

JOYCE PLATO

COMPLETE
GREEK TRAGEDIES

Translated by David Grene and
Richmond Lattme

310 VOLumE OmE
(Az¢scwrxs I) $1.95

312 VoLmVE Tm}z
(SoPaocrzs I) $1.95

313 VOLumn FouR
(SOPROCLeS II) $1.95

314 VOLUME Frvz
(EUrImF s I) $1.95
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A survey of what they're wearing and where,
from our special campus fashion panel.

GES differ from one portion of this
try to the other-in curriculum, tradi-
outlook. But there's an amazing una-

n fashion. Informality is the keynote
ere, with dress-up occasions taken a
re seriously. Even geography doesn't
sake too much difference. For example,
s report from Middlebury College, in
ry, Vt.: "We wear sports jackets and
dress-up and sweaters and slacks for
Sates. There are very few dress-up
here, so sports clothes are the usual
shirts, button-down and tab-collar are
opular. Usually white or grey socks and
re worn. For class, corduroys or blue
popular, worn with a sweater or sport
ort jackets are very rarely worn. Spe-
ion fad at Middlebury is ski parkas
e worn to class and athletic events."
3ki-parka bit has echoes everywhere
iow, of course. The same report reaches
Williams College, Williamstown, Mass:
many of us do wear ski parkas, but this
e we like to ski, not because we want to
..110I

Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y.;
neakers in the Spring and Autumn, and
rplus jackets or ski apparel in the

of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Mass.,
same; also Mesa Junior College, Grand
Colorado, and Gannon College, Erie

ig out to Montana State College, in
, Montana, the image is much the same,
pecial Western kicker thrown in at the
ates and dress-up: Men-Sport coat,
rsport shirt (no tie) or white shirt with
socks and dark slacks. Ties are worn
ir bar. Women-Dark skirt (straight or
ith light sweater or blouse, blazer, dark
semi-cocktail dress, matching or dark

assroom: Mezn-Slacks (dress or semi-
port shirt and sweater (semi-bulky);
i-and-wear slacks. Women-All types of
Veater or blouse, filats or smo-boots. As
rial fad, the men often wear white or
lored Levi's and the women wear mid-
ht sno-boots with a type of squash heel."

Out at California Western University, they
say ditto on the general wear, with their own
footwear fad a special touch: "Sports jackets,
dark socks, white short-sleev - buttto. down
shirts, thin ties of a dark color, for dates. Chinos,
bermudas, button down sport shirts, golf or
crew-neck pullover sweaters, sneakers, and crew
socks, for classes. Since California Western Uni-
versity is near to the Mexican-American border
the influence shows itself in the form of Mexi-
can huaraches (sandals) which the men often
wear during class and leisure hours."

Moving up to Oregon State, in Cornwallis,
Oregon, a full report, not unexpected: "Most of
our dates are dates to fraternity firesides, and a
popular ensemble for the girls is a pastel pleated
skirt and matching sweater, often the longer
hig-length sweater. These are also worn to
shows and other casual coke dates, etc. The fel-
lows like the ski sweaters or bulky sweaters and
slacks with white tennis socks and black loafers.
For dress occasions the girls wear wool sheaths
and heels, and the fellows wear either suits or
sport coats and trousers. The classroom dress on
this campus is casual--pleated skirts and bulky
sweaters, ski sweaters, matched sweaters and
skirts, skirts and blazers. Tennis shoes in all
colors are worn with the outfit. Campus coats in
corduroy or twill, often with a fur collar, are
very popular. The boys wear sport shirts, sweat-
ers, and slacks. Everyone, men and women, car-
ries umbrellas and wear tennis shoes, because of
the rain. This is ski country, therefore students
often wear ski jackets with sport clothes. The
most popular coats are either rain coats or all
weather coats with fur linings and fur collars
or beige coats made of heavy wool."

The Midwest runs true to form, as MacMurray
College in Jacksonville, Ill., tunes in: "The guys
here prefer casual dress for dates. Wash pants,
white or colored socks, sport shirts or sweaters.
Some of the fellows prefer dress slacks. Dances
call for shirt and tie. Sports coats are more popu-
lar than black or other dress suits except for
really formal affairs. Sweaters are probably most
popular for non-dance dates. Classrooms call for
more casual dress. Still wash pants and shirts
or sweaters. A few jeans make an appearance
but not in any sort of numbers. No sports coats
here. Car coats or jackets for outdoors. (Ivy
league type all weather coats are the thing for
evening outerwear."

Interesting point: At Northeast Louisiana
State College, Monroe Louisiana, it sounds like
an Ivy campus: "Suits are popular for the major-
ity of dates. Button down and tab shirts are
both popular. White socks are gradually chang-
ing over to an assortment of colors - brown,

- '4.' .~ · ·.' < ~ 2'` f'~;

green, gold, black. Ties are very popular--varied
colors with silk ones becoming popular. Unusual
for the south, topcoats are becoming widespread
in popularity, although hats aren't as popular
as last year. In Classroom: Sport shirts with
button down collars--loud and varied designs.
Sweaters-bulky, light-weight, assorted colors.
Dress slacks, blue jeans, and ivy-league are all
popular."

As for fads, the umbrella, which started some
years ago hitting Southern campuses, now
seems to be ubiquitous. Says Linfield College,
McMinnville, Oregon: "Two fashion fads which
are new to our campus this year are the use of
the black umbrella and the wearing of knee-
length olive-drab raincoats."

And in far-away Pennsylvania State College,
at State College, Pennsylvania: "Raincoats and
umbrellas (the slim black variety) are almost
the uniform of the day in the spring."

Other fads by the way: At Austin State Col-
lege, Clarksville, Tenn.-the narrow tie, "never
over 1/2" in width." At Cornell University, Ithaca,
N.Y.--"Russian-type winter hats."

And finally, a surprising fashion-stroke in the
field of academic-psychology, from Bakersfield
College, Bakersfield, Cal. "A fashion fad which
seems to be unique here is that although women
are permitted during final exams to discard the
usual skirt and sweater in favor of slim jim,
many of the men dress 'up' for finals with tie
and suit or sports coat. This is not by any means
universal here, but it is quite prevalent, and
those who do so say it gives them an extra bit
of confidence which helps a great deal."

.,.A*p
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VEN if you have the right clothes, it is pos-
sible to look wholly undistinguished in your

appearance-just as there are many ways of
looking up and looking better, simply by sup-
plying the little extra touches that possibly the
other fellow doesn't know.

For example, in the matter of the color com-
binations shown below :- a lot of men buy their
accessories-ties, shirts, socks-separately and
with no thought to their suit wardrobe. They
buy what they like and then let the color combo
work out-except that it doesn't always do that.
Many a good tie is in basic clash-color with a
man's suit of the moment, and makes him look
odd. Other men stick to all-blue or all-brown,
which isn't bad but pretty dull in the long run.
If you experiment a bit with the ideas below,
you'll begin to develop character in your ap-
pearance.

r~~~~~~~~~~~~- '~~~~~~~~~~~I

4X~YOU WEAR IT 

is whatcounts 
· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As for pocket Now, as to:
haidkochle: - Sleeves. Your jacket sleeves should be

Asumostdf ello~ mwsa enough to permit a half-inch of shirt i
Asmostfellowsknlowl / show

show. =
there are handkerchiefs
for shoowin and there 1 . &f$Trousers. Your slacks are probably shod

are handkerchiefs for your suit trousers should break slightj

blowin'. These are in- _ i ,,1 the instep. Trouser width should be!

terchangeable as long 7o quarters the length of the shoe. X

as men use only the Short, stocky guys should avoid loudly

white squares. IX i and bold patterns, look for vertical 4

However, with the in- such as chalk stripes and herringbone pa
~creasing popularity of ^Avoid rough, bulky fabrics, stick to c

creasing popularity of wrtd.Wa aee r
colored shirts why not flannels, worsteds. Wear tapered trouse

review a few of the simple rules that permit cuffs.

that extra dash of fashion obtainable by the use Too-tall guys look for loose clothes, i

of colored pocket kerchiefs that either blend or shoulders, double-breasted jackets (as ini

contrast with the suit, shirt and tie? or yachting jacket in blue flannel). Wilh

First of all it should be understood that the breasted acket, wear a bold-paerned v

very popular silk foulard pocket squares are bulky fabrics. Shirts with spread collars.

perfectly correct. As with linen or cotton hand- soled shoes. Hefty polo coat. 

kerchiefs, these can be had with plain borders Plan of acton:

and plain centers. Silk squares should never be Rotate your clothes and shoes. The

worn neatly folded. They should be casually better that way, look better. Off of you

tucked into the breast-pocket in a manner that up your clothes, put trees in your shoes.

displays a bit of both the border and the center. throw your coat over a chair or hang 

There are many well-dressed men who hold hook, it'll tear it out of shape. Keep pock

that the same rule applies to linen handker- of excess bulk. And clean out the fluff oA

chiefs. On the other hand, many fellows insist while. Dry clean clothes often-pressi

on the neatly folded points showing or the when you're pressed for time yourself. T

square-type 'I" fold." The casual tuck-in is wet clothes and hang up immediately. 

the most sophisticated-but make your own son's end, have overcoatsdry-cleanedand-

choice. proofed, then store away.

The pocket kerchief should blend with or Have breaks or tears fixed if

contrast nicely with your shirt and tie. It is Catch buttons while they're loose, not Id

presumed that the shirt and tie blends well them after they're gone.

with the suit. Although matching foulard tie Back to shoes: have them shined immnee

and kerchief sets are available, the pattern of when new. Keep them shined, they'll p

the kerchief need not match that of the tie. For back by longer wear and better appearx

instance, say that a blue tie is worn with a blue Have your ties dry-cleaned occasion's

shirt and a blue or blue-gray suit. The monot- they're any good they'll surprise you b

ony of the color combinations can be relieved ing virtually new and save replacement

with a predominanly red or yellow pocket ker- Don't forget: the best-ressed man is.`

chief. whose clothes are so inconspicuously '-

For formalwear, forget the silks and keep to that you can't remember afterwards w.

simple unadorned whites-folded or not, as you details were-except that the overall eq

prefer. - a success. _

1962 COLOR CHART FOR CLOTHES HARMONY 
SUIT SHIRT TIE HANDKERCHIEF SOCKS SHOES TOPCOAT HAT S

Navy Blue Tan Blue and Gold Yellow Blue Black Gray Blue-Gray Red and

Blue-Gray Gray Red and Blue' Red Black Black Blue Slate Gray Liht 

Bliue-Black Blue Blue and Silver Red and Blue Black Black Blue-Gray Black Silver

Blue-Olive Blue Blue and Olive Green and Blue Dark Green Dark Brown Camel Color Mixture Greeand

Brown-Olive Off-White or ivory Green and Red Red Brown Brown NaturalGabardineor Covert OliveorTan-Olive Brown and

Black-Brown Yellow Brown and Black Yellow Dark Brown Cordovan Medium Brown -Dark Brown Brown and-

4;.-

i :-
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THE INS AND OUTS OF
COLLECTING SWEATERS

(OR)
WHY SWEATERS THAT ARE
VERY IN ARE VERY"ORLON"

acrylic fiber

-VERY IN
washing your sweaters
in the nearest wasing
machine-(you can, if

they're "O * or
"Oron Siyelle"**)

VERY OUT
sending your sweaters
home to Mother for
fussy hahdwashing or
watever.

savig on blg lis dig'gi deep into fun
with- great sweaters of fund for seasonal-

"Orion"' and "Orlon and emergency sweater
Sayd e" .T7he deak
clean-but quickly

-in the wash.

alleason sweaters- mishaps with moths
freed from ritals of and sweaters that

motihbaling and hibernate in a box.
srumer storage.

bulky god4ooking burdensome sweaters
knits that wann with- -- too heavy in over-

out weight-wash heated classrooms,
withot worry. too dependent on

demrnding care.

classics pure and the old sagg-baggy's
simple-plus new like Daddy used to
fangled knits that wear-and Mommy has
know how to keep to fuss over!

their shape with no
assist from you.

the newsy textures almost anything else,
and tweedy tones of almost anything else!

"O( n" acrylic, (So start collecting
"Orion Sayerie" sweaters of "Orion"

bi-componet acrylic, and "Orlon Sayelle"
ight now!)

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING.. .THROUGH CHEMISTRY

*"Orlon" is Du Pont's registered trademark for-its acrylic fiber.
**"Orlon Sayelle" is Du Pont's registered trademark for its bi-component acrylic fiber.

. . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

"'It wwas nothing ....
I have her eating
out of my hand."

L
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GUIDE
I

2 suits: Choice of medium-to-dark gray
worsted herringbones; olive glen plaid, mid-
weight, small patterns. All in classic three-
button natural shoulder models (some with
vests to match).

2 suits: Flannels and
favorite dress-up suit
to-dark grays and oli
ors, with navy next (
town). Corduroy is an

A survey of what coill
are wearing in every

pmt

NORTHEAST

College men in the Northeast cling to the uorned three-button
natural-shoulder suit and sports jacket. Thatching vest is pres-
ent in many of these suits. Subdued etland jackets are aug-
mented by some bold plaids. Navy biers are a basic. Dark gray
flannels still are the first choice slacks, but many deep olives
are worn, too. For campus we ,the duffer-type coat has made a
strong comeback and lode are seen in great numbers. Tab
collar shirts have increasd in popularity and chino pants are
classroom favorites. N urprises, few fads-a traditional picture.

/~OUTHEAST

Quite a few utheastern colleges have a far more rigorous stand-
ard of dr9$ for their students than is found in many Ivy schools..
The ru( apply to classroom and campus wear, too. As a- result,
dres outfits, such as the three-piece suit and the navy blue

worn with medium or dark gray flannels, are among the
vorite items of attire. Outerwear in a wide range of styles, types,

lengths and weights is very important in this area, as in all the
others where Winter has a chill bite. Here, college men rate
gabardine topcoats alongside of tweeds and cheviots.

SOUTH
The three-piece suit with matching vest has made quite a fashion
impact on students in southern colleges. This style has been
extended to the lightweight Dacron-wool blends. In the Deep
South, seersuckers in plaids and stripes are very popular in both
suits and sports jackets. Striped sports shirts are making a come-
back in that area, too. Bulky knit cardigan sweaters are a favorite,
and there are many students wearing lightweight V-neck pullovers.
Button-down oxford shirts in white, colors and stripes are still
tops, but the snap-tab collar rates high on southern campuses.

MWIDWEST

College styles apparently still move from East to West. Here's a
for instance: Last year, students at the Eastern Ivy League schools
adopted the tightly-furled umbrella and carried it on rainy days,
as well as an accessory to their dress-up clothes. This year, the
fad has reached the Midwest. Spring days find the campuses
dotted with walk shorts. Tab collar shirts have been accepted
wholeheartedly, but the button-down oxford shirt is still king.
College men are wearing more colored and striped shirts here, too.
Natural-shoulder suits and sports jackets are uniform.

SOUTHWEST
Dressy worsted flannel suits, some with matching vests, sleek
mill-finished worsteds and casual corduroys mark the clothing
preferences of students in the Southwest. The blue blazer is a
campus "uniform." too. It is worn with mediuni-to-dark gray
worsted flannel slacks for dress-up and with chinos or polished
cottons for casual occasions. Subdued shetland and twveed sports
jackets are other favorites. Climate calls for a good raincoat to
keep out occasional wet and chill. The narrow-brimmed center-
crease university hat, or the sporty tyrolean when dating.

WEST COAST
A more casual attitude toward clothes is reflected. At University
of Southern California, T-shirts are worn alone with wash slacks
or walk shorts after classes and around frat houses. Students
should have some beachwear, too. The surf season lasts well into
October and starts again in late April or early May. Sweat shirts,
fly-front Hawaiian-length trunks and button-down sports shirts
(worn with tails out) are part of beach gear. Students who are
"in," frequently chop off the sleeves of their sweat shirts and
wear crew socks (never knee-length hose) with walk shorts.

P-

2 or 3 jackets: Shetlands or tweeds in me-
dium-to-dark tones (one with bold check or
plaid); navy blue flannel blazer, -plus light-
weight madras or patterned cotton for
early fall and spring.

/1
6 or 7 pairs: 2 dark gray'flannels; 1 olive
flannel; the balance, tan chinos, poplins
or cords for classroom wear.

. . . .

1 topcoat: Fly-front, semi-fitted with set-in
sleeves, natural shoulders, flap pockets.
Usually in gray or olive-blend cheviot.

No overcoat

1 raincoat: Tan or natural color poplin in
balmacaan model. May be a washwear
construction.

2 garments: Duffer coat in navy, green,
camel or black; loden coat (may reverse to
poplin) in green or gray, waist-length mid-
weight blouse; hooded popover; ski jacket;
college crest or name warm-up jacket.

3 hats: 1 dressy felt with small welt-edge
brim and center-crease crown in dark olive,
gray or pumpkin; I tyrolean in green or
bronze velour or mixture; I rain hat

2 sweaters: 1 crew neck shetland in nat-
ural or lovat mix; 1 slightly heavier or very
bulky knit in either crew or boat neck.

8 shirts: Assorted button-downs and tab
collars in oxford and broadcloth. Mostly
whites, plus blues and stripes.

4 sport shirts: Cotton button-down collar
plaids (madras-type) checks, etc.; hop-
sacks; heavy cottons. All in button-down
collar style-some in pullover model.

8 ties: Wool challis; reps; foulards. Small
prints, paisleys and stripes.,

3 pairs: I plain-toe blucher; I wing-tip
(both cordovan); 1 pair sneakers.- NOTE: Will need I par. slippers.

, ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. .

I tuxedo: Black in natural shoulder -model
with either shawl or peak lapels. Acces-
sories to include formal pleated dress shirt,
studs, cummerbund or vest and bow tie,
black socks, formal shoes.

8 pairs: 6 x 3 rib wools; crew socks.

1 muffler: Plaid or plain wool.

2 pairs: 1 Madras; 1 poplin or Dacron-wool
blend.

3 or 4 tie clasps and collar pins; a solid
color odd vest; 1 or 2 cotton, rayon or silk
ascots; wallet; toiletur kit, 12 to 24 white
handkerchiefs; 2 pair gloves: 1 wool; 1
pigskin.

2 to 3 jackets: To one
add one or two shetlan,
modest or medium.bold
.rown and olive are all 

8 to 9
Ad_*,,+

WursIIIIet lanries In dark l
and olive with 6 pairs of
khaki and olive chino or
Worsted hopsack slacks In

1 topcoat: Gabardines,
lands vie for favor hen
and classic chesterfield

I overcoat: Dark gray, oli
or cheviot in either fitter
fly-front and natural she
Ian shoulder balmacaan

1 raincoat: Oyster or tan c
a zip-in wool or pile fabric

2 or 3 garments: 1 lightwe
and/or heavyweight. Lode
types; waist-length jacket
corduroys; parkas; plaid po

1 or 2 hats: Classic cent
narrow-brim felt in olive,
brown; tyrolean hat for
hat.

2 to 4 sweaters:
Hi-V's worn at all 
also goes for five
sleeveless slipover

utton

i
-10 shirts: Oxfords in both by
tab collar models. White, blu
etc., in solid colors and stnpj

i t~~~~

3 to 5 shirts: Button-down i
both coat and popover
solids, batiks and paisleys.

I 1~~

10 ties; Wool challis; reps;i
black silk knit.

3 pairs: Black or brown pla
bluchers; moccasins, and s

I tuxedo: A black tropicalM
shoulder model with shPu
shirt; studs1 cummerbunds
(Can be rented at some s

10 pairs: Wools; cottons; cu
black formals.

.

I muffler: Silk or wool, fa'n-

1 or 2 pairs: Washable, poi
.~~~~~~·

A solid color odd vest; to.
pins; tie clasps; 2 or 3 pains
and dressy leather); wrists
to 24 white handkerchiefs.

I
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I regular or medium-weight dressyi regular or match pedium-weight d ressy 2 or 3 suits: Select from mill-finished 2 suts: edum-to-dark ones. Stripesight. Glen plaids;, hdrringbones; W~~~r~tedS in herringbones, ~2 suits: Medium-to-dark tones. StripesGwith ,est/tomacplus ap urnord worsteds in herringbones, plaids and 2 suits: Dark gray or olive worsted flannels; "big" at Stanford; corduroy suits; blacks,bllleight- Glen platds; herringbones;olesadcrolstUS..iDconblues, blacks, charcoal grays are best plains. Also flannels; hopsacks and cordu- also subdued herringbones and plaids in olives and charcoals at U.S.C. in Dacron-sy suits. Seersuckers in stripes and roys. Olives, grays, navy blues and browns worsteds. worsted blends-medium grays in wash-i aso good in lightweights, are all good. wears. Herringbones and tweeds at U. ofs'~~~~~~ are a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Washington.

t:A blazer in navy blue, black, 2 or 3 jackets: The solid-colored blazer isorother shade, plus a tweed or shet- a favorite in the Midwest, too. Here they 2 jackets: Flannel blazers; muted plaids;In cool areas ora lightweight wool wear blacks, olives and maroons in addl- 2 jackets: Blue blazer or shetland or tweed Madras; madras-type wools. Solid shadesin co warmera ora igtes. Plaids, tion to navy blues. Muted plaids and her- in subdued pattern. in medium-to-light tones at U.S.C. Checksn st patterns all armer zones. Plaidsworn. ringbones in tweeds and shetlands are "in" and stripes at U. of Washington.,~and modest patterns all are worn. as 
armoet stipesas are modest stripes.

Pairs: To two pairs of good worstedars: To twos pairs ofgadod wore 5 5 or 6 pairs: To good worsted flannels, addioh d s sdeight washslacks, such as some corduroys and chinos or polished 6 pairs: 2 worsted flannels; 2 poished cot. 6 or 7 pairs: Worsted flannels; washwears;'po~shed cottons cords, corduroys, cottons. Flannels in mediumtordark grays tons or chinos; 2 washwears chinos; polished cottons; cords. Dark grays,chers, ~~poplins. ~or olives, olives, antelopes.

t: At Universities of Georgia, Flor-
ida State, a lightweight or medium
tweed topcoat is needed, asit is 1 topcoat: Dressy coat in classic fly-frontrgia Tech, Georgia State and Emory. natural shoulder model of cheviot or tweed. None. None.men favor gabardines, too. Most Zip-in liner.
Istyle is the raglan balnacaan, al-
atew are worn with set-in sleeves.

1 overcoat: Warm storm coat or stadium
coat with tweed or gabardine shell andalpaca or pile lining. Can have self, mou- None. None.ton, racoon or pile collar.

atgyster, natural or tan shades in
Regular lengths, Y/ lengths and 1 raincoat: Select from your favorite style,trench coats. Should have zip-in ranging from natural-color classic balma- 2 raincoats: Poplin balmacaan in oyster or I raincoat; Natural or oyster poplin, in bal-rs in cool spots. (An extra plastic caan to split-raglans in checks and plaids. natural; plastic coat. rnacaan model with fly-front.ill be handy.)

2 to 3 garments: I light and/or medium-.rments: Select weight and warmth weight and 1 heavyweight. Select from 2 garments: Select from finger-tip, knee-nto climate. Waist-length blouses; waist-.lengths (light-weight), and three- 3 garments: Waist-length; knee length, and length, waist-length styles in lightweight,~3/4 length coats.quarter and full-lengths (heavyweights). car coat styles. medium and heavyweights, as required.t; etct Poplins; suedes; lodens, shearlings; cordu.- Lined and unlined poplins; lodens; lami-roys; tweeds, etc. nated knits; ski jackets; parka-types.

hats. In cool areas, rain hat plussual (check, plaid or plain color) 1 hat: Narrow-brimmed, center-crease felt;l checn . ai Alodres nlarrbim cen-r. Also dressy narrow-brim cen- patterned cloth hat; velour or other type 2 hats: Center-crease raw-edge felt; velour 2 hats: One rough-textured sports model;se felts. tyrolean, or rain hat. tyrolean. one snap brim felt.

rs: Most types of sweaters arein southern schools. Select from 2 to 4 sweaters: Crew necks; boat necks;, boat necks, hi-V-necks, cardi- hi-V-necks; shawl collars; cardigans; wools; 2 sweaters: Crew neck pullovers; hi-V-neck 2 or 3 sweaters: Pullovers; cardigans;collars, bulky knits, etc. Mostly mohair blends; shetlands, etc. Also hori- pullovers; cardigans. crew necks, boat necks; hi-V-necks; shawlors but some fancies, too. zontal stripes. collars.

rts: Button-downs and tab collarss, broadcloths, chambrays, etc. 6 to 8 shirts: Button-down collar oxfordsblues, solid colors and stripes and in white, blue and stripes. Also a few tabs 4 to 6 shirts: White and colored button- 4 shirts: Button-down oxfords in white andand pin-tabs. down collar oxfords. colors. Also tabs at Stanford.

shirts: Solids, plaids; checks;Madras; batik; paisleys, and knits. 6 shirts: Button-downs; popovers, etc., in 6 to 8 shirts: Plaids, solids; knits; paisleys.les and pullovers. Some with short small figures; paisleys; madras-types; 6 shirts: Button-down collars in solids,muted tartaes; paisley s ad types; plaids, checks and neat prints. Also wools and wool blends at U. of Wash-muted tartans; plaids, checks and solids. ngton.

Reps; challis; knits; solids. 6 to'8 ties: reps; challis; wools, and foul- 6 to 10 ties: Narrow-width stripes; solids;ards in 1 V" and 2" widths. 6 ties: Reps; challis; I black knit.a r d s i n 1 W ' a n d 2~ w i d t h s . k n i t s ; s m a l l p r i n t s .

irs: Plain-toe or win-tip cordo- 3 or 4 pairs: Dressy cordovans or blackscsins; sneakers; "dirty" or white . in plain-toe blucher or wing-tip styles; moc- 4 pairs: Wing-tip, plus 2 loafers and 1 pair 4 pairs: Cordovan plain-ties: wing-tips;casins; sneakers; desert boots. of sneakers. sneakers; slipons; moccasins; casuals.

est climate only, white dinner
nd black formal trousers are-

In cooler climates, black tuxedos I tuxedo: Natural shoulder model in blackin winter; white dinnerjackets in tropical weight; tux shirt; studs; black 1 tuxedo: Natural shoulder black with ac-ux shirt; studs; links; cummer- socks; formal shoes. cessories; formal oxfords. Will rent.d bow tie set. (Some students
al wear.)

Dark dress; argyles; crew socks; 10 to 12 pairs: Ribbed wools, crew socks, 12 pairs: Dressy wools and cotton, plus 8 pairs: Dressy darks; argyles; soft cottons;cottons and a few argyles. athletic socks. crew socks; stretch socks.

I muffler: Plaid or solid wool. None. None.

Prn, Madras; washwear, etc. 8 3 or 4 pairs: Tans, olives; ?Aadras. 2 or 3 pairs: Solids and madras-types. 1 to 3 pairs: Solid colors or Madras.

cy vests; oves; mufflers(whe 2 ars of g s tie pins; collar pns bar wallet toiletry kit;foal studs Odd vests (red and a few checks) worn at
e clasps; collar pins; toiletry kit; toiletry kit- wallet 12 to 24 white hand- links; clothes brush; 12 to 24 white hand- Stanfoid; tie clasps; toiletry kit slippers;to 24. white handkerchiefs. kerchiefs. I vest: Reversible. krchief. or 2 vst: eversibls; so wallet; muffler and gloves, if needed 2 to24 whit;er handklesrchiefs ed; 12 to
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COLLEGE PANEL

PA S S ES

ON

TRE NDS
Sweaters are favorite items in col-
lege wardrobes. So sweater stylists
perked up their ears when a confer-
ence of college men from Holy Cross,
Yale, University of Georgia, Florida
State University, Indiana Univer-
sity, Wayne State University, Uni-
versity of Oklahoma, University of
Houston, Brigham Young 'Univer-
sity, and the University of Califor-
nia (varsity football, wrestling, and
lacrosse represented as well as jour-
nalism, poli-sci, engineering and
advertising) got together in Sun
Valley, as guests of E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours & Co., to pass on current
styling.

Agreed: crew neck shetland in
classic ombre shadings is the classic.
Also: average number sweaters
owned 7.5. $10 to $20 retail price
spread about right. Most drycleaned
sweaters even if washing possible.
Endorsed V necks; high-button car-
digans; critical of gimmicks such as
side vents or side adjustments not
serving practical purpose. Bulky
look less important, but still popular.
Conclusion: Well-knit gang.
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Bill Adams (U, of Cal.)

Left, Lou Livingaton (Yale) right
Larry Kaluzny (Wayne State U.)

Jack Hardy (U. of Okla.)

Mike Weingart (U. of Houston)
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Getti-ng

Around

To It:

OUNDED in 1804 by two Bos-
tonians, Ohio University in

Athens, 0., still holds onto its Bos-
on tradition. Its New England
rchitecture gives the campus a
ikeness to Harvard University's
ampus and for 15 years Dr. John
t. Baker, a former Harvard man,

ias built the oldest university in
he Northwest Territory from small
niversity to large university status
n physical size, enrollment and

cademic standards. This year the
oston tradition was continued with
he naming of Dr. Vernon R. Alden,
nother Harvard man, as president
succeed Dr. Baker. For the first

ime in the history of the Harvard
raduate School of Business Ad-
.nistration one graduate followed
nother as president of a univer-
ity. Thirty-eight-year-old Dr. Al-
en is the youngest university pres-
lent in Ohio and Ohio University's
oungest president since William
[enry Scott was inaugurated at
Pe age of 32 in 1872.

A view of Cutler Hall in the winter Looking through
the new Class Gateway completed a year ago.

The new Class Gateway to the Ohio University Campus
Green is shown looking from the patio of the John C.
Baker University Center, completed in 1954 and re-
cently named in honor of retiring president Dr. Baker.

vv1 1 z"_ '- I , --

Dr. Vernon R. Alden and his wife, Marion, look out
over Ohio University's East Green dormitory area.
Dr. Alden took over as president of Ohio University
January 3, 1962. The Ohio University Campus Green in the spring.
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In order to advance a personal cam-
paign to make this "Be-Kind-To-
Those-Whose-Are-Going-Insane-
For-Lack-Of-Laughs" month, I'm
compelled to divulge information
about a unique little paperback.
Even those of you who suffer from
intense guilt feelings because
you've put down that book of study
and.are searching for hilarity will
find College Parodies satisfying
compromise.

This collection of "spoofs" is
edited by Will and Martin Lieber-
son and is published by Ballantine
Books. It includes parodies on cur-
rent well known magazines and
newspapers taken from such col-
legiate publications as the Colum-
bia Jester, the Cornell Widow, the
Purdue Rivet, the Yale Record, and
others. A humorous and snappy
turn is given to comic strips, ads,
feature articles, short stories, and
non-fiction found in sports' and
news'. magazines, home journals,
and entertainment periodicals
which fill the newsstands across
the country.

Indulge yourself with a few
hours of humor! Take that seventy-
five cents you've been saving to
buy your favorite magazine and
pick up a copy of College Parodies
at the bookstore.

While you're at the bookstore
you might look for two paperbacks
which are not in the humorous vein,
but which I highly recommend,
Shakespeare of London, written by
Marchette Chute and published by
Dutton Everyman Paperback
(65c), is an excellent account of
William Shakespeare and his works
and the society in which he lived.
(The other paperback is the essay
n Liberty written by John Stuart

Mill (A Gateway Edition, 85c).
Although this work was first pub-
lished in 1859, it has been a fa-
vorite for more than a century.
I think you will find this essay on
civil liberty particularly appealing
in regard to current national and
international policies.

LIZ PACE
Barnard '63

is just one of the outstanding
handsome new SM7 Deluxe

Portable. A breeze to operate, it's the one portable with
true office machine action. Comes fully-equipped with
the most advanced and worthwhile
typing aids ... from convenient ;
half-spacing (for ruled index
cards, etc.) to a correcting space
bar (for insertion of omitted -
i _ \ ' Iletter
a pro
fore 3

P E .E.. a 40-pg, ca gntridac
boollet, for highi school and eoeep-
sudents, antitied "HOW TO 6ET At

D RfEIAD STAIR 0 M SUC.CESS." The
AIb mathor is Bernard Haldane, origLnaiar

S o the Sueaem FW*etow Analysis S,
praeeh to areer developmem.t Cove.r

A such informatirve and helpful materaI
as: The TFen Steps in Sheepsf Pastor

Analyssl-s; iterprptilag Yoar SFPA
Preparias Your RIsuim; How Jobe 
Ar Fgonad; Row To Write Appolali
meat--Cetain Letters; ec. Send tfo
your free copy today I

OLYMPIA DVISION, Dept. (FGC-1)
Inter-Continental Trading Corporation 
90 West Street, New York 6, New Y¥ork

Name .

City nefrate..-

's). bee, test and compare city
.cision-built Olympia be. 

you decide on any other portable. (Cog I i
Olympia Division, Inter-Continintal Trading CcWP., 90 WeSt St., sew York 6, .Y./ In Canada: OlCympa Business iachaiMs Co., (Cauida) Ltd., 25 Mfobie Drive, Taort

One you'll want by all means is
"The Folksingers of Washington'
Square" (CLP-4010 - Continen-
tal). Washington Square Park, as
you may know, has been in the past

a burial ground for. New York
City's paupers, a hanging ground
for its sinners, and for the last 20-
odd years, the locale of outdoor
folksinging in Manhattan. There

was quite a scramble over this re-
cently. The law decided to put a
stop to the singing, and proceeded
to arrest any warblers for "min-
strelcy." There were fights, sit-
down strikes, committees, and
more arrests before the Mayor in-
terceded and gave the Square back
to its singers as their own special

platform. This record is the trig
phant results, and contains: "I
Land"; "Big Ball in Nashvill
"The Sailor Boy And Wander
Boy"; "Hoe- Down Medler
"Brooklyn John Henry"; "
E-RI-E Canal'; "I'm Sad And-
Lonely"; "Hard Trials" and otih
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National College Queen Fina/ists mode/ styles in
fhe '62 look of studied simplicity and neatness

Patricia Weaver goes casual in this outfit, but
, gd .retains a tone of neatness and charm.

Ann Frandsen, '"Western College Queen,"
from you-see-where in Ogden, Utah, models
a dress belted with large patch-saddle pockets.

Patricia Weaver, "1961 National College
Queen," of Wilson College, Chambersburg,
Pa., wears frosted wool and orlon dress in
electric shades of pink, blue. or turquoise.

Eunice Young, "Southern College Queen,"

from that college there in North Carolina,
prefers the tailored look with jacket, pleated
skirt. 

Marsha Thompson, "Rocky Mountain Col-
lege Queen," from Montana State College, in
Bozeman, Montana, chooses simple, smart,
and figure flattering lines.

and for those odd-about moments...

- 'W Quilting parties wear a
fireside dress, left and

Casual and yet sophisti- right, square necked
cated cotton jacquard in jumper in blue and
snappy pullover. (Hey, green checks, bright
you're mising the box!) bre, c ktbrass buttons,

Wide-wale corduroy in
slim tapered pants, and
sleeveless box jacket

i 

I.
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